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In mechanisms theory it is often desired to come up with techniques that allow reducing a
complex mechanical problem to a simpler mathematical task. The use of surfaces generated
by kinematic chains in the analysis and design of linkages reduces the problem to the analysis
of surfaces in three dimensional space. Hence, the rich knowledge on surfaces and their
intersections becomes a powerful tool to solve the problem.
Surfaces generated by kinematic chains were used to aid the design of linkages since
as early as the 70s. However, after a few publications, several of which remained rather
obscure conference papers, the technique was abandoned. More recently, the analysis of
the intersection of surfaces was applied in the design of reconfigurable mechanisms, a topic
still not of the interest of researchers when generated surfaces were explored first. This recent
application opened the doors to the question whether the use of surfaces could help the design
and analysis of linkages for other purposes and unsolved problems in the research field.
Therefore, in this thesis, surfaces generated by kinematic chains are further explored to
bring fresh results including kinematotropic linkages, paradoxical reconfigurable linkages,
reconfigurable parallel manipulators that can change their number of degrees of freedom be-
tween three different values, and spatial linkages with a cusp in their configuration space.
Furthermore, the use of generated surfaces will prove the existence of other types of singu-
larities which had not being explored before, namely the intersection of cusp and curves, and
the intersection of cusp and surfaces. Similarly, in this thesis, a method for designing linkages
with a tangential intersection in the configuration space is presented for the first time.
In this thesis, the use of generated surfaces is combined with other techniques including
group theory and screw theory, while local analysis is carried out by computation of the kine-
matic tangent cone at the analysed configuration. The results presented in this thesis prove
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The design and analysis of mechanisms for specific tasks or purposes is a complex problem.
Sometimes it becomes convenient to visualize in 3-dimensional space what a kinematic chain
is able to do, and therefore, it is easier to manipulate its parameters to obtain the desired
behaviour of the linkage. This idea leads to the method of generated surfaces.
This is a rather old technique, since as early as the 60s, Jenkins et al. [1] not only es-
tablished the technique but also presented must of the useful properties of these surfaces and
their intersection. Relatively few publications on the topic can be found in the literature, most
of them were actually published immediately after Jenkins’ paper. In this period, Torfason
[2], [3] presented a table with beautiful hand-made illustrations of the possible shapes of sur-
faces generated by kinematic dyads, he would solve the intersection of these surfaces using
numerical methods with the computational power of the time. Hunt, who also coauthored
Jenkins’ paper [1], seemed to be very interested in the technique and would refer to it several
times to explain different phenomena, including dwell motion [4], constant-velocity coupling
[5] and the existence of paradoxical linkages [6].
Surfaces as the key in the design and analysis of mechanisms became fairly uncommon
after the 70s. It is likely that the work presented by Hunt, Crossley, Torfason and Jenkins
covered most of the topics that were of interest at the time. On top of this, the complexity
of computing the intersection between two surfaces may have undermined the appeal of the
method. And it is in the 90s when Liu and Zsombor-Murray [7] publish a paper tackling such
a problem of computing the intersection of two generated surfaces, although their discussion
is limited to quartics, the most common shapes generated by 2-DOF kinematic dyads are
actually quartics, e.g. a general RR chain generates a toroid, and an RP chain, a hyperboloid.
Yet geometry remains the most powerful tool in mechanisms theory, and therefore, the use
of surfaces was never completely abandoned. For example, in more recent publications, Lee
and Hervé [8] draw on the intersection of two cylinders to describe the motion of RCCR
constant-velocity shafts, commonly called Koenigs joints. Lee and Hervé also seemed to
have the same fascination for generated toroids that Hunt had and went more in depth in
explaining the four different types of paradoxical Bennett linkages using toroids [9]. Su and
McCarthy [10] presented a fresh application of the method by letting the mobile platform of
PKMs move on three surfaces, each generated by a leg, a method for the synthesis of PKMs
was then obtained.
The search for reconfigurable mechanisms, which increased during the first two decades
of this century saw a new application for the method of generated surfaces. López-Custodio et
al. [11] explained how to manipulate surfaces to design reconfigurable linkages with constant
and variable mobility.
Although Jenkins et al. [1] had warned that a crossing of two curves in the intersection
set of two surfaces would lead to a singularity between two “branches”, the possibility was
never explored, maybe because reconfigurable mechanisms was still not a topic of interest at
the time. However, nowadays, reconfigurable mechanisms is big topic in mechanisms theory,
the fascination for drastic transformations in the way a linkage works has become the term
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“reconfigurable mechanisms” into an umbrella that encompasses a wide variety of devices.
This term includes kinematotropic linkages which can vary their number of degrees of free-
dom [12]–[17], deployable linkages, which can drastically change in size and shape (see for
example [18]–[21]), and metamorphic linkages [22], [23], which involve link annexation and
topology change or joint property change to achieve reconfiguration which can also result in
a mobility change [24]–[28].
After the method of generated surfaces was used to aid the design of reconfigurable mech-
anisms and [11] and [29] were published, several questions arose:
1. In [29], López-Custodio stated that apparently the intersection of two helicoids would
lead to a linkage with an infinity of branches of motion, something that had never been
reported before, however it was not possible to prove this because the intersection set
is too complex to be computed with the tools in hand. A first question was whether
this suspicion was correct.
2. One of the examples presented in [11] was an Altmann linkage obtained by the in-
tersection of two (right) tori and by applying the method for reducing a S pair into
two R joints, which was presented in the same contribution. The Altmann linkage is
a very special case of line-symmetric Bricard linkage, a paradoxical linkage. An im-
mediate question was then, can general toroids be manipulated to design other Bricard
paradoxical linkages that are reconfigurable?
3. Jenkins et al. [1], as the vast majority of the publications related to generated surfaces,
used dyads (2-joint serial chains) as mechanical generators of the surfaces. However,
they explained that any 2-DOF kinematic chain can be used as generator. This possi-
bility was never explored. What kind of surfaces can be generated by closed-loop and
hybrid 2-DOF kinematic chains? Will they be useful in the design of mechanisms?
4. Apparently, Su and McCarthy [10] were the only researchers who used surfaces in to
design parallel manipulators. But they did not use the idea of intersecting surfaces and
let a point in the linkage follow the intersection set. Can interesting parallel manipula-
tors be designed by intersecting surfaces?
5. This research opened the doors to apply this method to other unsolved questions in
mechanisms theory. What other applications to modern problems can be given to the
technique of generated surfaces?
The first question would have been answered by the author of this thesis in [30], where
families of mechanisms with an infinity of branches of motion were presented for the first
time. This thesis work aims to answer the other four questions. As such, the following
original contributions are presented:
• Reconfigurable Bricard 6R linkages are designed systematically by manipulating the
intersection of two toroids. Families of reconfigurable line-symmetric and plane-
symmetric Bricard 6R linkages are obtained.
• From the previous point, a purely geometrical explanation for the Bennett and spher-
ical 4R behaviors of Bricard linkages that are sometimes reported in the literature, is
presented.
• A plane-symmetric Bricard linkage with no movable configurations is obtained. Ex-
amples of rigid Bricard linkages are rare. The author of this thesis is only aware of the
line-symmetric example discussed in [31]–[33]. However, such an example is always
movable when the assembly preserves the line symmetry, while its rigid assembly,
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known as ‘chair form’, is not line-symmetric. The Bricard 6R linkage presented in this
thesis maintains its plane symmetry in its pair of rigid assemblies.
• A method for the design of kinematotropic linkages using generated surfaces is pre-
sented for the first time. Although in [11] it was shown that mobility change is possible
by taking advantage of conic singularities, the obtained results were rather simple, re-
lying on partitioned mobility.
• A new explanation for the mobility of Wohlhart’s queer square mechanism [12] is
presented. The explanation is part of the design of a more complex linkage.
• The self-intersections of surfaces are proved to lead to branches of motion that had not
been explained before in the method of generated surfaces.
• The generation of surfaces is used for the first time in the design of a reconfigurable
parallel manipulator.
• A parallel manipulator that can change its mobility between three different values is
obtained from the previous point. Kinematotropic mechanisms with more than two
different values of finite mobility are rather rare. The only non-degenerate example
known by the author of this thesis is Wohlhart’s ‘star cube’ [17], [34].
• 1-DOF spatial mechanisms with a cusp in the configuration space are presented for the
first time.
• Two new types of c-space singularities are identified in examples of cusp mechanisms:
a cusp intersecting a regular curve, and a cusp touching a surface.
• A method for the design of mechanisms with tangential intersections of branches of
motion is presented for the first time.
• A method for the identification of tangential intersections using local information is
presented for the first time.
• The kinematics of a generalized Exechon robot is obtained. Such a generalization
accounts offsets at the base joints of the robot.
This is a thesis written in the mode of incorporation of publications. Each chapter is a
publication which was adapted to work as a chapter of a single document, rather than a stand-
alone manuscript. Notation and terminology was also homogenised. The thesis is organised
as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents a brief review of the fundamental mathematical tools used in the
thesis as well as the concepts of mechanism theory required in the thesis.
• Chapter 3 considers the line-symmetric case of Bricard linkages as the intersection
of two toroids in order to design reconfigurable paradoxical linkages. This chapter is
based on:
[35] P.C. López-Custodio, J.S. Dai, and J.M. Rico, “Branch reconfiguration of
Bricard linkages based on toroids intersections: Line-symmetric case,” ASME
Journal of Mechanisms and Robotics, vol. 10, no. 3, pp. 031003-1-
–031003–11, 2018.
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• Chapter 4 considers the plane-symmetric case of Bricard linkages as the intersection
of two toroids in order to design reconfigurable paradoxical linkages. This chapter is
based on:
[36] P.C. López-Custodio, J.S. Dai, and J.M. Rico, “Branch reconfiguration of
Bricard linkages based on toroids intersections: Plane-symmetric case,” ASME
Journal of Mechanisms and Robotics, vol. 10, no. 3, pp. 031002-1–
031002–12, 2018.
• Chapter 5 presents a method for the design of kinematotropic linkages, as an example,
a hybrid kinematic chain is used to generate a Bohemian dome. This chapter is based
on:
[37] P.C. López-Custodio and J.S. Dai, “Design of a variable-mobility linkage using
the Bohemian dome,” ASME Journal of Mechanical Design, vol. 141, no. 9,
pp. 092303-1–092303-12, 2018.
• Chapter 6 presents a kinematotropic parallel manipulator which was designed consid-
ering the intersection of surfaces generated by the mobile platform. This chapter is
based on:
[38] P.C. López-Custodio, A. Müller and J.S. Dai, “A Kinematotropic Paral-
lel Mechanism Reconfiguring Between Three Motion Branches of Different
Mobility,” In: Uhl T. (eds) Advances in Mechanism and Machine Science.
IFToMM WC 2019. Mechanisms and Machine Science, vol 73. Springer,
Cham. 2611-2620, (2019)
• Chapter 7 presents the design of mechanisms with a cusp in the configuration space.
The method is the first of its kind and is based on the manipulation of intersection
curves between surfaces. This chapter is based on:
[39] P.C. López-Custodio, A. Müller, J.M. Rico and J.S. Dai, “A synthesis method
for 1-DOF mechanisms with a cusp in the configuration space,” Mechanisms
and Machine Theory, vol 132, 154-175, (2019).
• Chapter 8 presents the first design method for mechanisms with tangential intersection
of branches of motion. Although this method is not based on generated surfaces, it is
intrinsically connected to the problem of cusp singularities in chapter 7. This chapter
is based on:
[40] P.C. López-Custodio, A. Müller and J.S. Dai, “Tangential intersection of
branches of motion,” Mechanisms and Machine Theory, vol 147, 103730,
(2020).
• Chapter 9 presents a rather simple and straightforward application of a toroid in the
solution of the IKP and the FKP of a parallel manipulator. This chapter is based on:
[41] P.C. López-Custodio, J.S. Dai, R. Fu, and Y. Jin, “Kinematics and constraints
of the Exechon robot accounting offsets due to errors in the base joint axes,”
ASME. J. Mechanisms Robotics, vol 12, no 2, 021109, (2020).




In this chapter, a background of the theory and methods used in this thesis is presented.
The chapter then starts with mathematical concepts and then it moves towards applications
in mechanisms theory. Firstly, in Section 2.1 some remarks on notation are given. A brief
introduction to the special Euclidean group, SE(3), and its Lie algebra, se(3), is given in
sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. These two sections aim to present a basic description
of SE(3) and se(3) in a language that is more familiar for mechanisms theory researchers
than the one generally used in differential geometry books. Once se(3) is introduced in
Section 2.3, screw theory can be used, so the problem of kinematic higher order analyses is
discussed in Section 2.4. The properties of the configuration space of a linkage and how to
locally analyse it using the expressions from Section 2.4, is discussed in 2.5. With machinery
developed in these sections, Sections 2.6 and 2.7 introduce, in a natural way, the concept of
reconfigurable mechanisms and how this and other types of linkages can be designed using
generated surfaces. Finally, in Section 2.8, the different computational tools used in this
thesis are briefly discussed.
Several concepts discussed in this chapter have been adapted from [29], [42].
2.1 Notation
The symbols used in this thesis are explained at the beginning of the document. However,
extra information about notation and how this is applied is explained in this section.
The notation used for coordinate systems transformations in [43] is adopted in this thesis.
Coordinate systems will normally be named with italic capital letters starting at A, i.e. A, B,
C,... Due to the large amount of symbols, in chapter 9 only, coordinate systems are denoted by
capital non-italic letters. ABR ∈ SO(3) is the rotation matrix that represents the orientation of
coordinate system B w.r.t. A. ABT ∈ SE(3)⊂R4×4 is the homogeneous transformation matrix
that represents the position and orientation of frame B, w.r.t. frame A, then BAT =
A
BT−1.
Points are denoted by capital italic letters starting at O, i.e. O, P, Q,... rQ/P ∈ R3 is the
vector with tail at P and tip at Q. If the coordinates of this vector are written in frame A,
we write ArQ/P ∈ R3. Let frames A and B have origins at OA and OB, respectively. Then
ArP := ArP/OA represents the coordinates of point P in frame A. Clearly,
ArQ/P = ArQ− ArP.
In order to avoid an abuse in notation or the introduction of more symbols, homogeneous
transformation matrices are only for conceptual use in this thesis. Therefore, we prefer to









resent the unit vectors along the X−, Y− and Z−axes of frame A. Clearly, A îA := (1,0,0),
AĵA := (0,1,0) and Ak̂A := (0,0,1)
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2.2 The special Euclidean group, SE(3)
A group (G,◦) is a set G endowed with a binary operation ◦, such that the following axioms
are satisfied ∀g,g1,g2,g3 ∈ G:
1. Closure w.r.t. ◦: g1 ◦g2 ∈ G
2. ◦ is associative: g1 ◦ (g2 ◦g3) = (g1 ◦g2)◦g3
3. ∃ idG ∈ G such that: idG ◦g = g◦ idG
4. ∃g−1 such that: g◦g−1 = g−1 ◦g = idG
If, in addition, ◦ is commutative, i.e. g1 ◦g2 = g2 ◦g1, G is said to be an abelian group. A
subgroup is any subset of G which, when endowed with the same operation, is also a group
by itself.
The set of transformations that preserve the Euclidean distance between points form a
group along with the composition operation represented in fig. 2.1. This group is called the
Euclidean group, E(n), in an n−dimensional space. In this thesis n is always 3.
FIGURE 2.1: Composition of Euclidean displacements ψ1 and ψ2. Figure
taken from [29]
The Euclidean group encompasses translations, rotations and reflexions. Therefore O(3),
the orthogonal group corresponding to all rotations and reflexions, is a subgroup of E(3).
Translations and rotations are commonly known as rigid body transformations. These trans-
formations, along with the composition operation, form a subset called the special Euclidean
group, SE(3). Note that since O(3) is a subgroup of E(3), then SO(3), the special orthogonal
group consisting of all rotations, is a subgroup of SE(3). Note that SE(3) is not an abelian
group as, in general, the composition of transformations is not commutative.
There exist several representations of SE(3) using different algebraic structures. In this






) ∣∣∣∣R ∈ SO(3)⊂ R3×3, t ∈ R3}
where SE(3) is endowed with the typical operation of matrix multiplication to form the group.
Remember that R ∈ SO(3) implies both RtR = I3 = RRt and det(R) = 1. In this thesis, a
homogeneous transformation matrix can be assembled by its rotation and translation compo-
nents through the map HT(R, t), where R ∈SO(3) and t ∈ R3.
The transformation matrices in this representation map points in the physical space, i.e.
given the coordinates of a point attached to a rigid body, one can find the coordinates of the
same point after the transformation has been applied. The second representation of SE(3)
used in this thesis works on lines rather than points, this is particularly useful in screw theory
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when working with Plücker coordinates of lines. Such a representation will be introduced in
the next section. The representation by dual quaternions is another widely used representa-
tion of SE(3) which is not applied in this thesis.
The subgroups of SE(3) have been widely studied and have important applications in
mechanisms theory and robotics, being Hervé [44] the first in noticing the importance of
these subgroups and giving an organised list of them. However, it has been argued [45] that
these subgroups had been reported earlier by different mathematicians. The following is an
exhaustive list of the subgroups of SE(3):
• Special Euclidean Group, SE(3): Improper subgroup.
• Shoenflies displacements, X: Rotations about an axis of fixed direction and all trans-
lations.
• Spherical displacements, SO(3): The special orthogonal group represents all rotations
around the origin.
• General planar displacements, G: All translations parallel to a fixed plane and rota-
tion about an axis parallel to such plane. Note that G is equal to SE(2).
• Pure translation, T(3): All translations.
• Planar translation of screw motions, Y: All translations parallel to a fixed plane and
screw motion about an axis parallel to such plane.
• Planar translation, T(2): All translations parallel to a fixed plane.
• Cylindrical motions, C: Rotation about a fixed axis and translation along the same
axis.
• Rotation, R: Rotation about a fixed axis. Note that R is equal to SO(2).
• Linear translation, T(1): Translation along a fixed direction.
• Screw motion, H: Screw motion along a fixed axis.
• Identity, idSE(3): Trivial subgroup.
These subgroups have different dimensions according to the restrictions imposed to the
displacements. Fig. 2.2 shows the relation of inclusion of all the subgroups of SE(3) and
their dimension.
SE(3) and all of its subgroups can be parametrized in continuous variables. For example,




cosa −sina 0 0
sina cosa 0 0
0 0 1 b
0 0 0 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ a ∈ T,b ∈ R

Similarly, SO(3) can be parametrized in three angles θ1,θ2,θ3 ∈ T representing the roll,
pitch and yaw rotations. Since the variables in these parameterizations are always contin-
uous, SE(3) has the structure of a manifold, this property also allows us to talk about their
dimension. In addition, the multiplication of two matrices representing the parameterization
of elements of SE(3) results in a matrix whose entries are smooth functions of the same vari-
ables. Then, it is said that the composition operation in SE(3) is a smooth map. A similar
conclusion can be done for the inversion of an element in SE(3). These three properties of








FIGURE 2.2: All subgroups of SE(3) and their relation of inclusion. The
dimension is indicated by the numbers on the right. This figure is adapted
from [46]
SE(3), manifold structure, smoothness of its binary operation and smoothness of the inver-
sion, make SE(3) a Lie group and, as such, it is possible to apply differential calculus to it,
therefore it is also said that SE(3) is a differentiable manifold.
2.3 The Lie algebra of the special Euclidean group
The non-linear nature of the special Euclidean group makes it difficult to work with. Fortu-
nately, its qualification as a Lie group allows us to obtain a linearization of it, which locally








∣∣∣∣ γ : R→ SE(3) 3 γ(0) = idSE(3)}
In this definition, γ is a one-parameter curve on SE(3) such that it crosses idSE(3). There-
fore, TidSE(3)SE(3) is a vector space spanned by the tangent vectors to 1-dimensional curves
at the origin. Since SE(3) consists of all rigid body displacements, TidSE(3)SE(3) represents
the set of all possible velocities at the beginning of motion. Formally, TidSE(3)SE(3) should be
denoted by se(3), however, in this thesis simple lowercase font is used:
se(3) := TidSE(3)SE(3)
se(3) has an algebra1 structure under the Lie bracket [, ] : se(3)× se(3)→ se(3). The Lie
bracket is anti-symmetric and satisfies the Jacobi identity, respectively:
• [X,Y] =−[Y,X], ∀X,Y ∈ se(3)
1An algebra is a vector space which also presents closure under an additional operation.
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• [X, [Y,Z]]+ [Z, [X,Y]]+ [Y, [Z,X]] = 0, ∀X,Y,Z ∈ se(3)
Hence, it is said that se(3) is the Lie algebra of SE(3). The Lie bracket can be defined as
the time derivative at t = 0 of the conjugation of an element of se(3) by an element of SE(3).











Since this Lie algebra gives us a linear local approximation of SE(3), it would be very
useful to move from this linearization to SE(3) again, namely, given a tangent vector X ∈
se(3) identify the corresponding curve γ ⊂ SE(3) to which X is tangent at idSE(3). This is
possible using the exponential map exp : se(3)→ SE(3), defined by:
exp(tX) = γ(t)
where γ : R→ SE(3) is the corresponding curve to which X ∈ se(3) is tangent at the identity.
To give an expression of the structure of se(3), consider a representation of SE(3) by
homogeneous transformation matrices. Let T := HT(Rot(a, ŝ), t)∈ SE(3) be a homogeneous












)∣∣∣∣ ω(0) ∈ R, ŝ ∈ S2,v(0) ∈ R3} (2.2)
where ω(0) is the magnitude of the angular velocity at t = 0, v(0) is the velocity of the origin
at t = 0, and if ŝ := (s1,s2,s3), then:
skew(ŝ) =
 0 −s3 s2s3 0 −s1
−s2 s1 0

From this representation, it is clear that dim(se(3))=6. This must be no surprise since the
manifold structure of SE(3) implies that dim(TψSE(3)) = dim(SE(3)), ∀ψ ∈ SE(3).
It can be seen that se(3) is isomorphic to R6, therefore, a very convenient representation
of se(3) is given by:
se(3) :=
{
(ωŝ;v) | ωŝ,v ∈ R3
}∼= R6 (2.3)
In the literature [48], V = (ωŝ;v) is commonly known as a twist or a velocity state. A
remarkable fact is that these vectors V can further be decomposed as follows:
(ωŝ;v) = ω(ŝ;hŝ+ ŝ× rO) (2.4)
These are the Plücker coordinates of a line parallel to ŝ that contains a point with position
vector rO ∈ R3. In addition, h ∈ R represents the magnitude of the linear velocity along the
direction of the angular velocity. It can be seen that Eq. (2.4) represents the coordinates of a
screw with pitch h, we denote these screws by S ∈ se(3).
With the representation of se(3) through screw coordinates, we can now give an equation
for the Lie bracket of two screws. It can be proved [49] that considering X := (a1;b1) and
Y := (a2;b2) and replacing them in Eq. (2.1), the following expression for the Lie bracket is
obtained:
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[(a1;b1),(a2;b2)] = (a1×a2; a1×b2−a2×b1)
This definition matches with the commutator of matrices.
Now let us introduce a new concept that will be useful to give an equivalent interpretation
of the Lie product. For each ψ ∈ SE(3), define the automorphism Ad : SE(3)→Aut(SE(3))
such that it can act on a second element of SE(3), ϕ ∈ SE(3), as Ad(ψ)(ϕ) := ψ ◦ϕ ◦ψ−1.
We call this the adjoint action of SE(3).
Now let T ∈ R4×4 be the homogeneous transformation matrix representing the displace-
ment ψ ∈ SE(3), and let S ∈ R6 be the screw coordinates of an element of se(3) such that
S4×4 ∈ R4×4 is the same element written in 4×4 matrix form, as in Eq. (2.2). Then Ad(ψ)
can act on such an element of se(3) as follows:
Ad(ψ)(S4×4) = TS4×4T−1 = S′4×4 ∈ se(3)
Then the result of the adjoint action on an element of se(3) is another element of se(3). Let
S′ ∈ R6 be the screw coordinates of S′4×4 ∈ R4×4, then the adjoint action can be written as a
6×6 matrix that transforms S by premultiplication as follows:
Adj(ψ)S = S′, Adj(ψ) ∈ R6×6
where Adj∈R6×6 should not be mistaken with Ad∈Aut(SE(3)). This leads to an alternative
representation of SE(3) given by 6×6 matrices. This is called the adjoint representation of





) ∣∣∣∣R ∈ SO(3), t ∈ R3} (2.5)
Since the screw coordinates represent lines with a pitch, the adjoint representation of
SE(3) in Eq. (2.5) is used to apply an Euclidean displacement to a screw. Then, the definition
of the Lie bracket in Eq. (2.1) has an equivalent interpretation using screw coordinates. It
can be proved [50], [51] that the Lie bracket of two screws represents the time derivative at








, S1,S2 ∈ se(3),a ∈ R
Geometrically speaking, [S1,S2] is a screw that is coincident with the common perpen-
dicular of S1 and S2. If these screws are parallel, the product vanishes as expected from its
nilpotency property.
A subalgebra of se(3) is any subset of se(3) which is an algebra by itself. For every
subgroup of any Lie group, there is a corresponding subalgebra. In this thesis, subalgebras
are denoted with the same symbol as its corresponding subgroup but using lowercase letters.
For example, so(3) is the subalgebra of spherical displacements. These subalgebras can also
be parametrized, for example the subalgebra of cylindrical displacements about the Z axis,
cZ , is given by:
cZ := {(0,0,a;0,0,b) | a,b ∈ R}
From this parameterization, it is clear that cZ is a vector space of dimension 2, which is,
as expected, equal to the dimension of CZ .
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2.4 Higher order kinematic analyses
In this section, equations for the time derivatives of the pose of the end-effector of a serial
kinematic chain are presented in terms of screw coordinates. These equations are presented
here in the form that they were determined by López-Custodio et al. [50] by direct derivation
of the Jacobian matrix by means of the Lie bracket. Equivalent expressions were determined
previously by Rico et al. [48], Müller [52] and Lerbet [53]. In [50] all these different expres-
sions were proved to be equivalent.
Equations for the first-, second-, third- and fourth-order analyses are enlisted in this sec-
tion. Although explicit equations for orders higher than four are not presented, a method for
the recursive determination of the kinematics of any order can be found in [54].
In order to represent the motion of the end-effector of a serial kinematic chain, consider
the n−joint chain shown in fig. 2.3. Let Vn := Tnr ×Rnp+nh , where nr, np and nh are the
number of R, P and H joints in the kinematic chain. We define q(t) := (q1(t), . . . ,qn(t))∈Vn
as the vector of joint variables of the kinematic chain at time t. Hence, q wholly describes
the configuration of the chain at time t. For the sake of lightening the notation, we drop t.
Let 0 < m ≤ n, the twist of link m w.r.t. link m− 1 is given by the screw Sm(q). Note
that if the joint is a helical joint (H), h ∈ R\{0} in Eq. (2.4); if it is a revolute joint (R), the
screw has pitch h = 0; and if the joint is a prismatic joint (P), then h = ∞ and the screw has
coordinates (0;v). Only 1-DOF lower kinematic pairs are considered in this thesis, i.e. H, R
and P joints. Spherical (S), universal (U) and cylindrical (C) joints are considered as serial
connections of R and H joints.
FIGURE 2.3: Serial kinematic chain with n joints. Figure taken from [50]
The equations for higher-order kinematic analyses in terms of screw coordinates, are con-
siderably long expressions. For the sake of compactness, we define the following multilinear
maps, where only for these expressions an abuse in notation has been done by considering
Rn×, . . . ,×Rn︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
=Rn×k. Note that these maps are different for each configuration q, however,
for the sake of lightening the notation q has been dropped from the screws Si:
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J2(q) : Rn×2→ se(3) (w,x) 7→ ∑
j<k
w j xk [S j,Sk] ,
J3,1(q) : Rn×3→ se(3) (w,x,y) 7→ ∑
j<k
w j x j yk [S j, [S j,Sk]] ,
J3,2(q) : Rn×3→ se(3) (w,x,y) 7→ ∑
i< j<k
wi x j yk [Si, [S j,Sk]] ,
J4,1(q) : Rn×4→ se(3) (w,x,y,z) 7→ ∑
j<k
w j x j y j zk [S j, [S j, [S j,Sk]]] ,
J4,2(q) : Rn×4→ se(3) (w,x,y,z) 7→ ∑
i< j<k
wi xi y j zk [Si, [Si, [S j,Sk]]] ,
J4,3(q) : Rn×4→ se(3) (w,x,y,z) 7→ ∑
i< j<k
wi x j y j zk [Si, [S j, [S j,Sk]]] .
J4,4(q) : Rn×4→ se(3) (w,x,y,z) 7→ ∑
h<i< j<k
wh xi y j zk [Sh, [Si, [S j,Sk]]] (2.6)
where J(q) := aug(S1(q), . . . ,Sn(q)) is the Jacobian matrix of the kinematic chain at the
configuration of analysis q. In every case Jk, j(q) ∈ L(Rn, . . . ,Rn︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
; se(3)) ∀k = 1, . . . ,4.
Using these multilinear maps, the following expressions for the velocity, H(1) (1st order);
acceleration, H(2) (2nd order); jerk, H(3) (3rd order); and jounce, H(4) (4th order), of link n
w.r.t. link 0 are obtained at q.
H(1)(q,x1) = J1(q)(x1) = J(q)x1, (2.7)
H(2)(q,x1,x2) = J1(q)(x2)+ J2(q)(x1,x1), (2.8)
H(3)(q,x1,x2,x3) = J1(q)(x3)+2J2(q)(x1,x2)+ J2(q)(x2,x1)+ J3,1(q)(x1,x1,x1)+
2J3,2(q)(x1,x1,x1), (2.9)





where, xi := diq/dt i ∈Rn are the vectors of joint velocities, accelerations, jerks and jounces.
If link n in fig. 2.3 is rigidly attached to fixed link 0, a closed-loop kinematic chain is
obtained. The result is a single-loop linkage or mechanism. Note that in such a device, Vn
and all of its derivatives are equal to 0. Therefore, for closed loops, Eqs. (2.7) to (2.10) can
be written in general as:
J(q)xi = Λ(q,x1, . . . ,xi−1) (2.11)
where Λ ∈ se(3) is a screw which includes all the terms of the higher order equation apart
from the first one which is simply the linear map J1. In fact, Eq. (2.11) holds for any order
i ∈ Z+ \{0}.
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Note that if i = 1, Eq. (2.11) is the homogeneous linear equation J(q)x1 = 0 which
always has a solution x1 ∈ ker(J(q)). These results, including Eq. (2.11), are the key for
local analysis of linkages, which is explained in the following section.
2.5 The kinematic tangent cone
In the previous section, q(t) ∈ Vn was introduced as the vector of joint variables which fully
defines the configuration of an n−joint kinematic chain at time t. Since such a vector varies
with time, we now define V ⊆ Vn as the set of all possible vectors q at any time. V is called
the configuration space of the kinematic chain. For an open-loop chain it is clear that V =Vn.
However, for a closed-loop chain, vectors q must satisfy certain geometric restrictions that
allow the chain to remain assembled during motion. These restrictions are included in a
constraint loop equation, f (q(t)) = 0,∀t. Now consider a γ-loop linkage, then for every loop
a constraint loop equation fi(q(t)) = 0, i = 1, . . . ,γ must be fulfilled. It is clear now that, for
a linkage with γ loops, V 6= Vn since V can be defined as:
V := {q ∈ Vn | fi(q) = 0, i = 1, . . . ,γ} ⊂ Vn
Since fi are analytic functions, i.e. they can be expressed as a Taylor expansion, V rep-
resents the set of solutions to an analytic function, this mathematical object is called real
analytic variety [55]2, in contrast to a differentiable manifold, we allow V to have singulari-
ties of multiple types. In fact, we can somehow see V as the union of several manifolds which
may or may not intersect.
The fact that V can be seen as the union of several manifolds makes it very tempting
to obtain its tangent space to get a local picture of it as it was done in Section 2.3. Let us
assume for a moment that V is a differentiable manifold. Then the tangent space, TqV , at a
point q ∈ V is spanned by the set of vectors q̇ = x1 ∈ Rn which can be seen as the possible
joint velocities at q:
TqV = {x1 |J(q)x1 = 0}= ker(J(q)) (2.12)
Since we are considering V to be smooth at q, we get dim(TqV ) = dim(Nq∩V ). The dimen-
sion of V at q represents the number of degrees of freedom or the mobility of the kinematic
chain at q, the manifolds in V can have different dimensions, this is why the mobility of a link-
age is said to be a local property. Observe that dim(TqV ) = dim(ker(J(q))) = n−rank(J(q)).
This is the main reason why many researchers rely on the Jocobian matrix of a linkage to ob-
tain information including mobility. For example, it is a widely used technique to compute
mobility by means of the dimension of the system of constraints of parallel robots. Unfortu-
nately, these results fail wherever V ceases to be a manifold, which happens if q ∈ sing(V ).
To illustrate a simple situation in which TqV fails in locally describing V , consider a
planar 4R mechanism in which the opposite links have the same length. Since this is a 4R
linkage we have joint variables vectors q ∈ T4 and V ⊂ T4. This mechanism can reach a
flat configuration q0 in which the axes of all its joints lie on the same plane. Hunt [58]
notes that, from q0, the mechanism can be unfolded “in two essentially different ways”: in
the first way opposite links remain parallel to each other forming a parallelogram, in the
second way of unfolding the linkage this parallelism does not exist, these configurations are
commonly known as antiparallelogram configurations. Fig. 2.4 shows the mechanism in
the flat configuration q0, in a parallelogram configuration q1 and in an antiparallelogram
configuration q2.
2In this thesis, the concept of analytic variety is used only to describe the configuration space of a linkage,
but an algebraic geometry approach is not used. For a direct application of algebraic geometry in mechanisms
analysis see [56], [57]
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FIGURE 2.4: Bifurcation in the configuration space of a planar 4-bar mech-
anism.
Since it is well-known that this is a 1-DOF mechanism, it can be seen that V includes two
1-dimensional manifolds V1 and V2 in an ambient space T4. These two manifolds are said to
be subvarieties of V . As depicted in fig. 2.4, both subvarieties intersect at q0, therefore, q0
is said to be a bifurcation point of V . From fig. 2.4 it is clear that the set of tangents to V
at q0 is the union of two 1-dimensional vector spaces, each one being tangent to each curve
intersecting at q0. However, since Tq0V = ker(J(q0)), the tangent space to V at q0 must be
a vector space and, therefore, it cannot represent the union of two lines. The vector space
nature of Tq0V suggests that it is generated by the linear span of all the vectors that are tangent
to V at q0. Hence, Tq0V is the plane containing the two lines, i.e. the tangent plane to V1 and
V2 at q0, a 2-dimensional vector space.
It is disappointing that dim(Tq0V ) = 2, as we know that this is a 1-DOF linkage. It is also
confusing that the local picture we get from Tq0V suggests that V is a 2-DOF manifold.
V , like any other analytic variety, presents this important problem. To fix this, Whitney
[59] studied the tangents to this abstract objects. One can suspect from fig. 2.4 that the
tangents to analytic varieties generate a cone, rather than a vector space. A cone is a different
object which is only closed under scalar multiplication, but not under vector addition. The
union of two vector spaces is, therefore, a cone. Indeed, Whitney introduced the concept
of tangent cone to an analytic variety. Not only does the concept work at singularities like
the bifurcation of our 4-bar linkage, the cone also degenerates into a vector space when no
bifurcation is present, being equal to the tangent space, as shown in fig. 2.4 at regular point
q1. Lerbet [53] was the first in noting the effectiveness of this concept in mechanisms theory.
Müller would follow him with a number of papers on this topic [52], [54], [60]–[62].
In order to obtain the tangent cone to V we note that since the vectors that lie on TqV
but are not tangent to either V1 or V2 are not actual tangent vector to V , they do not represent
feasible velocities of the joint variables. In order to unmask these vectors that are not actually
joint velocities, note that if a vector represents feasible joint velocities, then it not only fulfills
the equation for velocity analysis, Eq. (2.7), but it also must satisfy the kinematic equations
of any order. We can then construct the kinematic tangent cone to V at any point q, CKq , using
the kinematic higher order expressions in Section 2.4. Let
K1q := ker(J(q)) = TqV
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∣∣∣∣H(i)(q,x1, . . . ,xi) = 0}, ∀i ∈ Z+ \{0,1} (2.13)
The kinematic tangent cone is then obtained as:






where κ is the order at which dim(Kiq) = dim(K
κ
q ), ∀i > κ. Unfortunately, proving that κ has
been determined using higher order analysis is still an open problem.
Returning to our 4-bar mechanism, it is clear now that in fig. 2.4 the tangent space to V1
is the 1-dimensional vector space Kκ,1q0 , while the tangent space to V2 is K
κ,2
q0 , then the tangent




q0 . If we were to obtain the tangent cone in the
non-singular point q1 (see fig. 2.4) we would find that κ = 1 and CKq0V = K
1
q0 = Tq0V , which
is simply a 1-dimensional vector space. There is no limit for the number of subvarieties
intersecting at a point in V , an example with as many as eight 3-dimensional manifolds
intersecting at a point is presented in [63]
With this example, Hunt [58] called this flat configuration an uncertainty configuration.
q0 is a singularity of V . Singularities in the configuration space have been widely studied
[64]–[66]. Note that, in our 4-bar mechanism at q0 dim(Tq0V ) = dim(ker(J(q0))) = n−
rank(J(q0)) = 2, while at q1, dim(Tq1V ) = n− rank(J(q1)) = 1. This is consistent with the
common interpretation of singularities as the points where the rank of the Jacobian matrix
decreases. There are other types of singularities in the configuration space which are much
less common and which are discussed in chapters 8 and 7.
Now we can also give more precise definitions of mobility. In all cases it is important
to remember that mobility is a local property which is defined for every point in V . For any
point q ∈V , we define the following concepts:
• The instantaneous mobility is simply the dimension of the tangent space F1(q) :=
dim(TqV ) = n− rank(J(q))
• The i−th order mobility is the dimension of the i−th approximation to the tangent
cone, Fi(q) := dim(Kiq). Hence, the instantaneous mobility is the first order mobility.
• The finite mobility, F(q), is the dimension of the manifold which q belongs to. If
q /∈ sing(V ), then F(q) = F1(q), in fact, F(q) = Fi(q), ∀i ∈ Z+ \ 0. If q ∈ sing(V )
such that m subvarieties intersect at q, then F(q) is not defined, however, CKq V =
∪mj K
κ, j
q allows us to find the finite mobility at points in its neighborhood by means
of dim(Kκ, jq ) = dim(Vj). The importance of the finite mobility at q relies on the fact
that F(q) = F(p), where p ∈ Nq, therefore F(q) expresses the number of degrees of
freedom of finite displacements around q. This is why, in the past, F(q) was commonly
known as full-cycle mobility [58]. However, regardless being related to finite motion,
F(q) is still a local property and thus the adjective “full-cycle” may result misleading.
2.6 Reconfigurable mechanisms
The fact that the planar 4R mechanism analyzed in the previous section has a configuration
space that contains two subvarieties turns out to be an interesting and useful property as one
can get different outputs for the same input, e.g., in our 4-bar linkage moving through V1
will lead to an output angle that is the same as the input one, while when moving through
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V2 gives an output angle that is different to the input one. A remarkable property of our
4-bar mechanism is that we can get both input-output relations without disassembling the
mechanism by crossing the singularity q0 where one can choose between the two different
ways to unfold the linkage. The question now arises whether mechanisms can be designed
to exploit this “multifunctionality” property. The answer is yes, and researchers have been
working on this topic for a while in what has been named reconfigurable mechanisms, (see
for example [24], [25], [67], [68] for some general insights on the topic).
Nevertheless, the term “reconfigurable mechanisms” is an umbrella that encompasses
a wide variety of devices which not necessary have the same property we just mentioned.
For example, some linkages also achieve reconfiguration by means of variable or lockable
joints [67], [69]–[71]. In this thesis, only reconfigurable mechanisms whose configuration
space contains at least two intersecting subvarieties and have simple (non-variable) R, P and
H joints are investigated. Examples of this type of reconfigurable mechanisms include [8],
[11], [27], [30], [63], [72]–[79].
In this thesis, the different subvarieties in the configuration space of a linkage are called
branches of motion [27], [72]. Due to the application given to the different subvarieties,
sometimes they are also referred to as motion mode [64], [80], [81] or motion phase [67],
[69], [70], although this term has also been applied to the different topologies obtained after
physical limit or variable joints produce reconfiguration. In addition, in [64], the different
subvarieties are called regions of the configuration space. There is no limit for the number
of branches of motion in the configuration space of mechanism, in [30] mechanisms with an
infinity of branches of motions were designed and presented.
Another very interesting type of reconfigurable mechanism arises from the fact that in
the theory built in Section 2.5 the different subvarieties are not required to be of the same
dimension. The intersection of two of them with different dimension would imply that the
linkage is able to change its number of degrees of freedom.
Fig. 2.5 shows a very familiar planar 2-loop linkage called the Neuremberg scissors.
Similarly to the 4-bar mechanism studied in Section 2.5, this linkage can reach a flat configu-
ration q0 ∈V , in which all the axes are coplanar. From this configuration, the linkage can be
unfolded in two different ways: the first way to do it is the typical way of operating the link-
age, in which, with 1-DOF each loop looks like a planar 4-bar mechanism (see configuration
q1 in fig. 2.5); the second way to unfold the mechanism happens when the axes of opposite
joints in each loop remain collinear. In the latter case, the linkage can be used as an open 2R
kinematic chain as shown in configuration q2 in fig. 2.5, hence, the linkage has now 2-DOF.
It can be concluded that the Nuremberg scissors can change their finite mobility from 1
to 2 when crossing q0. V contains (at least) two branches of motion (subvarieties), V1 and
V2, such that dim(V1) = 1 and dim(V1) = 2. The tangent space to V1, K
κ,1
q0 at the singularity
is a line, while the tangent space to V2 at the same point, K
κ,2
q0 is a plane. Clearly, Tq0V =
span(Kκ,1q0 ,K
κ,2







is concluded that F1(q0) = 3, however, F(q′1) = 1 and F(q′2) = 2, where q′1 ∈ Nq0 ∩V1 and
q′2 ∈Nq0 ∩V2.
Mechanisms with the same property of mobility change present in the Neuremberg scis-
sors were elegantly coined by Wohlhart as kinematotropic mechanisms [12]. Although it has
to be warned that more recently the term has been applied to other reconfigurable mechanisms
that do not change their mobility, see for example [82]. The complexity of kinematotropic
linkages make them less common that the constant-mobility reconfigurable mechanisms. Ex-
amples and design methods of kinematotropic mechanisms can be found in [12]–[17], [34],
[63], [83], [84].
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FIGURE 2.5: The Nuremberg scissors, a kinematotropic linkage.
2.7 Generated surfaces in mechanisms theory
In the design and analysis of mechanisms it becomes convenient to be able to visualize in
3-dimensional space what a kinematic chain is able to do, and therefore, it is easier to manip-
ulate its parameters to obtain the desired behaviour of the linkage. This is possible applying
the method of generated surfaces [1]–[3]. The idea is to disassemble a linkage in 2-DOF kine-
matic chains and look at the surface that a point in the chain generates in the 3-dimensional
space. The technique is now explained in terms of the machinery previously developed in
this chapter.
We start with a dyad A, i.e. a serial kinematic chain with 2 joints, so that qA ∈V A =V2 is
the vector of joint variables. Since this is a 2-DOF kinematic chain, a point EA(qA) attached
to the end-effector will draw a surface SA := {EA(qA) |qA ∈V A} ⊂R3. Note that the shape of
SA, not only depends on the type of joints and the link between them, but also on the choice
of EA at the end-effector. Cases in which dim(SA) = 0,1 are degenerated cases that are not
of interest.
Different parameterizations can be obtained for SA. However, the map EA provides a very
useful parameterization in terms of the joint variables (qA1,qA2) := qA. Another important
tool for this technique is expressing SA by means of its implicit form φA(x,y,z) = 0, where
φ : R3→ R is a function such that:
SA := {rEA = (x,y,z) |φ(x,y,z) = 0}
Let σA : UA → R3 be a parameterization of SA, so that SA = im(σ(UA)) and UA ⊆ R2




A) is said to be regular under σA if SA does not


















Otherwise, the point is said to be singular. If either ∂σA/∂uA|(upA,vpA) = 0 or ∂σA/∂vA|(upA,vpA) =
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0, then the singularity is said to be a conic singularity. These singularities will play a key
role in chapter 4. The vertex of a cone is an immediate example of conic singularity.
Note that the above defined singularity depends on the parameterization. A singular point
under a certain parameterization might be regular on the surface itself. However, if it is not
possible to define a tangent plane on to a surface at a given point, then the parameterization
must be singular at the point in U that maps to such a point on the surface.
As an example of this, first consider a unit sphere SS parameterized by σS(u,v) :=
(cosvcosu, cosvsinu, sinv) and with implicit form φS := x2 + y2 + z2− 1. Since the nor-
mal ∇φS = (2x,2y,2z) always exists, there is a plane that is tangent to SS at each of its
points, and SS is always regular. However, at the poles defined by the parameterization σS,
i.e. σS(u,±π/2) := (0,0,±1), ∂σS/∂u vanishes. Therefore, these are singular points of
σS, but regular on SS. Now consider a torus, ST , whose base circle has the same radius as
its secondary circle. Let this torus be parameterized by σT (u,v) := ((1+ cosv)cosu,(1+
cosv)sinu,sinv) and have implicit form φT := (
√
x2 + y2−1)2 + z2−1. It can be seen that
the normal is not defined at the origin as ∇φT |(0,0,0) is not defined. Therefore, the surface is
not regular at the origin, and the points (u,±π) ∈U that map to the origin must be singular
in σT .
We now introduce a second dyad B, which has all the properties previously described for
dyad A. Hence, a surface SB is generated by point EB(qB), where qB ∈ V B is the vector of
joint variables. Fig. 2.6 shows both dyads and their generated surfaces. Fig. 2.6 SA is a torus
obtained using an RR chain, while SB is a right cylinder obtained using a PR chain.
Position both kinematic chains in such a way that SA and SB intersect, then make EA =
EB by joining the end-effector of both chains with a spherical joint with centre at E :=
EA = EB. The result is a closed-loop non-overconstrained linkage with mobility one, if
the S joint is represented by three R joints, then the number of joints and links is 7. This
new mechanism has has a configuration space V ⊂ V7 and vectors of joint variables q :=
(qA1,qA2,qS1,qS2,qS3,qB2,qB1), where qS1, qS2 and qS2 are the joint variables of the three R
joints representing the S joint.
In [11], [29], the possibility of reducing the S joint to one or two R joints was also
explored. For example, the S joint in our example in fig. 2.6 can be replaced by an R joint
with axis parallel to SA1||SB1, placed adjacent to joint B2 and second R joint parallel to SA2,
placed adjacent to joint A2. The result is the overconstrained linkage shown at the bottom of
figure 2.6.
It can be seen that since EA(qA)∈ SA and EB(qB)∈ SB, then E(q)∈ SA∩SB. So point E is
confined to move in the intersection of both surfaces. In our case in fig. 2.6, the intersection
is a single curve C . However, in general, SA ∩ SB may include several curves and isolated
points or, if SA = SB, then the intersection is a surface. This last case is not as trivial as it
sounds since different mechanical generators can be obtained for the same surface, this will
be important in chapter 5.
Note that, if SA is free of singularities, σA(qA1,qA2) = EA(qA1,qA2), is a bijection from V A
to SA. A similar statement can be made for dyad B. This is not true though when the surface
has self-intersections as if σA(qA1 ) is a self intersection, then there is another point qA2 ∈ V A
such that σA(qA1 ) = σA(qA2 ). However, in general, SA ∩ SB describes V almost perfectly.
Hence, the mobility of the linkage at a point q∈V should be nothing more than the dimension
of the component of SA∩SB, where E(q) is. Considering other specific situations, the finite
mobility of the closed-loop linkage at q ∈V is:
• 0-DOF if E(q) is an isolated point,
• 1-DOF if E(q) lies on a curve C ,
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FIGURE 2.6: Two surface generators and a resulting closed-loop linkage.
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• 1-DOF if w.l.o.g. E(q) is regular at SB but it is a conic singularity in SA such that
∂σA/∂qA1×∂σA/∂qA2 = 0, not only for (qA1,qA2) but for a neighborhood around it.
• 2-DOF if E(q) is a conic singularity in both surfaces such that, for i = A,B, ∂σi/∂qi1×
∂σi/∂qi2 = 0, not only for (qi1,qi2), but for a neighborhood around it.
• 2-DOF if SA = SB,
FIGURE 2.7: A degree 8 algebraic surface generated by a hybrid kinematic
chain.
From the list above, the cases involving points which keep on being conic singularities
in their neighborhood can be exemplified by the poles of a unit sphere of parametrized as
σ(u,v) = (cosvcosu,cosvsinu,sinv). It is easy to prove that ∂σ/∂u = 0 for all (u,±π/2),
u ∈ T. Therefore, σ(u,±π/2) = (0,0,±1) is always a pole and a conic singularity.
López-Custodio et al. [11], [29], exploited the properties of the intersection of surfaces
to design reconfigurable mechanisms. From the discussion above, it is natural to conclude
that a reconfigurable mechanism can be designed by intersecting two surfaces and forcing
the intersection to have two curves that intersect at (at least) one point. Such a situation can
be obtained by making the surfaces tangent to each other. Other interesting examples can be
obtained from the previous discussion on mobility by taking advantage of the conic singu-
larities. Namely, a reconfigurable mechanism can be designed if the intersection contains a
curve which crosses a point that is a conic singularity in one of the surfaces. Even more in-
terestingly, a kinematotropic linkage can be obtained if the intersection is designed to contain
a curve that crosses a point that is a conic singularity in both surfaces.
Although in most of the research done so far using generated surfaces only dyads are
considered as mechanical generators of the surfaces, actually any 2-DOF kinematic chain can
generate a surface. Fig. 2.7 shows a hybrid mechanism, i.e. a linkage that combines serial
and parallel topologies. To build the linkage a planar PPRR mechanism is first assembled,
this particular 1-DOF mechanism is called the trammel of Archimedes. Then, an extra link
is connected to the coupler of the trammel of Archimedes by means of an R joint. A point
E attached to this extra link will sweep a circle along the curves drawn by the trammel of
Archimedes. The result, also shown in fig. 2.7, in algebraic surface of degree 8 which has
multiple self-intersections all contained in two orthogonal planes. In chapter 5 a similar
surface, the Bohemian dome, is used to design a kinematotropic linkage, taking advantage of
its self-intersections.
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2.8 Computational tools used in this thesis
Throughout this thesis, the solution to systems of non-linear equations is required. Typical
examples are the systems of equations obtained from the intersection of two toroids in Section
3.4, and that obtained from the intersection of a Bohemian dome and another quartic surface
in Section 5.6.1. In this thesis, whenever a system of equations obtained from the intersection
of surfaces is solved, closed-form solutions are obtained. This is achieved by means of the
direct call of the command solve from Maple©.
However, in the case of the system of equations in section 9.5.1, whose solution is needed
to obtain the forward kinematics of a generalized Exechon PKM, no closed-form solution is
available. In such case, the command fsolve from the Maple© is applied. This command
will return a single solution within the specified bounds of the search space. Similarly, the
command fsolve is used to solve the single-variable expression obtained from Eq. (9.9).
SolidWorks© is used to model all the mechanisms presented in the figures of this thesis.
The ‘intersection curve’ tool from SolidWorks© was used to draw the intersection between
surfaces shown in the figures. These curves were visually compared to the plots of the param-
eterizations obtained in Maple©. Since neither Maple© nor Matlab© offer a direct tool for
vector plotting, Geogebra© allowed the visual comparison between the vectors and screws
drawn in SolidWorks© and the ones obtained in Maple©.
Due to its preferable function plotting tool, Matlab© was required for generating figures
9.11 and 9.12.
2.9 Chapter conclusions
In this chapter, we briefly revisited a few concepts that are applied throughout the thesis. The
importance of the kinematic tangent cone in the analysis of reconfigurable mechanisms was
explained in a natural way from the concept of configuration space. Notation and terminology
was also introduced. Notation will vary a bit in chapter 7 where a total of four surfaces are
involved in the design of the mechanism, and in chapter 9, where existing points A and B







In this chapter a family of line-symmetric Bricard mechanisms are investigated by means
of two generated toroids. The intersection of these toroids will reveal that the members of
this family are always reconfigurable linkages. These toroids are considered to be concentric
and present certain symmetries that lead to the line-symmetric case. By manipulating the
construction parameters of the toroids all possible bifurcation points are explored.
The study will reveal the presence of Villarceau and secondary circles in the toroids in-
tersection. Therefore, a way to reconfigure the Bricard linkage to a pair of different types
of Bennett mechanism is uncovered. As an example, a linkage with two Bricard and two
Bennett motion branches will be explored. It will be seen that the Altmann linkage is a mem-
ber of this family of special line-symmetric Bricard linkages. The method is applied to the
plane-symmetric case in Chapter 4.
This chapter is based on the journal publication:
[35] P.C. López-Custodio, J.S. Dai, and J.M. Rico, “Branch reconfiguration of
Bricard linkages based on toroids intersections: Line-symmetric case,” ASME
Journal of Mechanisms and Robotics, vol. 10, no. 3, pp. 031003-1-
–031003–11, 2018. DOI:10.1115/1.4038981.
3.1 Background
The fascination for the six types of overconstrained 6R linkages discovered by Bricard [85],
[86] has left almost a century of research on their geometry and mobility that even led to the
discovery of more general forms of these loops [87]. Hunt [88], Phillips [89], Baker [90]
and Bricard himself [86], among others, thoroughly analyzed these closed loops obtaining
striking findings on their geometry. Even though nowadays the mysteries related to the mo-
bility of the Bricard mechanisms have been clarified, there is still room for research related
to the application, optimization and particularly reconfigurability of these closed loops. This
chapter focuses on the latter.
Overconstrained mechanisms [91]–[93] present a mobility which cannot be revealed by
the Kutzbach-Grübler criterion but can be obtained by using the modified mobility crite-
rion [93]. The geometry of an overconstrained mechanism presents symmetries that make it
movable. Bricard reported six movable 6R closed kinematic chains, each presenting specific
symmetries that allowed the mobility of the overconstrained mechanism. Bricard proved that
these symmetries allowed all the axes in the kinematic chains to belong to the same linear
complex [58], [88], [94], [95]. The six cases reported by Bricard are the line-symmetric case,
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the plane-symmetric case, the trihedral case, the line-symmetric octahedral case, the plane-
symmetric octahedral case and the doubly collapsible octahedral case. The DH parameters
for the first case are the following [90]:
a1,2 = a4,5, a2,3 = a5,6, a3,4 = a6,1,
α1,2 = α4,5, α2,3 = α5,6, α3,4 = α6,1,
d1 = d4, d2 = d5, d3 = d6.
The general line-symmetric case is depicted in fig. 3.1. In this case each member of
the mechanism is symmetric to another member through a line L (fig. 3.1), which, therein,
perpendicularly bisects a line segment that joins the corresponding points of these members.
It is possible to find a line reciprocal to every axis of the mechanism, however, in general this
will not intersect each axis, therefore the linear complex has a non-zero pitch. Refer to the
Appendix to [96] to find the central axis of this linear complex, this axis turns out to intersect
perpendicularly the line of symmetry.
FIGURE 3.1: The general line-symmetric case of Bricard linkage.
Some examples of reconfigurable Bricard linkages have been reported [27], [73], [97],
[98] and applications of the Bricard loops in large deployable structures have been presented
[18]–[20]. However, the reconfigurability, particularly its intrinsic properties that cast light to
design, have not been presented. In this chapter, the reconfigurability of the line-symmetric
type of Bricard linkages is obtained by means of the intersection of generated toroids. The
design is made by manipulating the construction parameters of two concentric toroids. Any
possibility of tangency between the two surfaces is considered to obtain various cases of
reconfigurability. It will be proven that certain members of this family of line-symmetric
Bricard linkages can work as two different types of Bennett linkage.
Toroids play an important role in the theory of mechanisms as they are generated by
a kinematic dyad conformed by two revolute joints with skew axes. It is known that the
only subgroup of motion of the special Euclidean group, SE(3), that includes the motion
generated by such a dyad is the whole Euclidean group. Thus, the analysis of linkages that
include such dyad may lead to complications. Using the toroid as a generated surface the
existence of several overconstrained linkages can be explained: The Bennett 4R linkage [9],
[99]–[101], the Myard 5R mechanism [6] and the family of overconstrained 5R loops with
two consecutive parallel axes presented by Baker [11], [102]. Toroids have also been used
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in the analysis of 5R spatial mechanisms obtained from the combination of 4R mechanisms
designed from the geometry of toroids [103], the derivation of equivalent lower pairs linkage
for mechanisms involving a higher pair based on tori surface contact [104] and the analysis
of RSSR linkages [105]
The original contributions of this chapter include: the design of linkages obtained from
the intersection of surfaces by exploring all the possibilities of tangency between surfaces,
the analysis of the line-symmetric case of Bricard linkage by means of the intersection of two
concentric toroids, the design of the intersection set forcing it to include circles in order to
obtain idle joints in the mechanism and the explanation of the relationship between the Ben-
nett linkage and the Bricard line-symmetric mechanisms by means of the toroids geometry.
In addition, very few contributions, including this chapter and probably only [73], not only
present the analysis of examples of reconfigurable Bricard mechanisms, but also develop a
method for the design of these mechanisms.
This chapter is organized as follows: Firstly the relationship between the configuration
space and the toroid is reviewed, then the Bricard linkage is separated in its two toroid gen-
erators. The conditions for the mechanism to be able to move along the intersection are
established. The intersection between the two toroids is obtained and then the points of tan-
gency between the two surfaces are explored. With this aim, the mutual bi-tangent planes
are analyzed, leading to the discovery of motion branches of the Bennett type for reconfig-
uration. An example of a mechanism with two Bricard and two Bennett motion branches
is presented. Finally, some remarks about the Altmann linkage, which is well-known to be
a special case of line-symmetric Bricard linkage, are made considering it as a member of
the family of reconfigurable Bricard linkages studied in this chapter. A second part of this
research dealing with the plane-symmetric case is presented in a Chapter 4.
3.2 Toroids generated by kinematic dyads
As seen in Chapter 2, for a kinematic chain with n = 2 kinematic pairs, the non-smooth map
E : V → R3, describes the position of a point E(q) attached to the end effector of the dyad
in the configuration q. The image of E under the whole configuration space is a surface
S := im(E(V )) ⊂ R3 whose shape depends not only on the DH parameters of the dyad, but
also on the choice of the point that defines E, relative to the end effector link. Degenerated
cases in which S is not a surface or it is a doubly covered plane are not of interest.
Consider an RR kinematic chain, if the axes of the revolute joints are skew, S is a toroid
as shown in fig. 3.2. The toroid Tl,r,γ,s(û,Q) has a base circle C1 of radius l and center Q and
lies on a plane perpendicular to û, a secondary circle C2(u) of radius r is swept through C1
to generate the surface of revolution. The constant angle between the normals of the planes
containing C1 and C2 is γ and the secondary offset, i.e. the distance from C1 to the center of
C2 measured along the axis of C2, is s. B is the closed curve obtained by intersecting the
toroid with any plane containing the Z axis. In fig. 3.2, û = k̂ and Q = O, for the sake of
shortening the notation we define this toroid as Tl,r,γ,s := Tl,r,γ,s(k̂,O). The generator open
kinematic chain is defined by α1,2 = γ, a1,2 = l and d2 = s.
It has to be noted that the same surface is generated with the angles γ, γ+π, −γ, −γ−π
and π−γ. Thus, we define γ∗ ∈ (0, 12 π], which, along with l, r and s defines uniquely a toroid.
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γ∗ can be obtained from any value of γ according to:
γ < 12 π ⇒ γ
∗ = γ,
1
2 π < γ < π ⇒ γ
∗ = π− γ,
π < γ < 32 π ⇒ γ
∗ = γ−π,
3
2 π < γ < 2π ⇒ γ
∗ = 2π− γ.
FIGURE 3.2: An RR dyad generating a general toroid.
Depending on the construction parameters of the toroid (l, r, s and γ), different shapes of
surfaces are obtained. We use the classification presented in [6]. The general form with s 6= 0
and γ 6= π/2 is the most general case that can be generated by this dyad; for the symmetrical
form, s 6= 0 but γ = π/2, which results in a symmetry with respect to the plane containing
C1; for the flattened form s = 0 but γ 6= π/2, and the toroid is also symmetric with respect to
the plane containing C1 but it appears flattened due to the inclination of C2; finally, for the
common form s = 0 and γ = π/2, which results in B =C2 and the toroid becomes a typical
torus or right toroid. It is important to mention that, a common form with r > l leads to two
conic singularities symmetrically disposed in the axis L (û,Q) of the toroid.
Using the parameters shown in fig. 3.2 (u,v) ∈U = T2 the following parameterization
for the general form Tl,r,γ,s can be obtained:
σ(u,v) = Rot(u, k̂)
[
Rot(γ, î)(rRot(v, k̂)î+ sk̂)+ l î
]
= ((ssinγ− r cosγsinv)sinu+(r cosv+ l)cosu,
(−ssinγ+ r cosγsinv)cosu+(r cosv+ l)sinu,
r sinγsinv+ scosγ) (3.1)
and Tl,r,γ,s = im(σ(U)). The implicit form φ ∈R[x,y,z] is a quartic on x,y,z such that Tl,r,γ,s ={
rE ∈ R3 |φ(rE) = 0
}
. This implicit form is given by [6]:
φ(x,y,z) =
(
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FIGURE 3.3: The line-symmetric Bricard linkages that can be analyzed as
the intersection of two concentric toroids.
3.3 The line-symmetric Bricard linkage generator of concentric
toroids
In the line-symmetric case of Bricard linkages any adjacent pair of revolute joints generate
a toroid if the two axes are skew lines, i.e. the length-link parameter between the two axes
is different to zero. Let α = {1, . . . ,6} be a cyclic sequence of numbers, if in the 6R Bricard
linkage a link connecting the axes Si and Si+1, i ∈ α, has zero length, i.e. ai,i+1 = 0, and zero
axial displacements, i.e. di = di+1 = 0, then the point E common to Si and Si+1 describes
the intersection of two toroids with respect to the opposite link connecting axes Si−3 and
Si+4. Thus the mechanism can be analyzed using the method of intersection of surfaces.
In the octahedral cases both toroids degenerate into points. These degenerate cases are not
addressed in this contribution, neither are the cases in which one of the toroids is any other
degenerate form.
Due to symmetry, if ai,i+1 = 0 and di = di+1 = 0, then ai−3,i+4 = 0 and di−3 = di+4 = 0.
Therefore, the two generated toroids are concentric. Fig. 3.3 shows a general example of
line-symmetric Bricard mechanism derived from the intersection of two concentric toroids.
Torfason and Sharma [3] solved numerically the polynomial equations of the intersection
of two toroids generated by a general RRSRR non-overconstrained mechanism. The inter-
section of two right torus is also of interest in computer graphics [106]. In this chapter,
closed-form solutions for the concentric toroid-toroid intersection are obtained since the aim
of the chapter is the analysis of bifurcations and the design for reconfigurability.
For the Bricard line-symmetric case, let the toroid TlA,rA,γA,sA(k̂A,O) = {EA(qA) |qA ∈T2}
be generated by kinematic pairs A1 and A2, while TlB,rB,γB,sB(k̂B,O) = {EA(qB) |qB ∈ T2} is
generated by kinematic pairs B1 and B2, where qi = (ui,vi), i = A,B and the toroids are
related to coordinate systems A and B, whose origins are coincident with O and Zi axis is
coincident with the Si1, i = A,B. To simplify the notation, let T AlA,rA,γA,sA := TlA,rA,γA,sA(k̂A,O)
and T BlB,rB,γB,sB := TlB,rB,γB,sB(k̂B,O).
Since both open kinematic chains are connected by link C between coincident revolute
joints A3 and B3, EA(qA) = EB(qB) = E(q), where q := (qA1, qA2, qA3, qB3, qB2, qB1) ∈V ⊂
T6. The joint parameters can be measured as shown in fig. 3.2 and then qA1 = uA, qA2 =
vA, qB1 = uB and qB2 = vB. qA3 and qB3 are in symmetric concordance with uB and uA,
respectively. Since E(q) ∈ T AlA,rA,γA,sA and E(q) ∈ T
B
lB,rB,γB,sB it follows that E(q) ∈ T
A
lA,rA,γA,sA ∩




lB,rB,γB,sB , then C may feature n ∈ Z+ components such that
C = ∪ni=1Ci. These components can be points, curves or, in the trivial case that both toroids
are the same, a surface.
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Both toroids are represented by their parameterizations AσA and BσB respectively referred
to coordinate systems A and B. The relationship between the coordinate systems is given by
the transformation matrix ABT ∈ SE(3). Given f := iσA− iσB, i ∈ {A,B}, the intersection C
is computed by iC = {iσA(uA,vA) | f(uA,vA,uB,vB) = 0} = {iσB(uB,vB) | f(uA,vA,uB,vB) =
0}, i ∈ {A,B}. C may include isolated points and curves in R3 or it can be a surface, in the
case that both toroids are the same surface.
Each component of C is related to a component of the configuration space V of the
linkage, and thus, to a motion branch or assembly mode. However, in the case of these
6R mechanisms it has to be proved that the symmetries allow E to move throughout the
intersection. It will be concluded that for the line-symmetric case an extra restriction is
required. When a curve C ⊂ C appears in the intersection, the equivalent component in
V is 1-dimensional and the mechanism has 1 DOF, this leads to the typical motion of the
overconstrained mechanism. On the other hand, if C features an isolated point, this point
is equivalent to a 0-dimensional component in V and the mechanism can be assembled as a
structure. However, if, for the same linkage, C also features a curve or a double-coincident
conic singularity, the same mechanism can be assembled to have 1 finite degree of freedom.
FIGURE 3.4: Diagram of the line-symmetric case with sA = sB = 0. a) As-
sembly with vA =−vB and b) assembly with with vA = vB.
Refer to fig. 3.4 which depicts the common perpendiculars diagram for the line-sym-
metric case with sA = sB = 0. The axis of symmetry is given by L (rE × (rPA− rPB), 12 rE).
Observe that the common perpendiculars between the joint axes always assembly two equal
triangles, OPAE and OPBE, drawn on planes perpendicular to SA2 and SB2 respectively.
Therefore, the inner angles β (fig. 3.4) are always the same in both triangles. The condi-
tion β+ |vi| = π, i = A,B ⇒ |vA| = |vB| allows the different possibilities shown in figures
3.4a and 3.4b. The change in the sign of vi, i = A,B does not affect the symmetry since the
angles β are always the same for both triangles. The screw axes can be reversed from one
assembly to another to obtain the proper signs of symmetry. Therefore it can be concluded
that the symmetry is not lost while E moves through any component of C . However, if
sA = sB 6= 0 such a change in sign would break the symmetry. A change in the direction of
the screw axes attempting to fix the symmetry would affect the topology of the mechanism
due to the change of sign in the DH parameter d. In fact, it has been proven [107] that the
change in sign in the articular variables, i.e. a negative relationship between them, is not
a solution of the closure equations of the general line-symmetric case. The intersection of
two concentric toroids with non-zero secondary offset would require a third revolute joint
intersecting E and non-coplanar with SA3 and SB3 to ensure that E can move through any
component of C . Without this third revolute joint the mechanism would be movable only in
certain components of C that do not break the symmetry. Due to this situation, only cases
with sA = sB = 0, i.e. flattened forms, are studied here.
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From the previous paragraph and the required conditions for the method of generated
surfaces explained in Section 3.2, the special line-symmetric Bricard loops to be designed in
this chapter present the following restrictions:
• di = 0, i = 1, . . . ,6, and
• ai,i+1 = 0 ⇔ ai+1,i+2 6= 0, i ∈ {1, . . . ,6}
where {1, . . . ,6} is a cyclic sequence. Hence, all the special Bricard linkages have two, and
only two, opposite zero-length links and all the axial displacements are zero for all the joints.
3.4 Concentric toroid-toroid intersection
The line-symmetry condition applied to the intersection of toroids A and B forces the radius
of the base circle of one toroid to be the same as the radius of the secondary circle of the other
toroid. Therefore, let b1 := lA = rB and b2 := lB = rA. Let the relationship between coordinate
systems A and B be given by ABT = HT(Rot(θ, ĵ),0), such that the toroids are concentric and
the axis of B is obtained by rotating the axis of A θ radians about the Y := YA = YB axis.




(b2 +b1 cosvA)cosuA−b1 cosγA sinvA sinuA, (b2 +b1 cosvA)sinuA





cosθ((b1 +b2 cosvB)cosuB−b2 cosγB sinvB sinuB)+b2 sinθsinγB sinvB,
(b1 +b2 cosvB)sinuB +b2 cosγB sinvB cosuB, sinθ(b2 cosγB sinvB sinuB
−(b2 cosvB +b1)cosuB)+b2 cosθsinγB sinvB
)
(3.3)
and the implicit forms are given by:
φA(x,y) =
(










x2 + y2 + z2−b12 +2b1b2−b22
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x2 + y2 + z2−b12
)2) (3.4)
After solving f(uA,vA,uB,vB) = AσB− AσA = 0, the values of uA,vA,uB in terms of vB
are obtained. This expressions are listed in Appendix A. Four sets of solutions are found.
As expected, vA and vB bear the condition of symmetry as shown in fig. 3.4. Taking
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where K1 and K2 are defined in Appendix A. Thus, C = ∪4i=1Ci, where Ci = im(ςi(W )),
where W ⊆ T. However, the expressions in Eq. (3.5) for the general intersection may take
discontinuous forms containing parts of different components depending on each specific nu-
merical case. By eliminating the discontinuities and rearranging the components, the correct
parameterizations for each curve can be obtained.
3.5 The bitangent planes and singularities
If in the concentric toroid-toroid intersection there exist i, j 3 i 6= j such that Ci∩C j 6= /0 the
mechanism is reconfigurable with at least 2 motion branches, which are connected through at
least one configuration qi j ∈Vi∩Vj. It can be proved [11] that for the 1-dimensional compo-
nents of V , the toroids are tangent to each other in E(qi j). The intersection is non-transverse













uPB))= 0, where ni : Si→R3 is the normal vector to the surface in the given point. This vector
can be found by means of either the partial derivatives of the parameterization of the surface
or the gradient of the implicit form. Here the latter is used, then the intersection is non-
transverse if ∇φA(xP,yP,zP)×∇φB(xP,yP,zP) = 0, where (xP,yP,zP) = E(qi j). The points
in V that map to points of tangency may be bifurcation configurations of the mechanism.
These points in V may represent the intersection of two components of V , or may be the
self-crossing of the same component. The surfaces are also tangent to each other when they
touch in one point, which would lead to an isolated point in V . In addition, if a continuum of
points of tangency is found, the surfaces are touching in a curve in C .
To find the points where the intersection becomes non-transverse, the real points (x,y,z)∈
R3 that make ∇φA(x,y,z)×∇φB(x,y,z) = 0 and also satisfy φA(x,y,z) = φB(x,y,z) = 0. are
explored. Four immediate results are found: (0,b1 + b2,0), (0,b1− b2,0), (0,−b1− b2,0)
and (0,−b1 +b2,0). These four points are independent of any construction parameter of the
toroids. The toroids are tangent to each other through these four points in the Y axis. This is a
consequence of the symmetry condition lA = rB, lB = rA. The flattened toroids are symmetric
with respect to the plane that contains its base circle, the intersection of these planes with
toroids A and B lead to the same pair of concentric circles of radii b1 +b2 and |b1−b2|. As
the axis of B is rotated θ radians about the Y axis these two circles intersect in the four found
points and the surfaces are always tangent there. Replacing vB ∈ {0,π} in parameterizations
ςi, i = 1 . . .4 it is found that these four points are the intersections between pairs of curves
in C . From these results it can be concluded that any line-symmetric mechanism of this
family (featuring two opposite link-lengths equal to zero and all axial offsets equal to zero) is
reconfigurable with at least 4 bifurcation configurations qbi ∈V, i = 1 . . .4, such that E(qbi ) ∈
{(0,b1+b2,0),(0,b1−b2,0),(0,−b1−b2,0),(0,−b1+b2,0)}. We call these four points the
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permanent points of tangency, since they are always present in any member of this family of
line-symmetric Bricard mechanisms.
When E(q) reaches any of these points, the mechanism is in a flattened configuration
and vA and vB are either 0 or π (which is equal to −π in T). Therefore, the change in the
sign of vB explained in fig. 3.4 will occur in these configurations. A degenerate case occurs
when θ ∈ {0,π}. In this case the 4 curves become the two circles in the XAYA plane with
radii b1 + b2 and |b1− b2|. Throughout these circles the intersection is transverse since the
surfaces are touching each other in the circles. A1 and B1 become coaxial as well as A3 and
B3, but A2 and B2 are idle. Thus, the mechanism has partitioned mobility with 2 DOF.
From ∇φA(x,y,z)×∇φB(x,y,z) = 0 other solutions, all implying y = 0, are found. There-
fore, any point of tangency lies on either the Y axis or the XZ := XAZA = XBZB plane. The
solutions in the XZ plane are large expressions that involve not only the construction param-
eters of the toroids, but also the angle between axes, θ. Consider the intersections of both
toroids with the XZ plane, which are the BA and BB curves. If BA and BB are not tangent to
each other, the only bifurcation points of the mechanism are the ones discussed in the previ-
ous paragraph. Now imagine that θ starts increasing from zero until BA and BB are tangent
to each other. The following proposition reveals the values of θ for which this result holds:
FIGURE 3.5: Intersection of toroids A and B and their bi-tangent plane with
the XZ plane.
Proposition 3.5.1 If two concentric toroids bearing line-symmetry properties have the same
bi-tangent plane crossing their centers, then the points of tangency are the same for both
toroids.
Proof: Let the angle between the axes of the two concentric toroids be θ measured about
the Y axis. Fig. 3.5 shows the intersection of the two toroids with the XZ plane with the
Y axis pointing outside the sheet of paper. The intersection curves of toroids A and B with
the plane are BA and BB, respectively. The intersection of the coincident bi-tangent plane
with the XZ plane is the line Lt , this line makes angles βA and βB with the XA and XB axes,
respectively. Implicit forms for curves BA and BB can be found from Eq. (3.4), such that
Bi = {(x,z) ∈ R2 |φi(x,0,z) = 0}, i = A,B. Taking the implicit form of B, from any toroid
Tl,r,γ,s and computing its crossing points with any line intersecting the origin, it can be proved




; and if l < r, β ∈ {±γ∗,π± γ∗}. In
the case l = r, the toroid is singular and it is tangent to a cone in the singularity, B becomes
one only 8-shaped singular curve and there is no bi-tangent plane intersecting O. If l 6= r,
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there are four values of β that make the plane bi-tangent to the toroid, but since β and β+π
lead to the same plane due to symmetry, there are only two bi-tangent planes. Without loss
of generality, let rA = lB = b1 be larger than rB = lA = b2, and take the solution in the third
quadrant as in fig. 3.5, then βA = γ∗A and βB = arcsin((b2/b1)sinγB). From fig. 3.5 it is clear
that θ = βA−βA = γ∗A− arcsin((b2/b1)sinγB). The other cases are symmetric to this.
Considering ALt = {(x,y) ∈ R2 |z+ tanβAx = 0}= {(x,y) ∈ R2 |z+ tan(βB +θ)x = 0},
it is easy to find the points {P5A,P6A}= BA∩Lt and {P5B,P6B}= BB∩Lt . It will turn out
that AP5A = AP5B =±
√
b21−b22 (−cosγ∗A, 0, sinγ∗A) and AP6A = AP6B =±
√
b21−b22(cosγ∗A, 0,
−sinγ∗A) and the plane is bi-tangent to both toroids in the same two points. 
Without the symmetry condition, the toroids sharing the same bi-tangent plane may in-
tersect the plane in different points.
3.6 Villarceau circles in the toroids intersection and reconfigura-
bility to Bennett mechanisms
Using proposition 3.5.1 it can be concluded that whenever the bi-tangent planes of the toroids
coincide the surfaces will be tangent to each other and two potential bifurcation points will
appear in the XZ plane. Since, in fig. 3.5, BA and BB can appear in different sides of Lt ,









It is known that the bi-tangent planes to any toroid intersect the latter in two circles [6]
symmetrically disposed with the XZ plane (in our case). Since the bi-tangent plane is shared
by both toroids these two circles are components of C . If (w.l.o.g.) r < l for toroid B, these
circles are the famous Villarceau circles [108], of radii lB = b1, centers (0,±(lB− rB),0) and
intersecting in P5 and P6, while for toroid A l < r and the two circles are the secondary circles.
One of these circles is generated by E rotating around SA2 while uA = 12 π, then revolute joint
A1 is idle for this branch of motion. Due to the line-symmetry condition revolute joint B3
must be idle too, then the mechanism evolves to a Bennett linkage in this branch of motion,
since it is the only spatial skew 4R linkage that is movable.
It is well known [9], [99], [100] that a Bennett mechanism can be explained as a generator
of a toroid where E is confined to move in a Villarceau circle by means of link between E and
a revolute joint that generates the circle. Thus the Bennett conditions [109] must be present
in this Bricard linkage: since A1 is idle, the DH parameter for the twist angle of now adjacent
axes SB1 and SA2 is αB1,A2 = γ∗A− θ = ±arcsin((b2/b1)sinγB) or, depending on the choice
of θ, αB1,A2 = γ∗A−θ = π± arcsin((b2/b1)sinγB), as expected from the Bennett conditions.
In the opposite circle A1 is active since it cannot be generated by E rotating around SA2.
These two circles intersect the other two curves of C in the permanent points of tangency in
the yA axis, through which reconfigurability is possible. Fig. 3.6a shows this case in which
the intersection includes the two Villarceau circles intersecting in points 6 and 5, which are
points of tangency, the intersection also includes two other closed curves that are not circles.
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FIGURE 3.6: Cases with circles (in bold curves) in the intersection. a) Vil-
larceau circles and b) secondary circles. In both cases points 1 through 4 are
permanent points of tangency. In b) 5 and 6 are points of tangency in the XZ
plane
Using Eq. (3.1) or (3.2) it can be proved that Tl,r,γ,0 = Tr,l,β,0, if sinβ = ±(r/l)sinγ.
Therefore, whenever r sinγ < l, the Villarceau circles in the toroid can be used as secondary
circles for the same toroid [6]. This property was used in [101] in the design of the different
types of Bennett linkages. This different way of generating the same toroid can be used in
the line-symmetric Bricard linkage, since, if l = b1 and r = b2, for the other generator l = b2
and r = b1, fulfilling the line-symmetry condition. Such a Bricard linkage would be obtained
from the intersection of a toroid with r sinγ < l and a copy of itself rotated θ radians about
the Y axis.
This result is interesting because in such case it is possible to force the two toroids to
share a secondary circle. For this aim refer to fig. 3.7, where a toroid is intersecting a copy of
itself which has been rotated θ degrees about the YA axis. On any non-right toroid two families
of secondary circles can be drawn. Let the two secondary circles crossing the YA =YB axis of
toroid i∈ {1,2} be C2i and C′2i (each belonging to each family). By manipulating the rotation
angle θ it is possible to make coincident a pair of these circles. As illustrated in fig. 3.7, from
simple geometry it can be concluded that if θ = 2γ∗, then C2A =C′2B and if θ = π−2γ∗, then
C′2A =C2B, where γ
∗ = γ∗A = γ
∗
B.
If θ is any of the two values obtained in the previous paragraph, then C includes two
circles of radii r = b2 and center at ±(0,b1,0), again two revolute joints are idle and the
Bricard linkage evolves to a different 4R Bennett linkage. The Bennett condition is present
in the evolved mechanism: if toroid A is the one generated with l > r,γA = γ and toroid B is




), then revolute joint
A1 is idle in the branch of motion for which E generates the circle about SA2. Then, the DH
parameter for the twist angle between now adjacent axes SB1 and SA2 is αB1,A2 = θ− γA = γ.
On the other hand, αB1,B2 = γB = βA =±arcsin((r/l)sinγ), which is the Bennett condition.
Fig. 3.6b shows this case in which the intersection includes two disjoint secondary circles,
the intersection also includes two other closed curves that are not circles.
3.7 A linkage with two Bricard and two Bennett motion branches
As an example consider the mechanism shown in fig. 3.8 which generates two concentric
toroids for which γA = −16 π, rA = b, lA = b/
√
3, γB = 13 π, rB = b/
√
3, lB = b and θ = 23 π.
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FIGURE 3.7: A toroid and a rotated copy of itself sharing secondary circles:
a) θ = 2γ∗, and b) θ = π−2γ∗
Both toroids are the same surface since γ∗A = βB = arcsin((rB/lB)sinγB) =
1
6 π, with toroid A
obtained from its generator with r > l and B from its generator with r > l. Also, note that
θ = 2γB = 23 π, therefore the intersection features two secondary circles, C3 and C4, like the
ones in fig. 3.6b. In addition, θ = π− (γA +βB) = 23 π, therefore the intersection features two
Villarceau circles, C1 and C2, like the ones in fig. 3.6a. Thus C = C1 ∪C2 ∪C3 ∪C4 and
the mechanism evolves in two different types of Bennett linkage, one related to a secondary
circle and another related to a Villarceau circle. In the other two circles all joints are active.
The bifurcation points between secondary and Villarceau circles are the four permanent
points of tangency, present in every mechanism of this family. The two Villarceau circles in-
tersect in two bifurcation points in the XY plane. Figure 10 shows the two concentric toroids
and different configurations of the linkage. It can be observed that if Vi is the component
of V related to the circle Ci, i = 1 . . .4, then in V2 and V3 the linkage behaves as a Bennett
mechanism, as joints A1 and B3 are idle in V2 , while joints B1 and A3 are idle in V3 . In
V1 and V4 all joints are active. Since the same link-lengths appear in the two Bennett mo-
tion branches, but the angles between active adjacent joints change, the mechanism is able to
work in two different types of Bennett mechanism, from the four well-known cases [9]. The
change between the two Bennett motion branches happens in the flattened configuration for
which E = P2 = C2∩C3.
The fig. 3.9a shows a representation of T2 with the curves of uA versus uB for each motion
branch. A flat plot of a cycle of the curves is shown in fig. 3.9b. Each bifurcation point in
fig. 3.8 is indicated in the plot as a corresponding intersection of curves. However, it has to
be noted that even though the curves for V1 and V4 intersect in three points, only P3 located
as (12 π,
1
2 π), is a bifurcation point. In the other two crossing points the other parameters, vA
and vB, should not coincide.
A similar mechanism which is a special case of this family of reconfigurable linkages
was presented in a previous paper [11] without any further explanation on how to obtain such
linkage. Reconfigurable mechanisms that are able to switch between two types of Bennett
linkage were obtained in [110], by adding two revolute joints, the necessary change of orien-
tation of the four axes was obtained, however there is no Bricard branches in such linkages
since there is no branch of motion with the 6 joints active. The reconfigurable mechanism
presented in [73] features two Bricard and one Bennett branch, such mechanism was obtained
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FIGURE 3.8: An example of reconfigurable Bricard linkage which can
evolve to two different types of Bennett linkage. The intersection of the
two concentric toroids is composed of 4 circles Ci, i = 1, . . . ,4. The bifurca-
tion points are labeled as Pi, i = 1, . . . ,6. The linkage is shown in a singular
configuration with E = P5.
FIGURE 3.9: The four curves of uA versus uB obtained from the motion
branches of the linkage. Bifurcation points are located in relation with fig.
3.8. a) toroidal representation, b) Cartesian plot.
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FIGURE 3.10: Different positions for an example of line-symmetric mecha-
nism where the generated toroids intersect in two circles.
applying the concept of spatial triangle.
3.8 The Altmann linkage as a member of this family of special
Bricard linkages
The Altmann linkage [89], [111], [112] is an example belonging to this family of reconfig-
urable Bricard linkages. For this very special case γ∗A = γ
∗
B = θ =
1
2 π. Both toroids are right
torus of the common form. The torus for which r > l is singular with the two conic singu-
larities lying on the axis of the torus. However, it is easy to prove that these singularities
are never part of the intersection of the tori in the Altmann linkage case. The intersection
features four curves crossing the four permanent points of tangency as in the general cases
explained in this chapter.
Throughout the motion of the Altmann linkage all joint axes intersect in two points, thus
all of them belong to the same special lineal complex for it is always possible to locate the
central axis intersecting these two points. It is easy to present a configuration of a mechanism
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belonging to the family presented in this chapter, in which a line intersects all the joints axes.
The intersection of these two planes containing axes {SA1,SB1} and {SA3,SB3} is always per-
pendicular to the line of symmetry, hence, through this line it is possible to draw two skew
symmetric axes for SA2 and SB2 and the axis of the special linear complex would be the inter-
section of such planes. However, this setup would change in the next instant and the found
line will no longer intersect all axes. In the Altmann linkage the two points where the axes
intersect lie on the intersection of the two planes, this intersection is the central axis of the
linear complex, which, as expected, intersects perpendicularly the axis of symmetry. In gen-
eral, the joint axes of the family of mechanisms presented in this section belong to the same
non-special linear complex whose axis can be found geometrically following the Appendix
to [96]. Baker [113] was able to generalize the Altmann linkage keeping its peculiarity of
axes permanently intersecting in two points. Cui and Dai [114] explore the 6R linkages with
axes intersecting in two points but in adjacent groups of three joint axes.
Another member of this family of Bricard variations is the reconfigurable linkage with
both line and plane symmetries reported in [97], if R = 0 in such paper, i.e. the axial dis-
placement parameter for the joints with intersecting axes, the mechanism becomes a special
case of the family of Bricard variations presented in this chapter with both toroids singular.
3.9 Chapter conclusions
A family of reconfigurable line-symmetric Bricard variations was obtained applying the
method of generated surfaces. It was concluded that the generated toroids are always concen-
tric and have symmetrical flattened forms. The general intersection of these toroids lead to
a maximum of four curves. Any possibility of tangency between the surfaces was explored.
The four permanent points of tangency in the line-symmetric case proved that this family
of Bricard variations is always reconfigurable. The Bennett condition was found in the case
of line-symmetric toroids that are also tangent to each other in the XAZA plane, allowing the
linkage to evolve into a 4R mechanism. Looking for other circles in the general intersection
of these toroids, another type of Bennett branch of motion was found when the intersection
includes the secondary circles.
An example in which the four curves in the intersection are circles was presented. Ap-
plying the theory developed, the computation of the intersection for this specific case is not
required and the curves are recognized as two Villarceau circles and two secondary circles






Continuing with the representation of Bricard linkages as the intersection of toroids, in this
chapter a family of reconfigurable plane-symmetric Bricard mechanisms is designed. An
analysis of the intersection of these two toroids reveals the presence of coincident conical
singularities which leads to the design of plane-symmetric linkages that can be reconfigured
to spherical 4R mechanisms. By examining the tangents to the curves of intersection at the
conical singularities it is found that the mechanisms can be reconfigured between the two
possible branches of spherical 4R motion without disassembling them and without requiring
the usual special configuration connecting the branches.
The study of tangent intersections between concentric singular toroids also reveals the
presence of isolated points in the intersection which suggests that some linkages satisfying
the Bricard plane-symmetry conditions are actually structures with zero finite degrees of free-
dom but with higher instantaneous mobility.
This chapter is based on the journal publication:
[36] P.C. López-Custodio, J.S. Dai, and J.M. Rico, “Branch reconfiguration of
Bricard linkages based on toroids intersections: Plane-symmetric case,” ASME
Journal of Mechanisms and Robotics, vol. 10, no. 3, pp. 031002-1–
031002–12, 2018. DOI:10.1115/1.4039002.
4.1 Background
After applying the method of generated surfaces to the line-symmetric case of Bricard over-
constrained 6R linkage, the method is now applied to the design of reconfigurable Bricard
plane-symmetric loops. The plane-symmetric case is characterized by the following DH pa-
rameters [90]:
a6,1 = a1,2, a2,3 = a5,6, a3,4 = a4,5,
α1,2 +α6,1 = 2π, α2,3 +α5,6 = 2π, α3,4 +α4,5 = 2π,
d1 = d4 = 0, d2 =−d6, d3 =−d5. (4.1)
where the positive direction of the zi axes1 is given by the screw direction shown in Fig.
4.1. In this case each member of the mechanism is symmetric to another member through
a plane π (Fig. 4.1). Therefore, axes S2 and S6 (S3 and S5) intersect in a point lying on π
1In [90] Baker sets the positive direction in such a way that the parameters di are always positive, obtaining
DH parameters slightly different but equivalent to the ones used in this chapter, where the directions are simply
reflected by plane π in fig. 4.1.
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and axes S1 and S4 also lie on π. Hence, a line containing the points of intersection of pairs
of axes {S2,S6} and {S5,S3} lies on π and, therefore also intersects S1 and S4. Such line is
the central axis of the linear complex [58], [88], [94], [95] which the six axes belong to. The
pitch of such linear complex is zero since the central axis always intersects the six axes.
FIGURE 4.1: The general plane-symmetric case of Bricard linkage.
The plane-symmetric Bricard linkage is analyzed in this chapter by means of the in-
tersection of two generated toroids, building a complete theory of the reconfigurability of
these linkages. The design is made by manipulating the construction parameters of two con-
centric singular toroids. An interesting result is the discovery of spherical 4R mechanisms
evolved from the plane-symmetric linkages that are always able to reconfigure between their
two branches without being disassembled and without passing through the special configu-
ration that connects the branches in common 4R linkages. To the knowledge of the author of
this thesis, this is the first time that a mechanism with such reconfiguration between disjoint
spherical 4R branches is presented and studied. However, Bricard 6R mechanisms that also
work as spherical 4R linkages were first presented in [115].
This chapter is organized as follows: The toroids, its generators and its singular forms are
revisited in Section 4.2. Then, in Section 4.3, it is found out that some examples of Bricard
plane-symmetric linkages can be explained and designed as the intersection of concentric
singular toroids. This intersection is analyzed in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5 any possibility
of tangent intersection is explored. In section 4.7 reconfiguration through coincident singu-
larities of the toroids is explained. In Section 4.8 the two branches of spherical 4R motion
are studied in order to figure out how to reconfigure the linkage from Bricard branches to
spherical 4R branches. Finally, two examples are presented in Section 4.9.
4.2 Singular toroids generated by RR kinematic chains
In section 3.2, a discussion on general toroids generated by RR dyads was presented. Now,
the particular case in which the radius of the secondary and base circles are the same, l = r,
and there is no secondary offset, s = 0, is discussed. Such a toroid, Tr,r,γ,0, can be generated







and Tl,r,γ,s = im(σ(T2)). In a similar way, the implicit form φ ∈ R[x,y,z] is reduced to:
φ(x,y,z) =
(
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and Tr,r,γ,s =
{
rE ∈ R3 |φ(rE) = 0
}













= 0, ∀u ∈ T,
Therefore it can be concluded that (u,π) ∈ T2 is a conical singularity of Tr,r,γ,0. Hence, we
call Tr,r,γ,0 a singular toroid2. In this case the singularity maps to the point σ(u,π) = 0 = O.
Fig. 4.2 shows Tr,r,γ,0 with the singularity coincident with the origin. B, the intersection of
the toroid and any plane containing the Z axis, becomes an 8-shaped curve that is symmetric
with respect to the intersection of the XY plane and the plane containing B. The self-crossing
of B occurs at O.
FIGURE 4.2: An RR dyad generating a singular toroid (r = l,s = 0).
4.3 Concentric singular toroids generated by the plane-symme-
tric Bricard linkage
In the plane-symmetric case of Bricard linkage any adjacent pair of revolute joints with skew
axes generates a toroid. For a general plane-symmetric linkage, like the one shown in Fig.
4.1, let a2,3 = 0. Then the point of intersection of S2 and S3 describes a toroid with respect
to the fixed link between axes S6 and S5, this is generated by joints with axes S6 and S1.
Furthermore, the same point describes another toroid with respect to the fixed link, this time
generated by joints with axes S4 and S5. Since the same point describes two toroids, such
point is confined to move in the intersection of these toroids.
From the restrictions for plane symmetry in Eq. (4.1) , observe that if a2,3 = 0 then
a5,6 = 0. This implies that both toroids are concentric, as shown in Fig. 4.3a. Furthermore,
since a6,1 = a1,2 and a3,4 = a4,5, then r = l for both toroids. Finally, since d1 = d4 = 0 both
toroids have secondary offset s = 0. From these observations it can be concluded that both
generated toroids are singular, with the singularity coinciding with the intersection of fixed
axes S6 and S5. Summarizing, in addition to the restrictions on the DH parameters of the
plane-symmetric linkage in Eq. (4.1), the following conditions are required to analyze and
2Conical singularities also appear when γ = π/2 and r > l. This is a singular right torus, two conical sin-
gularities appear symmetrically disposed in the Z axis. This class of torus never appear in plane-symmetric
mechanisms and thus they are not considered here.
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design these mechanisms using the intersection of two toroids:
• di = 0, i = 1, . . . ,6
• a2,3 = a5,6 = 0 (4.4)
Fig. 4.3b shows an example of plane-symmetric Bricard linkage that generates two sin-
gular toroids. For the sake of identifying the construction parameters of each toroid, the
joints have been renamed with respect to Fig. 4.1: SA1 = S6, SA2 = S1, SA3 = S2, SB3 = S3,
SB2 = S4 and SB1 = S5. In such case, a singular toroid T iri,ri,γi,0 := Tri,ri,γi,0(k̂i,O) is generated
by the joints with axes Si1 and Si2 and is referred to coordinate systems i, i = A,B. The point
that describes the intersection C := T ArA,rA,γA,0 ∩T
B
rB,rB,γB,0 is the intersection of axes SA3 and
SB3 and is called E. The point where SA1 and SB1 intersect is called O.
FIGURE 4.3: The concentric singular toroids intersection: a) surfaces, b)
resultant Bricard plane-symmetric mechanism.
For each toroid T iri,ri,γi,0 := {Ei(qi) |qi ∈ T
2}, i = A,B, the joint variables vector is given
by the variables of the parameterization in Eq. (4.2), so that qi = (ui,vi) ∈ T2. Once the link
D joins axes SA3 and SB3, EA(qA) = EB(qB) = E(q), where q := (uA, vA, qA3, qB3, vB, uB) ∈
V ⊂ T6, where V is the configuration space of the linkage whose elements have to fulfill
the closure equation of the loop. Observe that, due to symmetry, qA3 and qB3 are in linear
correspondence with uA and uB, respectively. Hence, finding the intersection C completely
describes the behavior of the mechanism. In fact, finding a parameterization of C in terms of
any of the four variables of the toroids would be equivalent to solve the position analysis of
the mechanism.
C may be composed of several components such that C = ∪ni=1Ci, where dim(Ci) ≤ 2
and n ∈ Z∗. Each component of C is related to a component of the configuration space
V . When Ci is a curve C ⊂ C , dim(Vi) = 1, where Vi is the corresponding component of
V , and the mechanism has 1 D.O.F. when assembled in this mode, this leads to the typical
overconstrained behavior of the linkage. On the other hand, if Ci is an isolated point and
dim(Vi) = 0. In such component of V , the mechanism can be assembled as a structure.
An important phenomenon occurs when two conical singularities coincide. We call this
coincidence the coincident singularities. The arrangement of singular toroids for plane-sym-
metric linkages includes coincident singularities since both toroids are concentric. In the
general method of generated surfaces the two generators are connected by a spherical pair,
it was proved [11] that for such linkages when E is in the coincident singularities the mech-
anism has 2 D.O.F. since variables uA and uB can take any value without restriction while
vA and vB remain constant. However, for the problem of plane-symmetric Bricard linkages
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the spherical pair has been reduced to a pair of coincident revolute joints. When E reaches
the coincident singularities it coincides with O, therefore the axes SA1, SB1, SA3 and SB3 are
intersecting in the coincident singularities while the joints with axes SA2 and SB2 remain idle.
uA and uB are now dependent one from another since the linkage becomes a spherical 4R
mechanism. This property will be thoroughly studied in section 4.8.
FIGURE 4.4: Common perpendicular diagram for the plane-symmetric link-
age.
Refer to fig. 4.4 which shows the common perpendiculars diagram of the plane-sym-
metric mechanism obtained from the intersection of two toroids. In any configuration the
common perpendiculars between the adjacent joint axes conform two isosceles triangles,
OPAE and OPBE, these triangles share the same base OE, the lines from the mid-point of EO
to PA and PB are perpendicular to OE and therefore, a plane π containing these two lines is
perpendicular to the planes that contain the two triangles. The axes SA2 and SB2 contain PB
and PA, respectively, and are perpendicular to the planes including the triangles OPAE and
OPBE, respectively. Hence, both axes belong to π and therefore they either intersect or are
parallel. This ensures that the symmetry condition is always present while E moves through
all the components of C .
4.4 Concentric singular toroid-toroid intersection
To analyze the intersection of toroids in the plane-symmetric case, C = T ArA,rA,γA,0∩T
B
rB,rB,γB,0,
let the relationship between coordinate systems A and B be given by ABT = HT(Rot(θ, ĵ),0),
so that the toroids are concentric and the axis of B is obtained by rotating the axis of A θ
radians about the Y := YA = YB axis.
The parameterizations of both surfaces referred to coordinate system A are:
A
σA(uA,vA) = rA
 (cosvA +1)cosuA− cosγA sinvA sinuAcosγA sinvA cosuA + sinuA cosvA + sinuA
sinγA sinvA
t
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A
σB(uB,vB) = rB
 ((cosvB +1)cosuB− cosγB sinvB sinuB)cosθ+ sinθsinγB sinvBcosγB sinvB cosuB + sinuB cosvB + sinuB
((−cosvB−1)cosuB + cosγB sinvB sinuB)sinθ+ cosθsinγB sinvB
t
(4.5)













− (x2 + y2 + z2)(x2 + y2 + z2−4rB2)cos2 γB +(−4x2rB2




A direct way to find C is to solve AσA−AσB = f(uA,vA,uB,vB) = 0. However, in this case
it turns out to be more complicated. An alternative technique, taken from [106], is applied
instead: Since, for any of both implicit forms referred to coordinate system A, (x,y,z) =
AσA(uA,vA) = AσB(uB,vB), then AφB(AσA(uA,vA)) = 0 is a scalar equation with two variables
from which the restrictions uA(vA) or vA(uA) can be obtained. This restriction fully defines C
since it can be replaced in AσA to obtain the whole parameterization of the intersection, for
example using the restriction uA(vA): AC = {AσA(uA(vA),vA) |vA ∈W ⊂ T}. Consider the











γA(cosvA−1)(sin2 uA +(cos2 uA
−2)cos2 θ)− r2B(cosvA +1)cos2 uA−2r2B sinuA cosγA(sinγA sinθcosθ(cosvA−1)
−cosuA sinvA sin2 θ)+ r2B cos2 θ((cosvA +1)cos2 uA + cosvA−1)




An immediate first possibility is observed: vA = π. This solution leads to the coincident
singularities in which E(q)=O, ∀q∈V1, where V1 is the spherical 4R component of V related
to the coincident singularities. Since making 0 the first factor in Eq. (4.7) would compromise
the construction parameters of the toroids, the only remaining possibility is solving the third
factor. This factor is solved to obtain the restriction uA(vA), two solutions are found which
are not presented here due to reasons of space since these are quite long expressions. In
a similar manner, two solutions for the restriction vA(uA) are obtained. Therefore, C may
feature a maximum of two curves. Expressions for a parameterization of these components
can be computed as explained in the previous paragraph, however, due to the length of the
terms involved in the restriction uA(vA), these are not presented here.
4.5 Tangent intersections of concentric singular toroids
If in the concentric toroid-toroid intersection ∃ i, j 3 Ci∩C j 6= /0 the mechanism is reconfig-
urable with at least 2 motion branches, which are connected through at least one configuration
qi j ∈ Vi∩Vj. It can be proved [11] that for the 1-dimensional components of V , the toroids
are tangent to each other at E(qi j). The intersection is non-transverse in E(qi j). Therefore,
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∇φA(xP,yP,zP)×∇φB(xP,yP,zP) = 0, where (xP,yP,zP) = E(qi j). The points in V that map
to points of tangency may be bifurcation configurations of the mechanism. These points in
V may represent the intersection of two components of V , or may be the self-crossing of the
same component. The surfaces are also tangent to each other when they touch in one point,
which would lead to an isolated point in V . In addition, if a continuum of points of tangency
is found, the surfaces are touching in a curve that is a component of C .
FIGURE 4.5: Two singular toroids that are tangent to each other in the XAZA
plane.
To find the points where the intersection may become non-transverse, the real points
(x,y,z)∈R3 that make ∇φA(x,y,z)×∇φB(x,y,z)= 0 and also satisfy φA(x,y,z)= φB(x,y,z)=
0 are explored. Two points in the Y axis are found, however, they imply rA = rB, so that the
points are (0,rA,0) = (0,rB,0) and (0,−rA,0) = (0,−rB,0). This case leads to a mechanism
that is both line- and plane-symmetric. This example was analyzed before in [97] and the
line-symmetric case was investigated in chapter 3. The other solutions that do not degenerate
the toroids imply y = 0. Therefore, any point of tangency must lie in the XAZA plane if the
linkage is not the plane- and line-symmetric case. The solutions in the XAZA plane are large
expressions that involve not only the construction parameters of the toroids, but also the angle
θ. Considering the singular curves BA and BB obtained by Bi = {(x,y)∈R2 |φ1(x,0,y)= 0}
(fig. 4.5a), it is found that the curves become tangent to each other if:
cosθ =±
√











Each possibility leads to two solutions, therefore there are in total 4 values of θ that
make the surfaces tangent to each other in the XAYA plane. Note that the argument of
the square root is always positive, however, to obtain real values of θ, it is necessary that
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(r2B cos
2 γB + r2A sin
2
γB)(r2A cos
2 γA + r2B sin
2
γA) ≤ r2Ar2B, since cosθ ∈ [−1,1]. After some al-
gebra it is concluded that if rA > rB then3 |sinγB|> |sinγA| ⇒ sinγ∗B > sinγ∗A and if rA < rB
then |sinγA| > |sinγB| ⇒ sinγ∗A > sinγ∗B. W.l.o.g. Fig. 4.5, shows the case in which
rA > rB ⇒ sinγ∗A > sinγ∗B. This makes toroid B looking more flattened than toroid A.
4.6 Isolated points of tangency and Bricard structures
The nature of the intersection when the two concentric singular toroids are tangent to each
other in the XAZA plane is now investigated. For this aim, consider the following proposition:
Proposition 4.6.1 The intersection of two concentric singular toroids with different radius
contains only two isolated points if the toroids are tangent to each other at some point.
Proof: Let the two singular toroids to be intersected be T ArA,rA,γA,0 and T
B
rB,rB,γB,0, where rA 6= rB,
thus the only possibility for tangent intersection is that the surfaces are tangent to each other
in the XAZA plane. Replacing the values of θ from Eq. (4.8) in the parameterizations of
the surfaces and trying to find C would lead to quite complicated expressions. A simpler
way to proceed is to analyze the normal curvatures of the toroids in one of the points where
the surfaces are tangent. The normal curvatures of both surfaces must be the same in the
direction that is tangent to the intersection curve. If there is no intersection curve and the
surfaces are only touching in such point, the curvatures are always different for both surfaces
in any direction. Since normal curvature is invariant to frame transformations both toroids
can be analyzed in their own coordinate systems. According to Euler’s formula, the normal
curvature is given by: κ(ψ) = κ1 cos2 ψ+ κ2 sin2 ψ, where κ1 and κ2 are the curvatures in
the principal directions ê1 and ê2 and ψ is the angle that defines the direction of the normal
curvature with respect to one of the principal directions.
The singular toroids are surfaces of revolution with B being rotated about the Z axis.
It is known (see for example [116]) that in surfaces of revolution the principal curvatures
are the tangents to the meridian and parallel crossing the point in analysis. Hence, for the
arrangement shown in Fig. 4.5b ê1 = ĵ and ê2 = t̂, where t̂ is the mutual tangent vector to BA
and BB at P1. If the intersection includes a curve crossing P1, it should be possible to find an
angle ψ ∈ T, such that:
κ1A cos2 ψ+κ2A sin2 ψ = κ1B cos2 ψ+κ2B sin2 ψ
⇔ κ1A−κ1B
κ2B−κ2A
= tan2 ψ≥ 0 (4.9)
where κiA and κiB, i = 1,2, are the principal curvatures at P1 of toroids A and B, respectively.
From Fig. 4.5b Note that κ2 j, j = A,B are the curvatures of plane curves B j, while κ1 j are
the curvatures of plane curves D j obtained by intersecting the toroids with the plane that
contains P1 and is spanned by ê1 = ĵ and n̂. If, w.l.o.g. rA > rB as shown in Fig. 4.5, it is
clear that κ2B > κ2A and κ2B−κ2A > 0. Hence, in order to have a real solution of Eq. (4.9),
it is necessary that κ1A− κ1B > 0. These curvatures can be computed using the following
expression [117]:





, j = A,B
3As explained in Section 3.2, the same toroid can be generated using different angles γ. From these, we take
γ∗ in (0,π/2], which is unique for any toroid.
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where, Hess : R[x,y,z]→M3×3(R) is the Hessian matrix of the given implicit form. Upon
calculations it is concluded that:
κ1 j =
|sinγ j|(|rP1 |2−2r2j )
2|rP1 |r j
√
|rP1 |2−2(|rP1 |2−2r2j )cos2 γ j
, j = A,B (4.10)
where |rP1 |,is the magnitude of the position vector of P1, which is the same value for both
toroids and is invariant to frame transformations. |rP1 | is calculated using the value of θ in










γA cos2 γB− r2A sin
2
γB cos2 γA +(r2A− r2B)sin
2
γA sin2 γB
Replacing this value in Eq. (4.10) and carrying out simplifications it can be concluded
that, κ1A− κ1B has the same sign as rB− rA. Therefore, if rA > rB (as first supposed for
this proof), κ1A−κ1B < 0, tan2 ψ < 0 ⇒ ψ /∈ T and there is no real solution for Eq. (4.9).
Hence, both toroids are touching each other in P1 and P2 but these are isolated points in
C = {P1,P2,O}. 
Two important conclusions can be drawn from proposition 4.6.1: First, a Bricard linkage
fulfilling the plane symmetry conditions can be a 0-DOF structure which can be assembled
in two different configurations. However, if the linkage is assembled in E(q) = O the same
linkage has 1 DOF and works as a spherical 4R mechanism. In such case, V is composed of
3 regions: 2 isolated points and a 1-dimensional curve in T6. And second, there is no way
to reconfigure these mechanisms directly from one curve to another unless the mechanism is
also line-symmetric.
FIGURE 4.6: A Bricard plane-symmetric linkage with finite mobility zero
in its two different assembly modes.




3 π, αB2,B1 =
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aA1,A2 = 10, aB2,B1 = 7, aB1,A1 = 0
αA2,A3 =
2
3 π, αB3,B2 =
7





aA2,A3 = 10, aB3,B2 = 7, aA3,B3 = 0
(4.11)
and di = 0 for all joints. These parameters satisfy the conditions in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.4)
and, therefore, the mechanism is plane-symmetric and it generates the intersection of two
concentric singular toroids. From these parameters it can be seen that γ∗A =
1
3 π, rA = 10,
γ∗B =
1




, which turns out to be one of the 8 values that can
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be obtained from Eq. 4.8. Thus, the Bricard mechanism must be a structure with 0 DOF
if assembled in any of the two isolated points. If assembled with E = O the linkage should
behave as a spherical 4-bar mechanism, however, observe that such spherical mechanism
would have twist angles 2γA = 23 π, 2γB =
1













, therefore the spherical mechanism cannot
be assembled. The only two possible assembly modes are those for which the linkage is a
structure, namely E(q1) = P1 and E(q2) = P2, these are presented in fig. 4.6.
Consider the linkage assembled in an isolated point E(q1) = P1 in fig. 4.8, some in-
teresting results regarding the reciprocal system of the screw system of the linkage are now
obtained: First, the plane of symmetry is perpendicular to and bisects the segment OE, which
lies on the XAZA plane, thus the plane of symmetry is perpendicular to the XAZA plane. As
a consequence of this, SA3 and SB3 lie on the plane XAZA, since their symmetric members,
SA1 and SB1 lie on XAZA which is perpendicular to the plane of symmetry. Then, the axis of
the special linear complex is the intersection of the plane of symmetry and the XAZA plane as
expected from Section 2.
FIGURE 4.7: A Bricard plane-symmetric linkage with finite mobility zero
in the assembly mode with E(q1) = P1.
Knowing the value of θ, it is possible to calculate both uA and uB for any of the two con-
figurations in which the linkage can be assembled without using the coincident singularities
and making it a spherical 4R linkage. With uA and uB, the following Plücker coordinates are

























































Previously, it was proved that SA2 and SB2 always intersect. If the screws are defined by
Si = (ŝi; mi), i = A2,B2, such intersection point is given by P = (ŝA2 ·mB2)−1mA2×mB2.
However, it turns out that for this example (AmA2× AmB2) · Aj = 0, which means that P lies
on the XAZA plane. This implies that a pencil of lines in the XAZA plane can be drawn with
center in P and each line in the pencil will be reciprocal to all the axes of the linkage. Hence,
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the reciprocal system is a 2-system and the first order mobility of the linkage is 2. A velocity
analysis applied to this structure would reveal that the linkage has 2 degrees of freedom
since the tangent space of V in such configuration is a 2-dimensional space. A tangent cone
[50], [53], [59]–[61], [118] analysis was made for this configuration. While the first order
approximation is a 2-dimensional vector space, as expected, the second order approximation
is 0-dimensional, proving that the mechanism is actually a structure. It is then said that the
structure has second order rigidity [119].
4.7 Motion branch reconfiguration through the coincident singu-
larity
Reconfiguration of motion branches can be achieved using the coincident singularities of the
concentric toroids if there are curves crossing it. Due to the symmetry of the intersection, and
since there are no points of tangency (excluding the known exceptions), it can be concluded
that the intersection will have any of the following forms:
1. Two regular disjoint curves and the coincident singularities point
2. One singular 8-shaped curve with its self-crossing coincident with the coincident sin-
gularities,
3. Two singular 8-shaped curves that share the same self-crossing point which is coinci-
dent with the coincident singularities.
The first case is generated by non-reconfigurable mechanisms since there is no way to
migrate from one curve to another or to visit the coincident singularities. The second case
is reconfigurable with two motion branches: a Bricard 6R operation mode and a spherical
4R mechanism mode. The third case is the most interesting since the configuration space
includes two Bricard branches which can be visited by the mechanism without disassembling
it and, in addition, the linkage can undergo spherical 4R motion branches.
FIGURE 4.8: A case with two singular curves in the intersection: a) BA and
BB curves, b) surfaces and intersection.
In figure 4.8, note that if in the XAZA plane BA ∩BB = {O} the intersection of the
toroids includes two singular curves as in the third case of intersection. Since the toroids are
symmetric with the XAZA plane, if BB crosses BA in four points, the intersection curve never
includes O, as in the first case of intersection. If BB crosses BA in two points, the intersection
curve crosses O and then intersects the XAZA plane in the two points where BB crosses BA,
the intersection of toroids is then a sole singular curve, as in the second case of intersection.
Now imagine that the two points where the intersection crosses the XAZA move through BA
approaching O, since the intersection is symmetric with the XAZA plane, the curve starts to
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sharpen in such points until they reach O and the intersection becomes two singular curves.
Refer to figure 4.8a, it is easy to prove that the tangent to Bi, i = A,B makes an angle γ∗i with












B < θ < π− γ∗A− γ∗B (4.12)
In the remaining part of the chapter we focus exclusively in mechanisms whose generated
toroids fulfill conditions 4.12, since these are the most complicated cases.
4.8 Bricard branches as a link between crank-rocker spherical
4R branches
Let C = C1 ∪C2, like in the third case of intersection, then C1 ∩C2 = {O}. it has to be
considered that, even though the two curves intersect in one point, if Vi is the component of
V related to Ci, then V1∩V2 = /0, which means that the mechanism cannot reconfigure from
V1 to V2 directly. This is a consequence of the double-singularity O. In any regular point in
a surface all curves intersecting the point do it with the same values of (u,v) ∈U , as σ is
a bijection from U to S \ sing(S). But since in the conic singularity of the singular toroids
∂σ/∂u = 0 there are an infinity of pairs (u,v) that map to O and the only way to escape from
the singularity is moving in the direction of the isoparametric curve of v, since ∂σ/∂v 6= 0 is
such point. These isoparametric curves are the secondary circles, their tangent vectors in the
singularity generate a cone that is tangent to the toroid in the singularity. Any two curves on
the toroid crossing the singularity with non-parallel tangent vectors at O will have different
values (u(t),v(t)) at O, since they reached the point in different secondary circles.
The previous paragraph implies that in general the mechanism cannot move from V1 to
V2 since E reaches O in different configurations. In fact, in the self-crossing of each singular
curve in C , the mechanism is unable to chose between the two segments in the neighborhood
of O, E smoothly passes the coincident singularities and V1 and V2 are free of singularities
even though they are related to singular curves C1 and C2. Despite V1 and V2 are disjoint, they
are connected through the spherical 4R motion branch related to the coincident singularities.
For the evolved spherical 4R linkage two opposite links have the same twist angle, θ, while
the other two links have twist angles 2|γA| and 2|γB|.
Suppose E lies on C1 and approaches O, once the linkage starts working in the spherical
4R branch axes SA2 and SB2 can move until the secondary circles are both tangent to C2 and E
can escape from the coincident singularities allowing the mechanism to enter the V2 branch.
Since there are two singular curves crossing O, there are in total four different directions in
which E can move to escape from O. Two of these will reconfigure a spherical 4R branch into
the same plane-symmetric Bricard branch related to C1, while the other two will reconfigure
to the branch related to C2. In each of these configurations the evolved spherical 4R linkage
must be in a plane-symmetric configuration since such configuration also belongs to a Bricard
branch. Fig. 4.9 shows a plane-symmetric mechanism in a spherical 4R branch with E = O,
the linkage is about to escape to V1 since the secondary circles C2A and C2B are both tangent
to C1 at O.
However, it is known that the configuration space of the spherical 4R mechanisms may
include two branches which may or may not intersect. It is possible that the two configu-
rations that allow to escape to V1 (E escaping from O to C1) belong to the same branch of
the 4R mechanism, while the other two configurations to escape to V2 (E escaping from O to
C2) belong to the other branch of the 4R mechanism. In such case, in order to reconfigure
the linkage from V1 to V2 it is necessary to disassemble it if the two spherical 4R branches
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FIGURE 4.9: A reconfigurable Bricard plane-symmetric linkage in its spher-
ical 4R operation mode, with its two secondary circles tangent to each other
and to curve C1 and the mechanism is about to escape to V1.
.
are disjoint. Therefore, the following paragraphs investigate the two spherical 4R branches
and the four escape configurations in order to establish the restrictions that ensure that the
mechanism can reconfigure through all of its branches. We begin by analyzing the rotability
of the evolved spherical 4R mechanisms since branch identification is different depending on
the rotability of the links. However, we restrict this analysis to the cases in which the toroid
generators are built using |γ|= γ∗
FIGURE 4.10: A plane-symmetric configuration of a spherical 4R linkage
with two opposite links of the same angle.
.
Proposition 4.8.1 The spherical 4R linkages obtained as a behavior of Bricard plane-sym-
metric linkages that generate two concentric toroids intersecting in two curves are either
crank-rocker or change-point.
Proof: Let the twist angles of the spherical four-bar linkage evolved from the Bricard plane-
symmetric linkage be αA1,A3 = 2|γA|, αA3,B3 = αB1,A1 = θ and αB3,B1 = 2|γB| (Fig. 4.10).
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From the second condition in Eq. (4.12): θ+ γA + γB < π ⇒ 2θ+ 2γA + 2γB < 2π, then
Σαi < 2π. According to Gupta and Ma [120], if the sum of twist angles is less that 2π, the
full rotability criterion is quite similar to that for the planar case: if αmin +αmax < αp +αq,
then at least one of the links is fully rotatable.
From the second condition in Eq. (4.12), γA + γB < θ ⇒ 12(αA1,A3 +αB3,B1) < αA3,B3 =
αB1,A1 and αmin 6= αA3,B3 = αB1,A1. By contradiction consider that none of the links is fully
rotatable. Then, if αmax = αA3,B3 = αB1,A1 = θ, from the criterion it follows:
αmin +θ > θ+αq ⇒ αmin > αq
which is a contradiction. In a similar way, now consider αp = αq = αA3,B3 = αB1,A1 = θ:
αmin +αmax > 2θ ⇒ αA1,A3 +αB3,B1 > 2θ
which contradicts the second condition in Eq. (4.12). Hence, it is proved that at least one of
the links is fully rotatable. This link is the one whose twist angle is αmin. In Fig. 4.10 it can
be seen that the twist angle for the coupler and fixed links is θ, which is proved to be different
to αmin. Therefore, the smallest twist angle corresponds to either the input or output links.
Hence, all the linkages are crank-rocker or, if αA1,A3 = αB3,B1⇒ γA = γB, change-point. 
It is known [121] that in crank-rocker (or rocker-crank) 4R mechanisms both branches
are disjoint. Therefore, from proposition 4.8.1 it is concluded that the only way to have
a special configuration joining the two branches is the spherical equivalent of a parallelo-
gram mechanism. In such a very special case the criterion for branch change is simply the
parallel- or anti-parallelism of the links. For crank-rockers (or rocker-cranks), the following
two propositions allow the identification of branch change.
Proposition 4.8.2 A spherical 4R linkage with two opposite links of the same twist angle can
reach four plane-symmetric configurations, two of them belong to the same branch while the
other two belong to the other branch.
Proof: Refer to Fig. 4.10, which shows the spherical 4R linkage with two opposite links of
the same twist angle, θ, the angle of the other two links are 2γA and 2γB. The mechanism is
shown in a plane-symmetric configuration. ŝA1, ŝA3, ŝB3 and ŝB1 are the unit vectors parallel
to the axes of the revolute joints. A coordinate system X0Y0Z0 is placed fixed to the symmetry
plane π, so that π coincides with the plane X0Z0 and X0 bisects the angle between ŝA1 and ŝA3.
The linkage is symmetric with respect to π when 0ŝi1 · ĵ = −0ŝi3 · ĵ while 0ŝi1 · î = 0ŝi3 · î



























































where K1 = |cosγB sinγB|
√
2(1− cosγA) and K2 = 12 cosγB(2cos
2 γB−2cos2 θ+cosγA−1).
0ŝkB3, k = 1, . . . ,4 can be obtained from
0ŝkB1 by simply changing the sign of the Y0 component
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of each vector. 0ŝA1 and 0ŝA3 are the same for all configurations since they are fixed to plane
π.
According to [122], if the mechanism is crank-rocker (or rocker-crank), all the config-
urations for which ηk := 0ŝA1 × 0ŝkB3 · 0ŝkA3 has the same sign belong to the same branch.
Upon calculation it is found that, sign(η1) = sign(η3) = sign(cosγB sinγB) and sign(η2) =
sign(η4) =−sign(cosγB sinγB). Hence, it is concluded that plane-symmetric configurations
1 and 3 lie in the same branch, while configurations 2 and 4 lie in the other branch. 
From the previous proposition it can be seen that the two different Bricard branches may
reconfigure to spherical 4R modes in different branches, making impossible to move from one
Bricard branch to the other. Each of the four plane-symmetric configurations presented in the
previous proposition is a bifurcation configuration between Bricard branches and spherical
4R branches. Therefore, a vector v̂ j tangent to the curve of intersection at O can be calculated
for each of these configurations. For the sake of simplicity we call these vectors escape
directions
Proposition 4.8.3 Given a plane-symmetric Bricard linkage generated from the intersection
of two concentric singular toroids with the axis of one rotated about the Y axis from the other,
the escape directions lying on the same side of the plane XZ correspond to configurations
lying in the same spherical 4R branch.
Proof: From the geometry of the plane-symmetric mechanisms obtained from the intersec-
tion of two concentric singular toroids it can be proved that the escape directions v̂ j are
parallel to4 (ŝB3× ŝB1)× (ŝA3× ŝA1)||ĵ0, where ĵ0 is the unit vector in the direction of Y0 in
Fig. 4.10. Each of the four configurations obtained in Proposition 4.8.3 lead to a escape
direction v̂ j. We are interested in obtaining such vectors in the coordinate system A, which
is fixed, while coordinate system 0 moves from one configuration to another. Therefore, for























The following four escape directions are found, each related to each of the symmetric
configurations found in Proposition 4.8.2:
Av̂1 =
(
















































4The radius of the secondary circles are the common perpendiculars between axes Si1 and Si2, i = A,B. In
the spherical 4R branches this line segment coincides with the common perpendicular of Si2 and Si3. Therefore,
ŝi1× ŝi3 must be parallel to the radius of C2i. Since the circles are tangent to each other in the escape configurations
and this tangent is perpendicular to the radii of both circles, it follows that the tangent is parallel to (ŝB3× ŝB1)×
(ŝA3× ŝA1)
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It can be seen that Av̂1 and Av̂2 (Av̂3 and Av̂4) are symmetric with respect to the XAZA plane
as the only difference between them is the sign of the Y component. The sign of the Y
components of Av̂1 and Av̂3 (Av̂2 and Av̂4) is the same, namely −sign(cosγB) (sign(cosγB)),
hence they lie in the same side of the XAZA plane. In addition, all these vectors lie in the same
side of the XAYA plane as their Z components are the same, namely −sign(sinγB). From
Proposition 4.8.2 it is known that configurations 1 and 3 (2 and 4) lie in the same branch,
therefore it can be concluded that the escape directions lying in the same side of the XAZA
plane belong to the same branch of the spherical 4R linkage. 
FIGURE 4.11: Tangent vectors to the intersection curves at the coincident
singularities, for the three possible cases: rA > rB, rA = rB and rA < rB
Fig. 4.11 shows three possible cases of intersection composed by two curves: rA > rB,
rA = rB and rA < rB. In each case the tangent vector to the curves at O, the coincident
singularities point, are shown. These tangent vectors are the same that were calculated in
Proposition 4.8.3, in which it was proven that if these 4 vectors have ZA component of the
same sign, then: when the vectors lie in the same side of the XAZA plane the configurations
of the spherical 4R linkage lie in the same branch. From Fig. 4.11 it can be seen that for the
case rA > rB the vectors lying on the same side of the XAZA plane are tangent to the same
curve, and since these configurations belong to the same spherical 4R branch reconfiguration
to the other curve is impossible and the two spherical 4R branches cannot be reached with-
out disassembling the linkage. For rA = rB and rA < rB the two vectors lying on the same
side of the XAZA are tangent to different curves, this means that it is possible to reconfigure
the disjoint spherical 4R branches without disassembling the linkage as both branches are
connected through a Bricard branch related to each of the two curves.
It can be proved5 that for the change-point evolved spherical 4R mechanisms the escape
directions that are symmetric with respect to the plane XAZA belong to the same branch.
Therefore, from Fig. 4.11, if rA > rB the same Bricard branch can be reconfigured to parallel
or anti-parallel branches of change-point spherical 4R mechanism.
Fig. 4.12 shows the reconfiguration diagrams for two cases of reconfigurable plane-
symmetric mechanism obtained from the toroids intersection. The diagram in Fig. 4.12a is
5Such a proof, as mentioned above, is based on the parallelism or anti-parallelism of the links. The proof is
not presented due to space reasons.
4.9. An example with two spherical 4R branches connected through two Bricard
plane-symmetric branches
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FIGURE 4.12: Two cases of branch reconfiguration diagrams when the in-
tersection of concentric singular toroids is composed of two singular curves:
a) rA < rB and γA 6= γB (example presented in this subsection); b) rA = rB and
|γA|= |γB|.
.
related to a case with two crank-rocker spherical 4R branches, it is known that these branches
are disjoint, but it is possible to reach both branches without disassembling the linkage since
they are communicated through two different Bricard plane-symmetric branches. Fig. 4.12b
shows a more complicated case in which rA = rB and |γA|= |γB|, leading to a plane- and line-
symmetric linkage for which the toroids are tangent to each other in two points in the Y axis,
these singularities communicate the two Bricard branches, furthermore, since |γA|= |γB| the
evolved spherical 4R linkage is change-point, allowing a direct reconfiguration between its
two branches through the special configuration.
4.9 An example with two spherical 4R branches connected through
two Bricard plane-symmetric branches




3 π, αB2,B1 =
23
12 π, αB1,A1 =
17
36 π,
aA1,A2 = 5, aB2,B1 = 6, aB1,A1 = 0
αA2,A3 =
5
3 π, αB3,B2 =
1
12 π, αA3,B3 =
55
36 π,
aA2,A3 = 5, aB3,B2 = 6, aA3,B3 = 0
(4.14)
then the mechanism generates the intersection of two concentric singular toroids, such that
γA =
1
3 π, rA = 5, γB =−
15
180 π, rB = 6 and θ =
85
180 π. These construction parameters satisfy the
conditions in Eq. 4.12, therefore C =C1∪C2 such that C1∩C2 = {O}. Since E can reach the
coincident singularities O the mechanism has four motion branches: two Bricard branches
and two spherical 4R branches. In addition, since rA < rB and γA 6= γB the mechanism should
be able to move through the two spherical 4R branches without disassembling it.
Fig. 4.14 shows the mechanism in several configurations in each motion branch. Observe
that the two configurations belonging to V1 (V2) for which E = O are different as expected.
None of these four symmetric configurations coincide since V1 and V2 are disjoint. However,
each of these is singular in V , allowing the reconfiguration to VO1 and VO2, the spherical 4R
branches, for which E(q) = O, ∀q ∈ VO1 ∪VO2. The reconfiguration between branches is
presented in the diagram in Fig. 4.12a, which shows how the two branches of the evolved
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FIGURE 4.13: A reconfigurable Bricard plane-symmetric linkage that al-
lows the reconfiguration between two spherical 4R branches through two
Bricard branches. The intersection of the concentric singular toroids is com-
posed of two singular curves.
.
spherical 4R linkage are connected through plane-symmetric Bricard branches allowing re-
configurability without disassembling.
Chapter conclusions
The plane-symmetric case of Bricard loops was analyzed using the intersection of two con-
centric singular toroids, allowing the design of reconfigurable linkages with several motion
branches which can be either plane-symmetric 6R branches or spherical 4R branches. The
conditions for having two singular curves in the intersection set were presented. Each of
these curves is related to a plane-symmetric 6R branch of motion. The phenomenon of coin-
cident singularities leads to kinematotropy when the two surface generators are joined by a
spherical pair or a reduction of this to a pair of revolute joints each being parallel to the axis of
rotation of surfaces of revolution. However, in the case of overconstrained plane-symmetric
linkages it was found that such coincident singularities leads to a spherical 4R branch.
The study of the escape directions, which are the tangents to the intersection curves at the
coincident singularities revealed the existence of linkages whose evolved crank-rocker spher-
ical 4R mechanism can work in its two branches without disassembling it. To the knowledge
of the author, this is the first time that a mechanism with this property is presented. These
interesting results, along with those for the line-symmetric case, presented in chapter 3, shed
light on whether it is possible to design more overconstrained linkages that can be reconfig-
ured between different branches using the method of generated surfaces.
4.9. An example with two spherical 4R branches connected through two Bricard
plane-symmetric branches
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FIGURE 4.14: Several configurations of the plane-symmetric Bricard link-





Design of kinematotropic mechanisms
using coincident surfaces: the
Bohemian dome
Although the method of generated surfaces has been used effectively in the previous chapters
for designing reconfigurable mechanisms, most of these linkages cannot change their number
of finite degrees of freedom. In this chapter, a new method is presented for the design of link-
ages that can change their mobility based on 2-DOF kinematic chains that generate more than
one surface. As an example of the proposed method, a kinematotropic linkage is obtained
by studying a special case of Bohemian dome which has two different parametrizations con-
structed by translation of circles and, therefore, two different hybrid kinematic chains can be
designed to generate the same Bohemian dome. Each of these hybrid kinematic chains can
generate two different surfaces and, thus, can be used in the proposed method. Parametriza-
tions for the secondary surfaces are then obtained and studied. A total of 27 motion branches
are found in the configuration space of this kinematotropic linkage. The singularities in the
configuration space are further determined using the properties of the surfaces. The resultant
linkage offers an explanation of Wholhart’s queer-square linkage other than its original paper
folding.
As part of the analysis of this example, the relationship between the properties of self-
intersections in generated surfaces and the configuration space of the generator linkage is
studied leading to a description of motion branches related to self-intersections of generated
surfaces.
This chapter is based on the journal publication:
[37] P.C. López-Custodio and J.S. Dai, “Design of a variable-mobility linkage using
the Bohemian dome,” ASME Journal of Mechanical Design, vol. 141, no. 9,
pp. 092303-1–092303-12, 2018. DOI:10.1115/1.4042845.
5.1 Background
Notwithstanding the plethora of kinematotropic linkages in the literature, only a handful of
general methods for the design of these devices have been reported. The first of these be-
ing proposed by Galletti and Fanghella [13] who used group theory to design single-loop
kinematotropic linkages. After Galletti and Fanghella’s paper very few articles proposing
design methods were published, including [83] where 7R one-loop kinematotropic mecha-
nisms are designed, [14] in which the type synthesis of kinematotropic parallel mechanisms
is presented for the first time and [123] which deals with the synthesis of kinematotropic
deployable mechanisms. Due to this shortage of methods for the design of kinematotropic
linkages, the purpose of this chapter is to present a different method, based in generated
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surfaces, to design mechanisms with a very complex configuration space and with variable
number of degrees of freedom.
Although Hunt [1] explained that any 2-DOF kinematic chain can be used to generate
surfaces, in most of publications only dyads are considered as surface generators leading
to a limited number of shapes of surfaces. In this chapter, closed-loop and hybrid surface
generators are used in the design of kinematotropic linkages. The use of 2-DOF hybrid
surfaces generators will not only bring a large number of new surfaces that have not been
investigated yet, but it will also lead to the possibility of kinematic chains that generate
more than one surface, this allows reconfiguration through a phenomenon that is different
from the traditional tangency between surfaces [11]. In addition, this chapter proves that
motion branches in the configuration space of linkages can appear as a consequence of self-
intersections in the generated surfaces.
The method for designing kinematotropic linkages proposed in this chapter is applied to
a special type of Bohemian dome which can be obtained through two different parametriza-
tions based on the translation of a circle through another circle. The Bohemian dome was
used by Tale Masouleh et al. [124] to describe the constant-orientation working space of a
parallel robot. In this chapter, the Bohemian dome is generated by a hybrid kinematic chain
which also generates a different surface. The resultant linkage is similar to Wohlhart’s queer-
square mechanism [12] which was later analyzed in its linkage form by Gogu [16] and Qin
et al. [15]. Wohlhart [12] noted that a point of the queer-square linkage moves in the upper
hemisphere of a quadratic surface obtained by sweeping a circle through another circle and
also explained that when the linkage works in 1-DOF mode such point describes a line. In
this chapter it is proved that such a line segment corresponds to a self-intersection of the
surface. Wohlhart only described two branches of motion of the linkage, probably due to the
fact that his model was a foldable carton mechanism which did not allow to see other config-
urations without interference of the links. Qin et al. [15] proved that after converting it from
a foldable carton to a linkage it can reach 14 motion branches, in this chapter it is proved
that such motion branches correspond to 3 of the 4 cases of surface intersections that can be
obtained from the designed linkage from which the queer-square linkage can be seen as a
special case. It is found that the configuration space of the linkage designed in this chapter
presents a total of 27 branches of motion. All singularities in this configuration space are also
detected from the properties of the generated surfaces.
This chapter is organized as follows: First, the method is introduced in Section 5.2. In
Section 5.3 the properties of the Bohemian dome, its parametrizations and their mechani-
cal generators are discussed, the reconfigurability of these generators is also discussed and
parametrizations for the secondary surfaces are presented. In Section 5.4 the designed link-
age is presented and its similarities with Wohlhart’s queer-square linkage are discussed. In
Section 5.5 an analysis of how the surfaces and heir intersections are related to the config-
uration space of the linkage is presented. In Section 5.6 the intersection curves in the four
different cases of surface intersections are determined. In 5.7 these intersection curves are
used to determine the motion branches in the configuration space of the linkage. Finally, in
Section 5.8 the singularities in the configuration space are detected by means of the properties
of surfaces.
5.2 A method for designing kinematotropic mechanisms based
on coincidence of surfaces
As seen in previous chapters, a point E of the end-effector of any 2-DOF kinematic chain
generates a surface with the exception of degenerate cases, like doubly-covered curves. When
two surface generators A and B are connected by means of a spherical pair whose center of
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rotation E coincides with the points that draw the surfaces EA and EB, a 1-DOF mechanism
is obtained in the general case that the surfaces intersect in a curve in which E is confined
to move. This mechanism can be reconfigurable if the intersection features several curves,
all branches of motion are 1-DOF with the exception of coincident conic singularities which
turn into rather trivial 2-DOF motions [11].
A more complex case happens when at least one of the surface generators has more than
one 2-DOF branch of motion on its own, i.e. the same kinematic chain generates at least two
different surfaces. In this case E can move through the intersection of all possible combina-
tions of generated surfaces. The interesting phenomenon occurs when one of these surfaces
is the same as the surface generated by the other kinematic chain, in such a situation the
mechanism is no longer a 1-DOF chain since the intersection is no longer a curve, but a sur-
face. However, when, in the same mechanism, the surfaces are not the same, the mechanism
has 1 DOF again. Therefore, this mechanism can change its number of finite degrees of free-
dom. The idea just explained can be summarized in the following method for the design of
kinematotropic mechanisms:
1. Find a 2-DOF kinematic chain that can generate two different surfaces. For example, a
very simple way of doing this is taking a planar or spherical 1-DOF mechanism with at
least two motion branches and then attaching a P or R joint to the coupler bar to obtain
a 2-DOF hybrid kinematic chain.
2. Find a different 2-DOF kinematic chain that generates one of the surfaces generated
by the other kinematic chain.
3. Join the end-effectors of both kinematic chains using an S joint whose center of rotation
coincides with the points that draw both surfaces. This S joint can be reduced in some
cases to a U joint or a single R joint.
Fig. 5.1 shows a simple example of the kinematotropic mechanisms that can be obtained
with the proposed method. In this artifact, surface generator A is a 1-loop CCCC kinematic
chain with three 2-DOF branches of motion [50]: point EA can move through a cylinder
with axis coincident with the axis of C joint A1, through a cylinder with axis coincident with
the axis of C joint A4 or through the plane spanned by both axes. Surface generator B is
a C chain that allows EB to move through a cylinder with axis coincident with the axis of
A1 joint. When chain A generates the same cylinder as generator B the whole mechanism
has 2 DOF with E free to move through that cylinder, see fig. 5.1b. However, when A
generates the cylinder with axis coincident with the axis of joint A4, its intersection with the
cylinder generated by B consists of two ellipses each leading to a 1-DOF branch of motion.
In the case where A generates a plane, the intersection with cylinder B is two lines, however
these configurations are singularities in the generator A though which it can reconfigure from
generating the plane to generating the cylinder with axis coincident with the axis of join A1,
therefore this situation does not lead to a separate branch of motion of the kinematotropic
mechanism.
This is a rather simple example because, considering the joint variables as parameters,
the parametrizations of both coincident cylinders are the same, i.e., the joint variables of A1
and B1 in the 2-DOF branch of motion are the same. A much more interesting case could be
obtained if the surface had two different parametrizations and none of the parameters in both
parametrizations were measured about the same axis, this means that there would be no joints
with coincident axes in the 2-DOF branch of motion. A special case of Bohemian dome is
an example of a surface with such a property. The remaining of the chapter is dedicated to
the kinematotropic linkage obtained applying this method by using the Bohemian dome and
its two generators.
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FIGURE 5.1: A kinematotropic mechanism obtained from coincident cylin-
ders: a) singular configuration, b) 2-DOF regular configuration and c) 1-DOF
regular configuration
5.3 The symmetric Bohemian dome and its two generators
5.3.1 The symmetric Bohemian dome
Consider the special case of Bohemian dome shown in fig. 5.2a. Such a quartic surface is
constructed by translating a secondary circle, C2, through a fixed base circle C1, the normals
to the planes that contain the circles, n̂2 and n̂1, respectively, always being perpendicular. In
this special case of Bohemian dome, the radii of the circles C1 and C2 are the same and equal
to l1. A parametrization σ : T2→R3 with respect to the coordinate system shown in fig. 5.2a
for the Bohemian dome is given as follows:
σ(u,v) := (l1 cosu, l1(sinu+ sinv), l1 cosv) (5.1)
and the Bohemian dome is the set B = im(σ(T2)) ⊂ R3. With such parametrization the
isoparametric curves in every point are two circles of radius l1. Parameters (u,v) ∈ T2 are
measured as shown in fig. 5.2b. It can be seen that B is invariant to a rotation of nπ/2, n ∈ Z,
radians about the Y -axis. Therefore, we call this special Bohemian dome the symmetric Bo-
hemian dome, since it is not only symmetric with respect to the three planes of the coordinate
system (as any general Bohemian dome), but also to both planes obtained by rotating the XY
plane π/4 radians about the Y axis. Since B is invariant to rotations of π/2 radians about the
Y -axis there is a second parametrization σB : T2→B such that im(σA(T2)) = im(σB(T2)) =
B , where σA(uA,vA) := σ(uA,vA) and σB(uB,vB) := Rot(ĵ,π/2)σA(uB,vB). The four circles
drown by this pair of parametrizations are shown in fig. 5.2c.
An important property of the symmetric Bohemian dome is that it self-intersects in two
segments of lines, L1 = {(l1 cosu,0, l1 cosu) : u∈T} and L2 = {(l1 cosu,0,−l1 cosu) : u ∈ T}.
Since the self-intersections have ends (l1,0, l1), (l1,0,−l1), (−l1,0, l1) and (−l1,0,−l1), the
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FIGURE 5.2: The symmetric Bohemian dome, a) construction, b) two dif-
ferent sets of circles that generate the same surface
two segments of the surface that meet in the self-intersections become one at these four
points. Hence, these four points are conic singularities of B . This is easily verified for
singular point σ(0,0) = (l1,0, l1), by checking ∂σ/∂u|(u,v)=(0,0)×∂σ/∂v|(u,v)=(0,0) = 0.
5.3.2 Two different generators for the same Bohemian dome
Since any Bohemian dome is generated by translating a circle through another fixed circle,
this type of surface can be generated by a 2-DOF hybrid kinematic chain. Hybrid means, in
this chapter, that the kinematic chain features both open loops and closed loops. A Bohemian
dome can be generated by a kinematic chain that allows the direction of the axis of the second
revolute joint to remain fixed while translating through a fixed base circle. This property can
be achieved by means of a planar 4-bar parallelogram, since in such a linkage the coupler
bar undergoes pure translation and any point of it describes a circle. Hence, by attaching a
revolute joint to the coupler link its axis will translate through a circle without changing its
orientation. Finally, a point in the end-effector of the hybrid kinematic chain will generate
the Bohemian dome. Fig. 5.3a, shows such a hybrid kinematic chain generating a symmetric
Bohemian dome. The parallelogram is conformed by the revolute joints with axes SA1, SA2,
SA3 and SA4, these axes being parallel to the Z-axis. In the parallelogram aA1,A2 = aA3,A4 = l1,
and the other link length of the parallelogram, aA1,A4 = aA2,A3 = l2, is arbitrary, however it
will be important in the following sections. The coupler point, PA, is used to draw CA1, and
the revolute joint axis SA5 passes through this point and is always parallel to the X-axis. The
point EA, attached to the end-effector, describes CA2(uA), therefore d(PA,EA) = l1.
Since the parametrization in Eq. (5.1) has circles as isoparametric curves at every point,
parameters (uA,vA) are equal to joint variables qA1 and qA5, respectively, with uA ∈ T being
the angle between the X−axis and the common perpendicular between SA4 and SA3, and
vA ∈ T, the angle between PAEA and the Z−axis.
Another hybrid kinematic chain can be used to generate the same surface considering
parametrization σB. It was discussed previously, from Eq. (5.1), that B = im(σA(T2)) =
im(Rot(ĵ,nπ/2)σA(T2)), n ∈ Z, therefore the second hybrid kinematic chain that generates
the same Bohemian dome is obtained by rotating the axes of the generator in fig. 5.3a π/2
radians about the Y -axis. Hence, it follows that SBi = Adj(Rot(ĵ,π/2))SAi, i = 1 . . . ,5, re-
sulting on SBi, i = 1, . . . ,4 being parallel to the X-axis and generating CB1 and SB5 always
parallel to the Z-axis and generating CB2(uB).
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FIGURE 5.3: Two mechanical generators for the symmetric Bohemian
dome: a) generator A with base circle CA1 on xy−plane, b) generator B with
base circle CB1 on yz−plane
We define VA ⊂ T5 and VB ⊂ T5 as the configuration spaces of hybrid kinematic chains A
and B, and consider qA := (qA1, . . . ,qA5) ∈VA and qB := (qB1, . . . ,qB5) ∈VB as the vectors of
joint variables.
5.3.3 The two branches of motion of the Bohemian dome generator
Any parallelogram 4-bar linkage has two branches of motion: parallel and anti-parallel mode,
thus VA and VB are composed of two manifolds. Both branches are connected by two singu-
lar flattened configurations in which ui = 0,π for generator i = A,B. In parallel mode the
coupler draws a circle and the generated surface is a Bohemian dome. However, in the an-
tiparallel mode EA(qA) generates a different surface, SA ⊂ E2. Fig. 5.4 shows generator A in
antiparallel mode and the generated surface SA.
Three parameters of the hybrid kinematic chain that do not affect the generation of the
Bohemian dome now affect the shape of SA when working in antiparallel mode, namely the
distance from fixed axes SA1 and SA2 to the Z-axis, the coupler length l2 and the choice of the
coupler point PA. As shown in fig. 5.4, for the sake of simplicity, we consider that the fixed
link is centered with respect to the Z axis and that PA lies in the line that joins SA2 and SA3 in
the XY plane, and that it is located a distance l3 from SA2 to SA3.
With such an arrangement it is easy to obtain two parametrization ς1A,ς
2
A : T2 → R3 for
this surface using two different sets of parameters, (uA,vA) and (tA,vA), respectively, such
that SA = im(ςiA(T2)), i = 1,2.
First parameterization of SA
The parallelogram 4-bar linkage in generator A is shown in fig. 5.5. Points P1 and P4 are
fixed and d(O,P1) = l2/2, the orientation of the bars is determined by angles uA, qA2 and qA4
which are measured as shown in fig. 5.5. It can be seen that, for a given value of uA, there
are two possible ways of assembling the linkage as the circle of radius l2 and center at P2
intersects the circle of radius l1 and center at P4 at two points, P3 and P′3, we are interested in
the antiparallel solution, in which qA4 6= uA.
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FIGURE 5.4: Bohemian dome hybrid generator in an antiparallel configura-
tion.
Position of point P3 is given by rP3(uA,qA2) = (−l2/2+ l1 cosuA + l2 cosqA2, l1 sinuA +
l2 sinqA2, 0), however P3 is also confined to the circle of radius l1 and center at P4, therefore
rP3(qA4) = (l2/2+ l1 cosqA4, l1 sinqA4). By considering both possibilities two scalar equa-
tions in terms of the 3 joint variables are obtained. The equations are solved to obtain two
solutions, the first one corresponds to the parallel case, namely qA2 = 0 and qA4 = uA, for the
second solution the following result is obtained:
sin(qA2(uA)) =










Since d(P2,PA)= l3, it follows that rPA(uA)= rP2(uA)+l3n̂(uA), where n̂(uA)= (cos(qA2(uA)),
sin(qA2(uA)),0). SA is generated by point EA which describes a circle of radius l1, center at
PA and contained in a plane with normal n̂, with respect to the coupler. It follows that:






+ l3 cosqA2− l1 sinqA2 sinvA,
l1 sinuA + l3 sinqA2 + l1 cosqA2 sinvA, l1 cosvA
)
(5.3)
by substitution of Eq. (5.2) in Eq. (5.3) position of point EA is found in terms of (uA,vA).
Since EA describes SA, then ς1A(uA,vA) := rEA(uA,vA):
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Second parameterization of SA
An alternative parametrization ς2A : T2→R3 which uses a parameter tA ∈ T instead of uA can
be obtained as follows.
In the anti-parallel mode, point F , the point where the input bar, P1P2, and the output bar,
P3P4, intersect, draws an ellipse, E := {rF(uA) : uA ∈ T}, as shown in fig. 5.6. Points P1 and
P4 are the foci of E . F describes an ellipse since d(P4,F)+d(P1,F) = l1, which is constant.







l21 − l22 sin tA,0
)
, tA ∈ T
In E , as in any ellipse, the normal line at any point F , L (m̂,F), bisects the angle P1FP4,
therefore the tangent line at F , L (t̂,F), is the line of symmetry of the 4-bar mechanism. A
vector t, parallel to t̂ is given by t(tA) = drF(tA)/dtA. Using this vector it follows that:
m̂(tA) =
1√
l21 − l22 cos2 tA
(√
l21 − l22 cos tA, l1 sin tA, 0
)
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FIGURE 5.6: The intersection of antiparallel bars drawing an ellipse.
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l21 − l22 , and l1 > l2 is considered.
Some remarks on the shape of SA
An example of the resulting surface SA is shown in fig. 5.7. SA features several self-
intersections, some of these lying on the XZ plane. It is straightforward to prove that these
self-intersections lead to conic singularities at its endings in a similar way to L1 and L2 in B .
These singularities turn out to have the same coordinates as the singularities of B . In general,
SA is not symmetric with respect to the Y Z plane, it becomes symmetric when l3 = l2/2, such
case is shown in fig. 5.7. It is important to note that SA 6= im(Rot(ĵ,π/2)ς2A(T2)), therefore,
while working in anti-parallel mode, the hybrid kinematic chain B generates a different sur-
face SB 6= SA. SB is a rotated version of SA, obtained after rotating SA π/2 radians about the
y−axis, hence, a parametrization for SB is given by ς2B := Rot(ĵ,π/2)ς2A(uB,vB).
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FIGURE 5.7: Surface SA generated by the Bohemian dome generator in an-
tiparallel mode, for a case with l3 = l2/2. a) Surface showing several circles
drawn on it, b) cut view showing self-intersections
5.4 A kinematotropic linkage that generates coincident Bohemian
domes
Following the idea in section 5.2, a kinematotropic mechanism can be built using the sym-
metric Bohemian dome by joining generators A and B in fig. 5.3 with a spherical pair. For
example, if generator A generates B and generator B generates SB, E will move in B ∩ SB
which consist of several curves and the mechanism will have 1 DOF, while if both generators
generate B , E moves in B ∩B = B and the mechanism has 2 DOF.
The obtained linkage is shown in fig. 5.8, we consider l3 = l2/2 in both hybrid chains.
Points EA and EB are joined through a spherical pair with center of rotation coincident with
E, this spherical pair is represented by {SX ,SY ,SZ}.
FIGURE 5.8: A kinematotropic linkage that generates coincident Bohemian
domes.
It can be noted that the linkage presented in fig. 5.8 is similar to Wohlhart’s queer-square
mechanism [12], [15], [16]. However, such a linkage does not present the symmetry held
by the linkage in fig. 5.8, as l3 is different to l2/2 in one of the generators. Nonetheless,
the most important difference is that in the queer-square mechanism the spherical pair is not
included, instead, SA5 is followed by another revolute joint with axis containing E and parallel
to the SA5. In a similar manner, a revolute joint parallel to SB5 is inserted at E. Following
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the method presented in [11] for spherical pair reduction, when both hybrid chains generate
Bohemian domes the axis SA5 (SB5) does not change its orientation, therefore a revolute joint
parallel to SA5 (SB5) can cancel this rotation and the mechanism is movable. Without loss of
generality, now consider the case when A generates B and B generates SB, the rotation due to
A can be canceled by a a revolute joint with axis parallel to SA5, on the other hand, B generates
rotations parallel to the X-axis and another rotation about SB5, a revolute joint adjacent to SB5
cancels the second rotation, and the remaining first rotation is canceled by the revolute joint
with axis parallel to SA5 which is always parallel to the X-axis while generating B and the
linkage is movable again. Nevertheless, when both surfaces generate SA and SB, generator
A demands two revolute joints, with axes parallel to SA5 and the Z-axis, while B requires
revolute joints with axes parallel to SB5 and the X-axis. It is concluded that the spherical pair
is required to ensure motion in all the possible branches that can appear from the intersection
of the surfaces. The queer-square linkage cannot work in the motion branches related to the
curves in intersection SA∩SB.
5.5 Relationship between the intersection of generated surfaces
and motion branches
We now define V ⊂ T13 as the configuration space of this linkage, with a vector of joint vari-
ables defined as q := (uA,qA2,qA3,qA4,vA,qX ,qY ,qZ,uB,qB2,qB3,qB4,vB) ∈ V . The linkage
has 1 degree of freedom whenever E(q) is confined to move in a curve since, ignoring conic
singularities, σA and ςA are bijections from T2 to B and SA, respectively, hence, no passive
degrees of freedom are expected. Every curve in the intersection represents a 1-DOF assem-
bly mode of the linkage, if these curves can be reached by E(q) without disassembling the
linkage, then the linkage can reconfigure from one motion branch to another. It is known that
if the two surfaces are tangent to each other at a point then a bifurcation is expected at such
point, however, intersection curves can present branching at points where one of the surfaces
present self-intersection, in [30] it was proved that such points do not represent bifurcations
in the configuration space.
In the cases when both surfaces present a conic singularity coinciding in the same point,
and such conic singularity is not mapped by an isolated pair of parameters, it is known [11]
that the linkage presents a 2-DOF motion with partitioned mobility [125]. On the other hand,
if there is an isolated (regular) point in the intersection set, then the linkage has 0-DOF when
assembled with E coincident at such point.
When the two kinematic chains generate the same surface the intersection is two-di-
mensional (in non-singular points) and the linkage has 2 degrees of freedom. However, an
interesting phenomenon occurs in the self-intersections of such coincident surfaces. This
results is presented in the following proposition:
Proposition 5.5.1 When the two generators of a linkage designed using the surfaces inter-
section method generate the same surface, a 1-DOF branch appears as a consequence of the
self-intersections of the surface.
Proof: Taking as an example our case, B , which is generated by two different parametriza-














B)) be two different points in
T2 that map to the same point in the self-intersection B = L1 ∪L2, each of these points















B), in addition, since EA = EB






B), i = 1,2. Let N iA (N iB) be a
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neighborhood around (uiA,v
i
A) ∈ T2 ((uiB,viB) ∈ T2), i = 1,2. W.l.o.g. let
im(σA(N 1A ))∩ im(σB(N 1B )) 6⊂B, (5.6)





B), respectively, the local mobility is equal to 2, since E can move out the intersec-
tion through one of the sheets intersecting at B. If (5.6) is not true, then im(σA(N 1A ))∩







B), respectively, the local mobility is equal to 1, E is confined
to move in B since one of the generators can take E through one of the sheets intersecting at
B, while the other generator can move E through the other sheet intersecting at B.
This proves that in a linkage designed with the method of generated surfaces, in which
both generators generate the same surface, an additional branch of motion appears in its
configuration space for every self-intersection curve in the generated surface. 
5.6 Intersection curves
Since we can describe the motion branches of the linkage by means of the intersection set of
the generated surface, the nature of such intersection curves is analyzed in this section. Since
both hybrid kinematic chains can generate two different surfaces, the following combinations
have to be consider:
• Case 1: Generator A: B . Generator B: B
• Case 2: Generator A: B . Generator B: SB
• Case 3: Generator A: SA. Generator B: B
• Case 4: Generator A: SA. Generator B: SB
Case 1 is trivial since B ∩B = B and case 2 can be obtained from case 3 by B ∩ SB =
{Rot(ĵ,π/2)rP : P ∈ SA ∩B}. Therefore, it is only necessary to analyze cases 3 and 4. In
every case the corresponding parametrizations are transformed into polynomial equations to
setup a system of 3 equations in 4 unknowns. The system of polynomial equations is solved
by Maple. In finding the intersections we consider l1 = 3 and l2 = 1.
5.6.1 Case 3: SA∩B
This case is shown in fig. 5.9. Taking Eqs. (5.1) and (5.4), consider f(uA,vA,uB,vB) :=
ς1A(uA,vB)−σB(uB,vB). By solving f(uA,vA,uB,vB) = 0 a total of 10 curves, CSB1, . . . ,CSB10,
are identified:
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CSB1 = {3(−1,sinvA,cosvA) |vA ∈ T} ,
CSB2 =
{















































































































FIGURE 5.9: Case 3: SA∩B .
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The intersection curves are shown in fig. 5.10, where they were plotted in SolidWorks
using the intersection curve tool, parametric equations (5.7) can be plotted to obtain the same
result. It can be seen that four curves are always intersecting in points Q1, . . . ,Q4, which
correspond to the points (3,0,3), (−3,0,3), (3,0,−3) and (−3,0,−3). From Eq. (5.7) it can
be concluded that although CSB3 and CSB4 look like circles in fig. 5.10, they are non-planar
curves, whilst CSB1 and CSB2 are perfect circles lying on planes parallel to the Y Z.
FIGURE 5.10: Intersection curves obtained in SolidWorks in case 3: a)
whole set of curves, b) curves SB1, . . . ,SB4, c) curves SB5 and SB6, d)
SB7, . . . ,SB10
The ten curves CBSi ⊂R3, i = 1, . . . ,10, corresponding to case 2 are easily obtained from
parametrizations in Eq. (5.7) by:
CBSi = {P ∈ R3 |rP = Rot(ĵ,π/2)rQ, Q ∈ CSBi}, i = 1, . . . ,10
5.6.2 Case 4: SA∩SB
This case is shown in fig. 5.11. Taking Eq. (5.4), consider f(uA,vA,uB,vB) := ς1A(uA,vA)−
Rot(ĵ,π/2)ς1A(uB,vB). However, in this case f is a much more complicated expression. An
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alternative method will be applied.
FIGURE 5.11: a) Case 4: SA∩SB. b) Four curves meeting at Q4 in case 4.









SB can also be obtained by mirroring SA through any of the two planes that contain the Y axis
and make a π/4 angle with the XY plane. Moreover, it is known, from the analysis made
in Section 2, that these surfaces have self-intersections with end at points Qi, i = 1, . . . ,4,
therefore it is expected that a total of 4 sheets meet at the Qi points. One part of the inter-
section happens between sheets from a surface and their mirrored versions and, therefore, it
is expected that their intersection is lying on the reflection plane containing the analyzed Qi
point. Hence, this part of the intersection can be computed by intersecting SA with planes,









another part of the intersection corresponds to a sheet from a surface and a sheet which is
not the mirror of the other. This second part of the intersection is not contained in ρ1 or ρ2.
Using the alternative parametrization for SA and SB in Eq. (5.5) it is possible to compute this
part of the intersection, however the resulting expression is too long to be presented in this
chapter. It is found that such part of the intersection is composed of four curves intersecting
at the points Qi. Fig. 5.11b shows the expected 4 curves passing through Q4, two of these
curves lie on ρ1 and the other two are spatial curves corresponding to non-mirrored sheets
intersections.
Since SA is symmetric with respect to the 3 planes spanned by the axes of the coordinate
system, it follows that SA∩ρ2 = {P ∈ R3 : rP = Rot(ĵ,π/2)rQ, Q ∈ SA∩ρ1}, and it is only
necessary to compute SA ∩ ρ1. After solving the corresponding system of equations, the
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where,
K8 := 729cos7 uA−3159cos6 uA +1620cos5 uA +4860cos4 uA−2115cos3 uA
−2211cos2 uA−746cosuA +510,
K9 := 3(3cosuA−1)sin2 uAK14K15
K10 := 13122cos8 uA−32076cos6 uA +20250cos4 uA−3096cos2 uA +2312






















K12 := sin2 uA(3cosuA−1)(27cos2 uA−9cosuA−12)K14K15
K13 := 2sinuA(3cosuA−1)(81cos4 uA−54cos3 uA−81cos2 uA +84cosuA−34)K14
where,













































Let CSS5, . . . ,CSS8 be the four curves that are not lying on ρ1 or ρ2 and whose parametriza-
tions are not presented here due to its length, then, fig. 5.12, shows all the 8 curves of in-
tersection case 4, obtained from the intersection of surfaces tool in SolidWorks. A total of 8
curves are obtained from the intersection of case 4.
5.7 Summary of motion branches
Since the intersection sets between the different generated surfaces have been described, it is
possible to make a summary of all the motion branches of the linkage. However, note that
curves CBS1, CBS2, CSB1 and CSB2 are circles described by a 4-bar loop in parallel mode and
the other inactive in its flattened configuration, since in any configuration q such that E(q)
is in any of these four circles, the linkage can escape to the 2-DOF branch VBB1 since the
inactive loop can move to parallelogram mode, therefore q ∈ VBB1 and there is no branch
of motion related to these circles, the configurations that map to them are just curves in the
2-DOF manifold VBB1. All other curves are related to motion branches in V :
• Case 1: Generator A: B . Generator B: B . A 2-DOF branch of motion, VBB1, and two
1-DOF branches, VBB2 and VBB3, which are related to the two self-intersections B1 and
B2.
• Case 2: Generator A: B . Generator B: SB. Eight 1-DOF branches of motion, VBS3, . . . ,
VBS10, each related to the eight curves CBS3, . . . ,CBS10.
• Case 3: Generator A: SA. Generator B: B . Eight 1-DOF branches of motion, VSB3, . . . ,
VSB10, each related to the ten curves CSB3, . . . ,CSB10.
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FIGURE 5.12: Intersection curves obtained in SolidWorks for case 4: a)
whole set of curves, b) curves SS1 and SS3, c) curves SS2 and SS4, d) curves
SS5, . . . ,SS8
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• Case 4: Generator A: SA. Generator B: SB. Eight 1-DOF branches of motion, VSS1, . . . ,
VSS8, each related to the ten curves CSS1, . . . ,CSS8.
A total of 27 branches of motion are detected. The linkage is shown in several configurations
belonging to different branches in figures 5.13 to 5.16. In figures 5.14 and 5.16 it can be seen
that motion branches VSS7 and VBS4 are very similar. However, although apparently 4-bar loop
in generator A is in flattened configuration in both branches, it is not and all joints are active.
While in VBS4 the angle between the input and the output bars of the 4-bar loop is zero, in
VSS7 there is a small angle, this agrees with the expected parallel and antiparallel modes of
generator A in VBS4 and VSS7, respectively.
FIGURE 5.13: The linkage in different configurations belonging to three
branches of the Case 1.
5.8 Singularities in the configuration space
Taking information from the intersection curves and the surfaces it is possible to detect the
singularities in V and determine how the 27 components of V are connected between them
through these singularities. As previously discussed, we know that 4 flattened configura-
tions of the linkage (uA ∈ {0,π}, uB ∈ {0,π}) represent singular configurations since the
hybrid kinematic chains can switch the generated surface from B to SA or SB. Let these four
points in V be q1, . . . ,q4, so that E(qi) = Qi, i = 1, . . . ,4, as shown in figures 5.10 and 5.12,
Q1 = (3,0,3), Q2 = (3,0,−3), Q3 = (−3,0,3) and Q4 = (−3,0,−3). Since such points are
contained in all the surfaces and since the switch between generated surfaces happens when
E coincides with these points, every curve found in all the intersection sets that intersects
any of these points can be reached by E, and thus the corresponding components of V are
intersecting at the flattened configurations.
5.8.1 Singularities occurring in case 1
In case 1, since self intersections L1 and L2 have ends at the Qi points, the linkage can enter
the 2-DOF branch VBB1 from such configurations. It follows that VBB1 ∩VBB2 = {q1,q4}
and VBB1 ∩VBB3 = {q2,q3}. In addition, L1 ∩L2 = {O} but since there are two self-
intersections meeting at O, there are actually two configurations, qO1 and qO2, such that
E(qO1) = E(qO2) = O, therefore VBB2∩VBB3 = {qO1,qO2}.
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FIGURE 5.14: The linkage in different configurations belonging to four
branches of the Case 2.
FIGURE 5.15: The linkage in a configurations belonging to VSB8 in Case 3.
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FIGURE 5.16: The linkage in different configurations belonging to three
branches of the Case 4.
5.8.2 Singularities occurring in cases 2 and 3
For cases 2 and 3, the analysis is carried out considering only case 3 and the results can be
extended to case 2 with rotated versions of the points in the intersection. Refer to fig. 5.10
where the points of intersection between curves are shown. Using the parametrizations in
Eq. (5.7), it is found that CSB5 ∩CSB6 = {QSB1, . . . ,QSB4} = {(1/2,0,1/2),(1/2,0,−1/2),
(−1/2, 0,1/2),(−1/2,0,−1/2)}, it is also confirmed that such points correspond to the
self-crossings of CSB7 and CSB8. Due to symmetry, we consider only one point, QSB3 =
(−1/2,0,1/2), it is found that ς1A(atan(4
√
35/13), arccos(1/6)) = QSB3 and that σB(π−
atan(1/6),−acos(1/6)) =QSB3. The normal to any surface with parametrization ζ : U→R3,











If B and SA are tangent to each other at a point P = ςA(puA , pvA) = σB(puB , pvB), then nς1A(puA ,






















































































Therefore, the point presents self-intersection in some of the two surfaces and thus it is
not mapped by a singularity in V . Due to symmetry, it is concluded that V is perfectly regular
at qSB1, . . . ,qSB4. This also means that, although CSB5∩CSB5 6= /0, it is not possible to move
E from one curve to the other without disassembling the linkage and VSB5∩VSB6 = /0. In fact,
although these two curves intersect CSB7 and CSB8, VSB5 and VSB6 are isolated regions of V .
In a similar manner, intersecting points QSB5, . . . ,QSB8 = CSB7∩CSB8, are tested for self-





3/2), QSB7 = (0,−3/2,3
√
3/2) and QSB8 = (0,−3/2,−3
√
3/2). Fol-
lowing the same procedure it is found that the normals to the surfaces at such points are not
parallel and thus, the points present self-intersection in some surface. It is then concluded
that V is regular at qSB5, . . . ,qSB5 and VSB7∩VSB8 = /0.
As shown in fig. 5.10, CSB3,CSB4,CSB7, . . . ,CSB10 are communicated through Q1, . . . ,Q4.
in every of these points 4 curves are intersecting only in this Case 3. It can be concluded that,
for example for Q1, VSB4∩VSB8∩VSB10 = {q1}. In addition, it is easy to prove that the unit
tangent vectors to CSB3,CSB4,CSB7, . . . ,CSB10 at any of these four points are always parallel
to each other and equal to ĵ, thus all the curves are tangent to each other at the intersection
points.
5.8.3 Singularities occurring in case 4
For case 4 refer to fig. 5.12 where the points of intersection between curves are shown.
Using the parametrizations in Eq. (5.8) it is found that {QSS1,QSS2}= CSS1∩CSS3 are given
by (0,±(2
√





(arccos(1/3),3π/2)||k̂, due to the symmetry of the surface it is impossible to
have a second normal vector at the same point and, hence, the surface is regular at QSS1 and
QSS2. It is concluded that VSS1∩VSS3 = {qSS1,qSS2}.
In the case of curves CSS2 and CSS4, let α : T→ CSS2 be the parametrization of CSS2





35)) = QSS5. Since there are two different values of uA that
map to QSS5, such point presents self-intersection in both surfaces. Hence, V is regular in


























Since there are two different values of uA that map to QSS3, such point presents self-
intersection in both surfaces. Hence, V is regular in qSS3 and qSS4. However, for QSS9 =
(0,3− 2
√
2,0) and QSS10 = (0,−3+ 2
√
2,0), one only value of uA for each point is found
so that α(−arctan(2
√
2)) = QSS9 and α(atan(2
√
2)) = QSS10, it is also found that the normal
at such points are parallel to k̂, therefore QSS9 and QSS10 are regular in SA and SB and are
mapped by singularities in V , such that VSS2∩VSS4 = {qSS9,qSS10}.
As shown in fig. 5.12, in each of the points Q1, . . . ,Q4 four different curves are inter-
secting only in case 4, therefore case 4 contributes with 4 branches of motion intersecting in
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the flattened configurations of the linkage. For example, for Q1, we have VSS1∩VSS2∩VSS6∩
VSS8 = {q1}.
Fig. 5.17 shows the connections between the 27 motion branches through the ten singular
configurations. It can be seen that in every configuration q1, . . . ,q4 a total of 12 branches are
intersecting, therefore, if the mechanism is in any of these four singular configurations, it can
escape to 12 different branches of motion.
FIGURE 5.17: Connections between motion branches through singular con-
figurations of the linkage.
5.9 Chapter conclusions
A new method for the design of linkages that change its number of finite degrees of freedom
was presented. The method is based on the use of 2-DOF kinematic chains that generate more
than one surface. The property of double parametrization in a kind of Bohemian dome was
used for applying this new method. This was possible since both parametrizations are based
on the translation of a circle through another circle. The change in the number of degrees
of freedom is a consequence of a case of intersection where both generators draw the same
surface. The two hybrid kinematic chains that generate this Bohemian dome also generate
a different surface which was described in this chapter. The switch between surfaces gave a
new way of reconfiguration which is different from the typical tangency between surfaces, a
phenomenon that also appears in this linkage.
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The designed new linkage is in a way similar to Wohlhart’s queer-square linkage whose
mobility and reconfiguration can be explained with the theory developed in this chapter, but
has more motion branches than the linkage version of Wohlhart’s queer-square analyzed by
Qin et al. in [15]. In addition, it was proved that the queer-square linkage can work in three





manipulator with three motion
branches, each of different mobility
In the previous chapter it was shown that linkages that can change the surface they generate
can be used to design kinematotropic mechanisms. Using a similar approach, in this chapter
a reconfigurable parallel manipulator whose number of finite degrees of freedom are constant
is added an extra surface generator to obtain a kinematotropic parallel manipulator.
The configuration space of most of the reported kinematotropic mechanisms consists of
several subvarieties whose dimension varies between two values. Therefore, most of the re-
ported kinematotropic mechanisms can change their number of degrees of freedom between
two values only. The parallel manipulator presented in this chapter has a configuration space
with at least three subvarieties of different dimension. These subvarieties intersect at at least
two singular points, which allow the mechanism to reconfigure between the three branches
without disassembling it and, therefore, the proposed mechanism can change its number of
degrees of freedom between three values. The mobility of this mechanism is proven in this
chapter by means of geometry and the use of the kinematic tangent cone to the configuration
space at both singular configurations.
This chapter is based on the conference publication:
[38] P.C. López-Custodio, A. Müller and J.S. Dai, “A Kinematotropic Paral-
lel Mechanism Reconfiguring Between Three Motion Branches of Different
Mobility,” In: Uhl T. (eds) Advances in Mechanism and Machine Science.
IFToMM WC 2019. Mechanisms and Machine Science, vol 73. Springer,
Cham. 2611-2620, (2019) DOI:10.1007/978-3-030-20131-9_258.
6.1 Background
Kinematotropic parallel mechanisms (or parallel kinematic machines, PKMs) are of par-
ticular interest among spatial kinematotropic mechanisms. These have been investigated
since the Wren platform was presented by Wohlhart [12] as a typical example of kinema-
totropic mechanism. Other examples of reconfigurable and kinematotropic parallel mecha-
nisms have been presented in recent years [14], [72], while mobility-variable metamorphic
parallel mechanisms have also been presented [23], [76], [126].
Nevertheless, all these publications deal with kinematotropic mechanisms that can shift
between two different numbers of degrees of freedom, i.e., even though they may present
many branches of motion, the dimension of these vary only between two values. Examples of
kinematotropic mechanisms with more than two different number of degrees of freedom are
mostly reported in degenerated cases of more general mechanisms. For example, it is known
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that a degenerate case of Wunderlich linkage, in which all bars have the same length, can
change between 1, 2 and 3 degrees of freedom, being the 1- and 2-dimensional branches the
typical ones displayed by any Wunderlich mechanism and the 3-dimensional one occurring
when all links overlap [81]. However, noteworthy is the case of Wohlhart’s “star cube” [17],
[34], which stands out for having branches of dimension 1, 2 and 3 among its tens of branches
of motion. In this chapter a fully parallel mechanism with three branches of motion each of
different dimension is presented. Denote by R, C, U and G, a revolute joint, cylindrical joint,
universal joint and a RRR chain where all the joint axes are parallel, respectively. The 3-
RGR-1-CU parallel mechanism proposed here can change from having 1 DOF, to 2 DOF and
3 DOF, DOF standing for degrees of freedom.
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.2 the geometry of the 3-RGR-1-CU
parallel mechanism is explained, in Section 6.3 the motion of the moving platform when leg
CU is removed is studied, these results are used in Section 6.4 to investigate the motion of the
whole kinematotropic 3-RGR-1-CU mechanism. In Section 6.5 the bifurcations are proved
by means of tangent cone analysis. Finally, in Section 6.6 conclusions are presented.
6.2 Geometry of the parallel mechanism
The parallel mechanism to be analyzed is presented in fig. 6.1. The mechanism consists of a
fixed platform connected to a moving platform by means of four legs, labeled in fig. 6.1 as
leg 1, leg 2, leg 3 and leg C. Legs 1, 2 and 3 are identical.
FIGURE 6.1: The kinematotropic parallel mechanism to be analyzed.
Fig. 6.2 shows leg 1 in more detail, the relationship between the joints in this leg are
also applied to legs 2 and 3. Leg i (i = 1,2,3) consist of five R joints, labeled as i1, . . . , i5.
In this chapter R, P and C stand for revolute, prismatic and cylindrical joints, respectively.
Axes Si1 and Si2 intersect at point Ai and are perpendicular to each other, forming a U joint.
Similarly, Si4 and Si5 intersect perpendicularly at point Bi. In addition, the adjacent axes Si2,
Si3 and Si4 are parallel, constituting a mechanical generator of the group of general planar
displacements, denoted in this chapter as G. It can also be seen in fig. 6.2 that axes Si5
intersect at point P of the moving platform.
As shown in fig. 6.2 points Ai create an equilateral triangle in the base of the parallel
mechanism. Similarly, in the moving platform, points Bi are the nodes of an equilateral
triangle. A fixed coordinate system is defined with origin at the center of the triangle A1A2A3,
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FIGURE 6.2: Leg 1 of the parallel mechanism.
O. The x−axis of this coordinate system is pointing in the direction of rA1/O, while the z−axis
is perpendicular to the plane that contains A1A2A3 and is pointing upwards.
FIGURE 6.3: Leg C of the parallel mechanism.
Fig. 6.3 shows leg C in detail. This leg consists of a C joint (axis SC1 for rotation and SC2
for translation) followed by two R joints (axes SC3 and SC4). The axes of the C joint and SC3
are parallel, while SC3 and SC4 intersect at point E but the angle between them is arbitrary.
The geometry of the moving platform must allow the configuration shown in fig. 6.3a, where
the axes of joints S1i and S5i, i = 1,2,3, are coincident and P = P0. At such configuration
point E lies on the z−axis and coincides with point E0.
An additional condition must be fulfilled by leg C: As shown in fig. 6.3b, point E draws
a right cylinder SC of radius aC1,C3 (which stands for the (shortest) distance between the axes
of joints C1 and C3), SC must be tangent to the z−axis at point E0. In the example shown in
fig. 6.3b, TE0SC coincides with the yz−plane. This condition on SC restrict the position and
orientation of the C joint.
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6.3 Motion of point E when leg C is disconnected
In this section the motion of the moving platform, especially focusing on point E, is analyzed
when leg C is removed. In the next section, these results will be used to make sure the parallel
mechanism can reconfigure from one branch of motion to another once leg C is connected.
It can be seen in fig. 6.1 that, if leg C is disconnected, legs 1, 2 and 3 constitute a 3-
RGR parallel module, which was described in [127]. This module is similar to the DYMO
manipulator [64], in which the extra condition of Si5 axes being coplanar is added. The 3-
RGR module is designed so that the displacements of its moving platform can lie in either the
subgroup of pure rotations in 3 dimensions, SO(3), or the subgroup of pure translations in the
3 dimensions, T(3). It was proved in [127] that both 3-dimensional branches of motion are
connected through another 3-dimensional branch which is passive to the moving platform and
in which Si1 and Si5 are coincident while the three legs spin about the common axes Si1 = Si5
in a partitioned mobility branch [125]. When working as a translational manipulator, axes
Si1 and Si5 are parallel, while when working as a rotational manipulator, axes Si1 and Si5
intersect at P0 and P = P0 remains fixed during the motion.
From the previous discussion it can be seen that, if leg C remains disconnected, point
E in the moving platform moves in the 3-dimensional space when the 3-RGR manipulator
works as in translational mode, moves on a sphere, SS, with center at P0 and radius d(P0,E0)
when the manipulator works in pure rotational mode, and will remain fixed in the partitioned
mobility branch of motion.
When analyzing the motion of point E, it may look like the module has 2 DOF in the
rotational mode, as E lies on the fixed sphere SS. However, if E is fixed on SS, the moving
platform is still able to rotate with 1 DOF about the line P0E, showing the presence of the 3
rotational degrees of freedom.
Let V G ⊂ T15 be the configuration space of the 3-RGR module which includes all vec-
tors of joint variables qG := (q11,q12, . . . ,q15,q21, . . . ,q25,q31, . . . ,q35) ∈ T15, and let V GT , V GR
and V GP be the 3-dimensional subvarieties corresponding to the branches of motion of pure
translation, pure rotation and partitioned mobility, respectively. In [127], the singular config-
urations qGPT :=V
G
P ∩V GT and qGPR :=V GP ∩V GR were found:
• Configuration qGPT: axes S12, S22 and S32 are parallel to the xy−plane, while in leg i
axes Si1 and Si5 are coincident. Fig. 6.4a shows leg 1 in this configuration.
• Configuration qGPR: axes Si1 and Si5 are coincident in leg i and Si1 and Si2 span a plane
that is perpendicular to the xy−plane. Fig. 6.4b shows leg 1 in this configuration.
It was also found that V GR ∩V GT = /0, i.e. the mechanism cannot transit directly from pure
translation pure rotation mode.
The angular velocity of the moving platform and the velocity of point E attached to it are




which indicate the sequence of joints considered in the closure equations for the higher order
analyses.
Configuration qGPT: This point is a transition configuration from partitioned mobility to
pure translation mode. The screw coordinates for this configuration are the following:
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S12(qGPT) = (0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 3) ,
S13(qGPT) = (0, 1, 0;−2, 0, 3) ,














S1 j(qGPT), j = 1, . . . ,5










S1 j(qGPT), j = 1, . . . ,5 (6.1)
where Adj(R, t)∈R6×6 is the adjoint representation of SE(3) [128], [129] given by a rotation
R ∈ SO(3) and a translation t ∈ R3, and Rot(a, û) ∈ SO(3) is a rotation matrix representing
a rotation of a radians about an axis that contains the origin and is parallel to û ∈ S2.
Using higher order analysis it is found that the kinematic tangent cone to V G at qGPT is
given by CKqGPT
V G = K2qGPT





= {(u,0,0,0,−u,v,0,0,0,−v,w,0,0,0,−w) | u,v,w ∈ R} ,
K2,TqGPT
= {(u,0,v,−v,−u,w,0,−v,v,−w,w−u,0,v,−v,u−w) | u,v,w ∈ R} .
It can be seen that K2,PqGPT
corresponds to the partitioned mobility branch, while K2,TqGPT
corre-
sponds to the pure translational operation mode.
The instant velocity of the moving platform of the 3-RGR manipulator, with respect
to the fixed coordinate system with origin at O, is described by the twist VGmp(qGPT) :=
∑
5
j=1 q̇i jSGi j(qGPT), where i can be 1, 2 or 3 and q̇i j is the (5(i− 1) + j)−th coordinate of
vector q̇G ∈CKqGPTV
G. Since qGPT is a branching point of V
G, there are two possible velocities
that correspond to finite motions of the moving platform at such configuration: q̇G ∈ K2,PqGPT
and q̇G ∈ K2,TqGPT .
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In the case of partitioned mobility, K2,PqGPT
, VGmp(qGPT) = 0, which was expected as the plat-
form is not moving in this branch. Since there is no rotation, the velocity of point E fixed
to the moving platform is the same as that of point O′ which is fixed to the moving plat-
form and at the analyzed configuration coincides with O: vE = vO′ = 0. In fact, E(qG) =
E0,∀qG ∈ V GP . In the case of pure translation mode VGmp(qGPT) = (0,0,0,0,0,2v), which in-
dicates that the angular velocity of the moving platform is ωmp = 0 and vO′ = (0,0,2v),
therefore vE = (0,0,2v).
Configuration qGPR: This is the transition configuration from partitioned mobility to pure












































































S1 j(qGPR), j = 1, . . . ,5










S1 j(qGPR), j = 1, . . . ,5 (6.2)
It is found that CKqGRT
V G = K2qGRT





















(−u+ v−w),0,u− v+w, 1
3
(2u−2v−w)
)∣∣∣∣ u,v,w ∈ R}
It can be seen that K2,PqGPT
corresponds to the partitioned mobility branch, while K2,RqGPT
corre-
sponds to the pure rotational operation mode.
Again, in the case of partitioned mobility, VGmp(qGRT) = 0 and vE = 0. In the case of pure
rotation mode VGmp(qGPR) = (0,0,(2
√
2/3)(u− v+w),0,0,0), which indicates that ωmp =
(0,0, θ̇z) and vO′ = 0, where θ̇z := (2
√
2/3)(u−v+w). Therefore, vE = vO′+ωmp×rE/O′ =
0.
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6.4 Description of the motion of the parallel mechanism when leg
C is connected
As mentioned in Section 6.2 and shown in fig. 6.3b, if legs 1, 2 and 3 are now disconnected
and the moving platform is connected to the fixed platform only by leg C, point E will move
on a cylinder SC. When all legs are connected point E is constrained by both, the 3-RGR
mechanism and leg C. Thus, if V ⊂ T18×R is the configuration space of the 3-RGR-1-CU
parallel mechanism which consists of vectors q := (q11, . . . ,q15,q21, . . . ,q25,q31, . . . ,q35,qC1,
. . . ,qC4), the following branches of motion are expected:
• Branch 1, V1 ⊂V : E ∈ SC∩SS. E moves through the intersection curve of the cylinder
and the sphere. If the rotation about line P0E is not allowed by leg C, then dim(V1) = 1
and the mechanism has 1 DOF.
• Branch 2, V2 ⊂V : E ∈ SC ∩E3 = SC. E moves through the cylinder while the parallel
platform undergoes pure translation. Leg C allows pure translation of the moving
platform as, since SC1||SC3, it is possible to get q̇C1 + q̇C3 = q̇C4 = 0. It follows that
dim(V2) = 2 and the mechanism has 2 DOFs.
• Branch 3, V3 ⊂V : E ∈ SC∩E0 ⇒ E = E0. E remains fixed and leg C is idle while legs
1, 2 and 3 spin about their axes leading to a total of 3 DOFs, and dim(V3) = 3.
Fig. 6.5 shows SS, SC and their intersection being generated by the 3-RGR-1-CU parallel
mechanism.
FIGURE 6.5: The two surfaces generated by the 3-RGR-1-CU parallel mech-
anism.
The constraints added by leg C in the 3-RGR-1-CU kinematotropic mechanism must
allow the reconfiguration happening in configurations qGPT and q
G
PR when leg C is not con-
nected, as described in the previous section. E is the connecting point between the 3-RGR
mechanism and leg C, therefore it is used to check whether reconfigurations from V3 to V1
and from V3 to V2.
Reconfiguration from V3 to V2: The 3-RGR mechanism is in the partitioned mobility
branch in V3 and in translational branch in V2. In Section 6.3 it was discussed that ωmp = 0
and vE = (0,0,2v) at the bifurcation. This suggests that in order to move to this branch of
motion, leg C must allow (at least instantaneously) translation of point E in the z−direction.
In section 6.2 it was indicated that leg C must be designed so that the cylinder SC is tangent to
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the z−axis, this will allow reconfiguration of the 3-RGR-1-CU mechanism between V3 and
V2.
Reconfiguration from V3 to V1: The 3-RGR mechanism is in the partitioned mobility
branch in V3 and in rotational branch in V2. In Section 6.3 it was discussed that ωmp =
(0,0, θ̇z) and vE = 0. Point E is in a dead point position and, therefore, there is no re-
striction on the design of SC generated by leg C, as long as E0 ∈ SC. On the other hand,
ωmp = (0,0, θ̇z), which suggests that in order to move to V1, leg C must allow (at least instan-
taneously) the rotation of the moving platform about the z−axis. In section 6.2 (see fig. 6.3)
it was indicated that, when axes Si1 and Si5 are coincident, SC3 and SC4 lie on the xz-plane and
E lies on the z−axis. Clearly, in this configuration VGmp = (0,0, θ̇z,0,0,0) ∈ span(SC3,SC4),
this allows reconfiguration between V3 and V1.
In the kinematotropic 3-RGR-1-CRR mechanism working in V1, it is important to con-
sider that even though E(q1), q1 ∈V1, is confined to move in the curve SS∩SC with 1 DOF, if
the moving platform is able to spin about P0E(q1), E will remain fixed yet the parallel mech-
anism will undergo motion, leading to a total of 2-DOF. Observe that once E(q1) is no longer
equal to E0 it does not lie on the z−axis and, in general, P0E(q1) /∈ span(SC3(q1),SC4(q1)),
therefore, leg C does not allow a rotation about P0E(q1) and the kinematotropic 3-RGR-1-CU
mechanism has only 1 DOF in this branch.
6.5 Mobility analysis at both singular configurations
In Section 6.4 it was discussed that the design of leg C allows the 3-RGR-1-CU parallel
mechanism to reconfigure from V3 to V2 and from V3 to V1. We now define the singular points
in V : q3,1 := V3 ∩V1 and q3,2 := V3 ∩V2. Note that SC j(q3,1) = SC j(q3,2), i = 1, . . . ,4 as
E(q3,1) = E(q3,2) = E0 for both configurations. In this section, the kinematic tangent cone
to V is computed at both q3,1 and q3,2, this will prove the bifurcations and different mobilities





6.5.1 3 DOF to 2 DOF: singularity q3,2
The singular configuration q3,2 ∈V (see fig. 6.6a) is analyzed and is shown to be a transition
configuration between a 2-dim and a 3-dimensional motion mode.
The screw coordinate vectors are given by:
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The first-order tangent cone is the 4-dimensional vector space
K1q3,2 = {x ∈ R
19| x12 = x22 = x32 = xC4 = 0,x11 = s,x15 =−s,x31 = v,x35 =−v,x21 = u,
x25 =−u, x13 = x23 = x33 = w,x14 = x24 = x34 =−w, xC1 =
√
2w,
xC2 = 3√2 w,xC3 =−
3√
2
w with s,u,v,w ∈ R}
where x := (x11, . . . ,x15,x21 . . . ,x25,x31, . . . ,x35,xC1, . . . ,xC4) ∈ R19.







K2,Iq3,2 = {x ∈ R19| x12 = x13 = x14 = x22 = x23 = x24 = x32 = x33 = 0,
x34 = xC1 = xC2 = xC3 = xC4 = 0,x11 = s,x15 =−s,x21 = u,x25 =−u,
x31 = v,x35 =−v with s,u,v ∈ R}




x14 = u,x15 =−2s− 32
√
3












xC2 =− 3√2 u,xC3 =
3√
2
u, with s,u ∈ R}




Further K2q3,2 = K
i





K2,Iq3,2 is the tangent space to the 3-dimensional manifold V3 and K
2,II
q3,2 the tangent space
to the 2-dimensional manifold V2. Fig. 6.6 shows the 3-RGR-2-CU parallel mechanism in
the analyzed bifurcation configuration q3,2 and in two regular configurations belonging to the
two branches intersecting at such singularity.
6.5.2 3 DOF to 1 DOF: singularity q3,1
The singular configuration q3,1 ∈V (see fig. 6.7a) is analyzed and is shown to be a transition
configuration between a 1-dim and a 3-dimensional motion mode.
The screw coordinate vectors are given by:
Si j(q3,1) = Si j(qGPR), i = 1,2,3, j = 1, . . . ,5,
SC j(q3,1) = SC j(q3,2), j = 1, . . . ,4,
The first-order tangent cone is the 4-dimensional vector space
K1q3,1 = {x ∈ R
19| x13 = x23 = x33 = xC1 = xC2 = 0,x11 = s,x12 =−w,x14 = 3w,
x15 = 2w− s,x21 = u,x22 = w,x24 =−3w,x25 =−u−2w,x31 = v,
x32 =−w,x34 = 3w,x35 = 2w− v,xC3 =−2w,xC4 =−2w
with s,u,v,w ∈ R}
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FIGURE 6.6: 3-RGR-1-CU parallel mechanism in a) singular configuration
q3,2 ∈V3∩V2, b) a regular configuration in V2 and c) a regular configuration
in V3.
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with
K2,Iq3,1 = {x ∈ R19| x12 = x13 = x14 = x22 = x23 = x24 = x32 = 0,
x33 = x34 = xC1 = xC2 = xC3 = xC4 = 0
x15 =−s,x25 =−w,x35 =−u,x11 = s,x21 = w,x31 = u
with s,u,w ∈ R}











































with s ∈ R}




Further K3q3,1 = K
i





K2,Iq3,1 is the tangent space to the 3-dimensional manifold V3 and K
2,II
q3,1 the tangent space
to the 1-dimensional manifold V1. Fig. 6.7 shows the 3-RGR-2-CU parallel mechanism in
the analyzed bifurcation configuration q3,1 and in two regular configurations belonging to the
two branches intersecting at such singularity.
6.6 Chapter conclusions
A novel kinematotropic parallel mechanism was presented. It was proved that the 3-RGR-1-
CU mechanism has 3 branches of motion exhibiting 1, 2 and 3 DOF. The proof of bifurcations
between branches was made by means of geometric reasoning but also by use of higher
order analysis and the computation of the tangent cone to the configuration space at the
singularities. These results matched.
It has to be mentioned that the 3-RGR mechanism presented in [127] has a general topol-
ogy which does not require the perpendicularity between the axes of the R joints and the
G group of R joints which is assumed in this chapter for the 3-RGR module of the pro-
posed kinematotropic mechanism. Kong and Gosselin [127] explain that the other branches
of motion exhibited by the DYMO parallel mechanism [64] are a consequence of the extra
conditions that become the DYMO a special case of their general 3-RGR platform. In a sim-
ilar manner, the 3-RGR module of the 3-RGR-2-CU kinematotropic mechanism presented
in this chapter may exhibit some additional branches of motion due to the perpendicularity
between the G group and the R joints in each leg. These would lead to unexplored behavior
of the 3-RGR-2-CU kinematotropic mechanism. Other branches of motion not studied here
were detected in the solid model of the mechanism. A complete analysis of the architecture
of the configuration space of this parallel mechanism is to be developed in future research.
The leg C in the 3-RGR-1-CU mechanism presented here can clearly be replaced by any
surface generator as long as this surface is tangent to the z−axis. The 3-RGR module can
also be replaced by other parallel modules with similar behavior of their moving platform.
An extension to other similar mechanisms is to be done in a forthcoming publication.
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FIGURE 6.7: 3-RGR-1-CU parallel mechanism in a) singular configuration




A synthesis method for 1-DOF
mechanisms with a cusp in the
configuration space
Significant progress has been made in the study of singularities of mechanisms. This research
has, however, exclusively focused on situations where different motion branches intersect,
i.e. bifurcation points of the configuration space (c-space). Other types of singularities have
not been studied due to lack of mechanisms examples. In particular, mechanisms exhibiting
cusp singularities in their c-space are almost unknown, besides a planar linkage presented by
Connelly and Servatius, which served as an example where the common definition of rigidity
fails. In this chapter, a method for the synthesis of spatial 1-degree-of-freedom (1-DOF) cusp
mechanisms is presented. This method consists in synthesizing the mechanical generator of a
spatial curve with specific characteristics and then appropriately connecting this module with
its mirrored version. Several examples are presented including a kinematotropic linkage,
which is characterized by a singularity that is a cusp (1 DOF motion) and a bifurcation of a
curve and a surface (2-DOF motion). It is discussed that all available methods for the local
analysis of singularities fail at cusp singularities. The presented synthesis method allows for
constructing mechanisms that shall initiate the research into the study of cusp singularities.
This chapter is based on the journal publication:
[39] P.C. López-Custodio, A. Müller, J.M. Rico and J.S. Dai, “A synthe-
sis method for 1-DOF mechanisms with a cusp in the configuration
space,” Mechanisms and Machine Theory, vol 132, 154-175, (2019)
DOI:10.1016/j.mechmachtheory.2018.09.008.
7.1 Background
Singularities of mechanisms have been widely studied since it was noted that the kinematic
properties of a mechanism change suddenly in certain configurations [58], [130]–[132]. In
the abundance of research made on the topic, several types of singularities have been iden-
tified. Of particular significance are configuration space (c-space) singularities where the
differential degrees of freedom (DOF) of a mechanism change, called increased mobility
configurations by Hunt [58]. At such singularities the c-space ceases to be a smooth man-
ifold. Best known are bifurcation singularities or constraint singularities, i.e. intersection
points of different branches which allow for reconfiguration [24], [25] of a mechanism. This
type of singularities has been widely studied [60], [64], [133], [134]. However, there is a
situation that has not at all been studied thoroughly: the presence of cusp singularities in the
c-space. The analysis of such singularities is challenging since at a cusp the tangential aspect
does not reveal the local c-space geometry, i.e. possible motions, as it does for bifurcations.
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In particular the tangent space and the tangent cone fail to reveal the first-order and local
properties, which is a topic of active research in differential geometry that motivated various
definitions of tangent cone.
From a kinematic point of view, at a cusp singularity the mechanism is in a dead point,
which means that the velocities of all joints are zero (if it is not a bifurcation point at the same
time, in which case only some of the joint velocities must be zero) and the only possibility
of motion is a reversal. Since at a cusp singularity, the velocities of all joints are zero, and
the mechanism is seemingly rigid, the phenomenon attracted the attention in the field of
mathematical rigidity theory. In [119] Connelly and Servatius designed a planar mechanism
exhibiting a cusp singularity in its c-space in order to bring a case of a movable linkage which
is third-order rigid but not rigid, thus it is a counterexample of the traditional definition of
higher-order rigidity. This will be called the ‘double-Watt mechanism’ as it is constructed
by combining two Watt linkages. To the best knowledge of the author, although a few other
papers in the field of rigidity addressed the topic [135]–[139], no other example of cusp
mechanism was presented. In addition, from the point of view of kinematics, the problem of
cusp singularities was only discussed in [140].
The lack of examples of similar mechanisms whose c-space has a cusp singularity hinders
establishing fundamental research into this phenomenon and finding a way to properly ana-
lyze such singularities. Therefore, in this chapter a method for the design of spatial 1-DOF
mechanisms with cusp singularities is presented as a means to generate test cases facilitating
such research. This method is based in the intersection of generated surfaces. In addition,
a planar mechanism with a higher-order cusp singularity is presented using the same idea
applied by Connelly and Servatius [119] in the design of the double-Watt mechanism. It will
be proved that some of the cusp mechanisms presented in this chapter have a complicated
c-space in which several regular branches intersect at the cusp singularity, in one of the ex-
amples one of these branches is a 2-dimensional manifold which proves that the example is a
kinematotropic cusp mechanism. With the exception of the mechanism recently presented by
the authors of this thesis in [141], this is the first time that spatial mechanisms featuring cusp
singularities are presented and also the first time that reconfiguration is carried out through a
cusp singularity.
This chapter is organized as follows: Firstly, in section 7.2, the cusp mechanism presented
by Connelly and Servatius is revisited and a new planar cusp mechanism is presented; the
method used in planar curves in section 7.2 is extended to spatial curves in section 7.3; the
generation of these spatial curves with mechanisms in presented in section 7.4; in section 7.5
some examples are presented and analyzed; finally, conclusions are presented in section 7.6.
7.2 Planar Mechanisms with Cusp Singularities in the C-Space
7.2.1 The Double-Watt Mechanism
In [119] Connelly and Servatius presented the mechanism shown in fig. 7.1 while trying to
address the different problems that stem from the concept of rigidity. The mechanism is,
to the authors’ knowledge, the first example which has a configuration space that features a
cusp. This linkage is obtained by merging two 4-bar Watt mechanisms, one being a reflection
of the other and then joining the centers of both coupler bars (points P1 and P2 in fig. 7.1)
with another link.
The 4-bar Watt mechanism is a line generator [142] as the middle point of the coupler bar
draws an 8-shaped curve that approximates a line up to third order at the self-crossing. The
curves generated by the couplers of both Watt mechanisms are drawn in fig. 7.1. It can be
seen that the mechanism is built so that the reflection line of the mechanism is parallel to the
tangents of these curves at the self-crossing. In the shown configuration P1 and P2 coincide
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FIGURE 7.1: Double-Watt mechanism presented by Connelly and its gener-
ated coupler curves.
with the self-crossing of the coupler curves. Despite the presence of the self-crossing, P1 and
P2 are only able to move through the branch whose tangent is shown and is parallel to the
reflection line. Fig. 7.2 shows these branches from both curves connected by the bar P1P2
of length l. The curves have an inflection point at the self-crossings P1 and P2, therefore,
the horizontal distance between both curves is longer than l above P1P2, equal to l at P1P2,
and shorter than l below P1P2. This implies that a circle of radius l centered at Q1 on the
left-hand curve never intersects the other curve if Q1 is above P1. It intersects the other
curve in one point if Q1 = P1. If Q1 is below P1 the circle intersects the other curve at two
points, Q2 and Q′2. Therefore, in the last situation, there are two solutions corresponding
to two assembly configurations of the mechanism. Now, as Q1 gets closer to P1, Q′2 gets
closer to Q2 until Q1 reaches P1 where the two intersections become one and Q′2 = Q2 = P2
and Q1 cannot continue moving upwards. This indicates that the mechanism is in a dead
point position where all the velocities must be zero since the only possibility of motion is Q1
moving down again, implying a change in the sign of all joint angles. It can be concluded that
the position Q1 = P1 is a cusp in the configuration space of the double-Watt mechanism. The
local higher order analysis of the mechanism at such singularity was presented in [140]. It is
important to mention that the length of the coupler bar l is not restricted since the curvature
of the drawn curves is zero at the self-crossings, which means that the radius of curvature is
infinite. However, the shorter the length l, the better the phenomenon can be appreciated.
FIGURE 7.2: Curves generated by the coupler bars of both 4-bar Watt loops
in the Connelly mechanism.
7.2.2 Generalization to Other Planar Mechanisms
Any planar mechanism that draws a curve with an inflection point can be used to obtain a
cusp mechanism following the same idea. Fig. 7.3 shows an example of Evans mechanism
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[143] which is a planar 4-bar mechanism whose coupler point P1 approximates a straight line.
In this example of Evans mechanism the coupler curve presents an inflection point where the
curve intersects the axis of the revolute joint that connects the fixed link with the input link
of length 1. The tangent to the coupler curve at such point is the horizontal line shown in fig.
7.3.
FIGURE 7.3: An example of Evans straight line mechanism.
Since the coupler curve has an inflection point, this Evans mechanism can be used to
obtain a planar cusp mechanism like the one shown in fig. 7.4, where the 4-bar mechanism
has been mirrored through a line parallel to the tangent to the coupler curve at the inflection
point. At the cusp singularity, q0, the coupler points P1 and P2 coincide with the inflection
points of the coupler curves as shown in fig. 7.4a).
FIGURE 7.4: The double-Evans cusp mechanism: a) Cusp singularity. b)
and c) two configurations near the cusp.
Cusp singularities of algebraic curves correspond to multiple solutions of the defining
algebraic equations. In the above construction, the c-space is defined by the constitutive con-
straint equations of the two individual linkages and by the additional constraint due to the
connecting link. With this construction it is clear that the order of tangency at the cusp (and
thus the multiplicity of the solution) depends on the order up to which the coupler curves
resemble a straight line. In the example in section 7.2.1, the double-Watt mechanism, the
7.3. Generation of Spatial Curves Whose Projections on Certain Planes Exhibit Inflection
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coupler curves are second-order approximations of straight lines at the inflection point. Con-
sequently, at the cusp, when moving toward and when returning from the cusp, the velocity
and acceleration of the Double-Watt linkage must vanish. This observation has led Connelly
and Servatius [119] to question the notion of higher-order rigidity as it is established in rigid-
ity theory since the Double-Watt is finitely mobile although it does not allow for second- and
third-order motions. The order of tangency of the two coupler curves determine the order of
the cusp.
The coupler curve of the Evans mechanism shown in fig. 7.3 approximates a straight
line up to the fifth-order. This can be proved by obtaining the higher-order derivatives of
the position vector of point P1 and noting that the first four derivatives are parallel to the
approximated straight line and the fifth-order derivative is the first one that is non-parallel.
Hence, it is expected that the c-space of the double-Evans mechanism shown in fig. 7.4 fea-
tures a fifth-order cusp. This can be established by a higher-order approximation of possible
finite motions through this configuration, i.e. by computing the tangents to the correspond-
ing curves in c-space. The mathematical framework is the kinematic tangent cone CKq0V that
can be determined in terms of the instantaneous joint screw coordinates [62], [140]. The
instantaneous joint screws in the configuration q0 are
S1,1(q0) = (0,0,1;0,−1,0), S2,1(q0) = (0,0,1;0,1,0)
S1,2(q0) = (0,0,1;0,−2,0), S2,2(q0) = (0,0,1;0,2,0)
S1,3(q0) = (0,0,1;0,−3,0), S2,3(q0) = (0,0,1;0,3,0)
S1,4(q0) = (0,0,1;−5,−3,0), S2,4(q0) = (0,0,1;−5,3,0)
SR1(q0) = (0,0,1;0,−1,0), SR2(q0) = (0,0,1;0,1,0).
It is found that there are non-trivial differential motions up to fifth order, whereas CKq0V = {0}.
Nevertheless, it can be shown that the linkage is finitely mobile with 1 DOF as demonstrated
in [144] for Connelly’s mechanism.
7.3 Generation of Spatial Curves Whose Projections on Certain
Planes Exhibit Inflection Points
7.3.1 The Basic Principle
The phenomenon occurring in the 8-shaped curves generated by the double-Watt mechanism
can be obtained for curves in E3. Consider a curve C1, which can be projected onto a plane Π
in such a way that the resulting projection has an inflection point (fig. 7.5). Trace the tangent
to the projected curve at the inflection point, then take a vector n̂ perpendicular to this tangent
and fix a plane ρ with normal N̂ρ = n̂ and located a distance l/2 from the inflection point.
Now reflect C1 through ρ to obtain a curve C2. It can be seen that the projection of both
curves onto Π is similar to the array of curves in fig. 7.2. P1 and P2 are the points whose
projections onto Π are the inflection points, thus the distance between them is l.
Now, the case of a sphere of radius l whose center Q1 is moving through C1 is analyzed.
Refer to fig. 7.5b), the points O and O′ lie on the curve C1, such that P1 lies on the segment
of C1 between O and O′. If Q1 is located between points O and P1 in fig. 7.5b), then the
projection of the sphere onto Π is a circle of radius l and center lying on the projection of
C1. Such circle does not intersect the projection of C2, as explained in the section 7.2.1.
Therefore, the sphere does not intersect C2 as their projections do not intersect, the converse
is not necessary true. For the case when Q1 is located between points P1 and O′ in fig. 7.5b),
consider the line segment Q1Qr1, where Q
r
1 is the reflection of Q1 through ρ. Then Q1Q
r
1 is
parallel to N̂ρ and, hence, its projection onto Π has the same length. On Π it is clear that
such projected segment is shorter than l, and therefore d(Q1,Qr1) < l. Thus Q
r
1 is inside the
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FIGURE 7.5: a) A curve (and its reflection) in 3-space which can be pro-
jected onto a plane as a curve with an inflection point. b) A sphere of radius
l and center moving through such curve.
sphere with center Q1 and radius l and C2 must intersect this sphere at two points Q2 and Q′2.
As Q1 gets closer to P1, Q2 and Q′2 get closer to each other until Q1 = P1 when both points
coincide, i.e. Q2 = Q′2 = P2. This indicates that the solution has a cusp.
A well-known fact [145] is that, given a curve in Euclidean 3-space, its projection onto
the rectifying plane at a certain point can feature an inflection point. However, this does not
apply to every point on the curve, this is proved in Proposition 7.3.11.
Proposition 7.3.1 The projection of a curve onto the rectifying plane at a point P has an
inflection point if and only if, it has non-zero torsion at P.
Proof: Let α(s)∈R3 be the arc-length parametrization of a curve C := im(α([a,b])), [a,b]⊆






′′′(so) = −κ(so)2t̂(so)+κ(so)n̂(so)+κ(so)τ(so)b̂(so), (7.1)
where t̂(so), n̂(so) and b̂(so) are the tangent, normal and binormal vectors of the Frenet frame
at s = so and κ and τ, the corresponding curvature and torsion at such point, respectively.
Choose2 so = 0, using the arc-length derivatives from Eq. (7.1) the Taylor expansion of α(s)
1In the literature, this proof is usually made considering only the first four terms of the Taylor expansion and
approximating the projected curve to a cubic curve.
2The proof can be made for so = 0 without loss of generality since we can always define another arc-length
parametrization β : [a,b]→ R3, such that β(s) = α(s+ so), then β(0) = α(so)
7.3. Generation of Spatial Curves Whose Projections on Certain Planes Exhibit Inflection
Points
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Let γ(s) ∈ R2 be a parametrization of the projection of C onto the rectifying plane at s = 0,
























where the x− and y−coordinates are taken along t̂(0) and b̂(0), respectively.
To prove that s= 0 is a potential inflection point, we consider the curvature of γ(s), which
has to be zero at an inflection point. Zero curvature in a planar parametric curve implies that
f (s) := x′(s)y′′(s)− y′(s)x′′(s) vanishes at s = 0. From Eq (7.3), it follows that γ′(0) = (1,0)
and γ′′(0) = (0,0), therefore f (0) = 0. However, at an inflection point the curvature is not
only zero, but it is also changing its sign, thus f ′(s) 6= 0 at s = 0 is required. After derivation
it follows that f ′(0) = −κ(0)τ(0). Notice that κ(0) is the curvature of C at s = 0. In order
to define the Frenet apparatus it is required that κ(0) 6= 0, however τ(0) = 0 is possible and
would imply that the projected curve does not present an inflection point at s = 0. It is
concluded that the projection of a curve onto the rectifying plane at a point has an inflection
point if and only if it has non-zero torsion at such point. 
7.3.2 Generating Curves with Inflection Points by Projecting the Intersection
of Surfaces
The manipulation of curves becomes easy when considering them as the intersection of two
surfaces. The Frenet apparatus can be computed using the local properties of the surfaces
[146]. Hence, it is not required to find a parametrization of the intersection curve as long as
the parameterizations or implicit forms of the surfaces are known and local properties, i.e.
normal vector, principal directions and principal normal curvatures, are available.
Fig. 7.6a) shows a curve C1 obtained by intersecting two cylinders, S A1 and S B1 . At the
point P1 with non-vanishing torsion, the Frenet frame is shown. The curve is projected onto
a plane Π parallel to the rectifying plane at P1. The resulting 8-shaped planar curve has an
inflection point at the projection of P1. Thus, following the idea previously explained, S A2 and
S B2 are the reflections of S A1 and S B1 , respectively, and their intersection, C2 is a reflection of
C1. On the other hand, fig. 7.6b) shows the same curve and its Frenet frame at a zero-torsion
point, Q. The projection of C1 onto the rectifying plane leads to a curve with zero curvature
at the projection of Q, however, this is not an inflection point.
An even simpler way of obtaining a projection with an inflection point is using spatial 8-
shaped curves or 2-winged curves with two planes of symmetry. These can be easily obtained
by intersecting surfaces that become tangent to each other at an isolated point, this point
becomes the self-crossing of the 8-shaped curve. Fig. 7.7 shows the Viviani curve, C ,
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FIGURE 7.6: The curve C1 as the intersection of two cylinders and its pro-
jection onto rectifying plane. a) The projection happens at a non-zero torsion
point and the surfaces are reflected. b) The projection occurs at a zero-torsion
point.
obtained from the intersection of a cylinder, S A, and a sphere , S B, which are tangent to each
other at P, and, hence, they have the same normal vector N̂ at such point. C has two planes
of symmetry which contain N̂. Let Π be a plane parallel to TPS A = TPS B, and, therefore,
having normal N̂, then the projection of C onto Π is a symmetric 8-shaped planar curve with
two branches intersecting at the projection of P onto Π. Each branch has an inflection point
and considering the two tangent vectors t̂1 and t̂2 there are two possible planes that can be
used to reflect both surfaces.
FIGURE 7.7: The Viviani curve as an intersection of surfaces and its projec-
tion onto a plane parallel to the tangent plane at the self-crossing.
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It is not necessary to calculate a parametrization of C since t̂1 and t̂2 can be obtained
from the local properties of SA and SB, namely, the principal curvatures and common normal
vector. The normal curvature of both surfaces is the same at P in the t̂1 and t̂2 directions,


















where, for i = A,B, κni,1 and κ
n
i,2 are the principal normal curvatures of S i, and φi is the
angle from the principal direction êi,1 to some tangent to the intersection curve. Since all
principal directions, êA,1, êA,2, êB,1 and êB,2 are expected to be known, a linear restriction
φB(φA) is known and can be substituted in Eq. (7.4) to obtain one non-linear equation in the
unknown φA. For this case, two solutions are expected, each related to the respective tangent
to the intersection curve. If (7.4) has no solution, the surfaces are touching at P, which is
in such case an isolated point (intersection in one point). If (7.4) has a double root, then the
intersection of the surfaces is a curve containing P.
7.4 Construction of cusp mechanisms
7.4.1 Mechanical Generators for the Intersection of Surfaces
It is known [148]–[150] that symmetric spatial 8-shaped curves, similar to the Viviani curve,
can be traced by coupler points of spherical 4-bar and crank-slider mechanisms. However,
from the previous discussion it is clear that the use of intersection curves can ease the design
of mechanisms with cusps in the configuration space. The first step is to generate the appro-
priate surfaces by using two kinematic dyads, and the second step is to appropriately connect
them so to form a 1-DOF closed loop mechanism.
A variety of surfaces can be generated by the end link of kinematic dyads. These surfaces
can be ruled surfaces (one of the kinematic pairs is a prismatic joint), surfaces of revolution
(the first joint is a revolute) or helical surfaces (the first kinematic pair is a helical joint),
among other forms.
Let A and B be two kinematic dyads, whose points EA1 and E
B
1 , defined at the end links,
generate the surfaces S A1 and S B1 , respectively. If the end links of both dyads are connected
so that E1 := EA1 = E
B
1 , then E1 is confined to move on S A1 ∩ S B1 . The end link must be
connected by an adequate number of revolute joints with axes meeting E1 to allow for the
necessary relative rotation between the end links. Since the position of EA1 and E
B
1 is enforced
to coincide with E1, no further kinematic joints are required to ensure the 1-DOF motion of
the closed loop mechanism.
Fig. 7.8 shows the four possible cases depending on the number of revolute joints inter-
secting E1 that are required to make the linkage mobile. If the number of these revolute joints
is three, the resulting mechanism has seven kinematic pairs and it is non-overconstrained.
However, if less than three revolute joints are required to join E1 and E2, then the mechanism
is overconstrained. The number of these revolute joints is always 2 or 1 for the intersection
of ruled surfaces as well as in cases when one of the surfaces is a plane. In some other
cases where certain constraints between the construction parameters of the surfaces lead to
special symmetries, the number of revolute joints intersecting at E1 (respectively E2) can be
reduced to 2 or 1, and the mechanism becomes a paradoxical mechanism [44], [151], [152].
An example is shown in Section 7.5 where the intersection of two toroids leads to a Bricard
plane-symmetric paradoxical 6R mechanism.
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FIGURE 7.8: The four different cases of one-loop mechanisms obtained
from the intersection of surfaces.
7.4.2 Interconnection of the Curve Generator with its Mirrored Copy
Once a mechanism is defined whose coupler curve C1 ⊆ S A1 ∩ S B1 can be projected onto a
plane such that at certain point P1 the projected curve has an inflection, this mechanism is
mirrored so that the new generated surfaces, S A2 and S B2 , are reflections of S A1 and S B1 , as
explained in Section 7.3. The reflected closed-loop kinematic chain consist of two dyads
joined by an adequate number of revolute joints with axes meeting at point E2 that generates
the intersection curve C2. Finally, points E1 and E2 are joined with a coupler bar of length
l. The length l is not restricted as explained in section 7.2.1. This bar is connected to the
two curve generator mechanisms by means of a spherical pair (S) at one of its ends and a
universal joint (U) at the other end. These allow unlimited relative rotations of the curve
generators, while the U joint eliminates a passive degree of freedom that would be present if
both ends of the coupler bar were connected by S joints. Namely, the bar could spin about
its longitudinal axis. It is also possible to connect the two curve generator mechanisms by
means of a URU kinematic chain where the axis of the R joint intersects the centers of the U
joints.
With the above described construction, the generated mechanism possesses three topo-
logically independent loops as shown in fig. 7.9.
7.4.3 Summary of the Proposed Method
The procedure discussed in the previous section can be summarized as a set of steps to obtain
spatial mechanisms with a cusp in the configuration space.
1. Find two surfaces, S A1 and S B1 , that can be generated by kinematic dyads and whose
intersection curve C1 can be projected onto a plane Π to obtain an inflection point. Fix
P1 ∈ C1 at the point whose projection is the inflection point.
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FIGURE 7.9: The general form of a cusp mechanism in the case in which two
revolute joints allow the motion about E1 and E2 at C1 and C2, respectively.
2. Find the tangent vector t̂ to the curve at P1.
3. Define a reflection plane ρ perpendicular to Π, with normal being perpendicular to t̂
and placed a distance l/2 from P1.
4. Design a 1-loop mechanism that generates C1: obtain kinematic dyads that generate
S A1 through EA1 and S B1 through EB1 , join their end-links so that E1 = EA1 = EB1 with the
required number of revolute joints with axes intersecting E1.
5. Mirror the mechanism through ρ. The point E2 in the reflected mechanism generates
C2.
6. Join points E1 and E2 with a coupler bar of length l with a spherical (S) joint at one
of its endings and a universal joint (U) in the other. The result is a 1-DOF 3-loop cusp
mechanism. The coupler bar is connected via S and U joints in order to avoid a passive
motion of the bar (spinning about its longitudinal axis that would be introduced if two
S joints were used). In the case that the generated curves are planar the coupler bar is
connected to the two curve generators by means of revolute joints with axes that are
perpendicular to the plane that contains the curves.
7.5 Examples
In this section three examples of spatial cusp mechanisms are presented. Each step from sec-
tion 7.4.3 is described. The screws of the joints in the mechanism are presented for the cusp
configuration q0 ∈ V . For that aim, a coordinate frame 0 is fixed with origin in the middle
point of P1P2 and with y0−axis perpendicular to the reflection plane ρ. At the cusp configu-
ration, the joint screw coordinate vectors of the mechanism generating C1 are determined in
coordinate frame 0, denoted with 0S1,i := (0ŝ1,i; 0r1,i× 0ŝ1,i +h1,i0ŝ1,i), i = 1, . . . ,5. Finding
0S2,i, i = 1, . . . ,5 becomes easy since 0ŝ2,i = Ref(ĵ)0ŝ1,i, 0r2,i = Ref(ĵ)0r1,i and h2,i = −h1,i.
Since screw coordinates are always represented in the coordinate frame 0, the reference to
this frame is omitted: 0S = S.
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7.5.1 A Spatial Mechanism Generating Planar Curves
Step 1: Two frames, A1 and B1, are defined as shown in fig. 7.10a). S A1 := im(σA1 (R2)),
where A1σA1 (u,v) :=(u,v,0), is a plane. S B1 := im(σB1 (R2)), where B1σB1 (u,v) :=(d cosu,v,hu),
is the result of extruding a cosine curve in the xB1 z
B
1 plane through the y
B
1 axis. This surface






as shown in fig. 7.10a). C1 = im(α(R)), where A1α(u) := (d cosu,2hu,0) is a cosine function
in the xA1 y
A
1 plane. Such planar curve has an inflection point whenever it crosses the y
A
1−axis.
We can choose any of these points and fix P1 there, as shown in fig. 7.10c). In this example
we consider d = 10 and h = 5/(2π).
FIGURE 7.10: The intersection of two surfaces that leads to a planar curve
with inflection points. a) Surfaces setup. b) Overconstrained mechanism that
generates such curve. c) Reflection of the intersection curve
Step 2: A1 t̂ = (1/k,−2π/k,0), where k =
√
1+4/π2.
Step 3: N̂ρ lies on xA1 yA1 and is perpendicular to t̂ as shown in fig. 7.10c). The orientation
of coordinate system 0 with respect to A1 is given by
A1
0 R = Rot(ψ, k̂), with ψ = arctan(2π).
Step 4: S A1 is generated by a pair of prismatic joints with axes parallel to any non-parallel
vectors in xA1 y
A
1 plane. S B1 is generated by {S1,5,S1,4} (see fig. 7.10b), where S1,5 represents
a prismatic joint with axis parallel to yB1 and S1,4 represents a helical joint of pitch h and
axis perpendicular to S1,5. S B1 is generated by a point E1 fixed to the end link and located a
distance d from S1,4 (see [1]). EA1 and EB1 are joined by a single revolute joint with axis S1,3
passing through E1. This revolute joint compensates the rotation of the helical joint, so that
dnq1,4/dtn =−dnq1,3/dtn, ∀n ∈ Z.
Steps 5 and 6: Fig. 7.11a) shows the 3-loop mechanism obtained after mirroring the
overconstrained linkage, obtained in step 4, through a plane perpendicular to the z-axis and
containing the origin O. The two mechanisms are connected through a coupler bar of length
l = 7. Since C1 and C2 are planar curves, the coupler bar is attached via revolute joints with
axes SR1 and SR2 parallel to zA1 . The topological graph is shown in fig. 7.11b).
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FIGURE 7.11: a) A mechanism that generates two planar curves of the co-
sine form in a cusp configuration. b) Topological graph
Analysis of smooth motions through q0: The screw coordinates at the cusp are
S1,1(q0) = (0, 0, 0; 1, 0, 0),






























































S2,1(q0) = (0, 0, 0; 1, 0, 0),


















































































The kinematic tangent cone is therewith found to be CKq0V = {0}. That is, there is no
smooth curve passing through the singular reference configuration.
7.5.2 A Double-Koenigs Mechanism
Step 1: S A1 := im(σA1 (T×R)), where A1σA1 (u,v) := (v,d cosu,d sinu), is a right cylinder
(with axis being perpendicular to the plane that contains the circle) of radius d and with
axis along xA1 and S B1 := im(σB1 (T×R)), where B1σB1 (u,v) := (v,(d/2)cosu,(d/2)sinu), is
another right cylinder with radius d/2 and axis along xB1 . The origin of frame B1 with respect
to the origin of frame A1 is displaced by A1rB1/A1 = (0,0,d/2) and their relative orientation
is given by A1B1R := Rot(π/2, k̂) as shown in figure 7.12a). C1 is an 8-shaped curve with two
planes of symmetry. Therefore, its projection onto the xA1 y
A
1 plane has an inflection point at
the projection of the self-crossing. We set P1 at the self crossing, as shown in fig. 7.12c). For
this example we consider d = 2.
Step 2: t̂1 and t̂2 are obtained using Eq. (7.4). Since the cylinders are surfaces of
revolution, the principal curvatures are the curvatures of the meridians and parallels passing
through the point. Hence, κnA,1 = d, κ
n
A,2 = 0 and κ
n
B,1 = d/2 and κ
n
B,2 = 0. Two solutions
are found for equations (7.4): φA,1 = π/2− arccos(
√
6/3) and φA,2 = 3π/2− arccos(
√
6/3).
We choose ψ = φA,1, the angle between t̂1 and the xA1 axis, as shown in fig. 7.12c). Then,
A1t1 = (cosψ, sinψ, 0).
Step 3: N̂ρ lies on xA1 yA1 and is perpendicular to t̂1 as shown in fig. 7.12c). The orientation
of coordinate system 0 with respect to A1 is given by
A1
0 R = Rot(ψ, k̂).
Step 4: S A1 and S B1 are generated by RP dyads that allow permutation. In fig. 7.12b) S A1 is
generated by the dyad {S1,1,S1,2} and S B1 is generated by {S1,6,S1,5}. To join the end links of
both dyads, two revolute joints with axes parallel to the axes of the cylinders and intersecting
at E1 are required. The result is the overconstrained mechanism shown in fig. 7.12b) which
is known as the Koenigs joint [8], [86]. At E1 = P1 its coupler curve has a bifurcation.
Steps 5 and 6: Fig. 7.13 shows the 3-loop mechanism obtained after reflecting the
overconstrained linkage obtained in step 4 and adding a coupler bar of length l = 2.
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FIGURE 7.12: The intersection of two cylinders that has a projection with
an inflection point. a) Surfaces setup. b) The Koenigs joint that generates
such intersection. c) reflection of the intersection curve
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SU1(q0) = (1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 1) ,
SU2(q0) = (0, 0, 1;−1, 0, 0) ,
SS1(q0) = (1, 0, 0; 0, 0,−1) ,
SS2(q0) = (0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0) ,
SS3(q0) = (0, 0, 1; 1, 0, 0) ,










∣∣∣∣ x11 = x12 = x13 = x14 = x15 = x16 = 0,xU1 = xS1 = xS2 = 0,x21 = 1√2s,




























s,x16 = s,x21 = x22 = x23 = x24 = x25 = x26 = 0,





∣∣∣∣ x11 = 1√2s,x12 =−10s,x13 =− 1√2s,x14 =−s,x15 = 10√2s,x21 = 1√2s,





2s,x26 = s,x16 = s,
xU1 = xU2 = xS1 = xS2 = xS3 = 0 with s ∈ R
}
. (7.5)
Each CKq0Vi, i = 1,2,3 is a 1-dimensional vector space. These are the tangent spaces to
the manifolds Vi intersecting at q0, shown in fig. 7.14. The motion branches V4 and V5
shown in the figure are not smooth manifolds and curves in V4 and V5 are not smooth at
q0. Therefore, their tangent aspects are not revealed by the kinematic tangent cone, which
consists of tangents to smooth curves.
FIGURE 7.14: Different branches of the configuration space intersecting at
q0.
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Discussion on branches: q0 ∈ V is a cusp in the configuration space of the double-
Koenigs mechanism when E1(q0) = P1 and E2(q0) = P2. Refer to fig. 7.14. There are
two branches, V1 and V2, in the configuration space which are cut off at q0, each related to
each of the two solutions explained in Section 7.3. However, since the self crossing of Ci
is regular in both S Ai and S Bi , i = 1,2, points E1 and E2 are able to move through the other
branches of the self-crossings. As a consequence of this, three regular curves, V1, V2 and V3,
are intersecting at q0. These three curves represent smooth motions of E1 and E2 through
different combination of the branches intersecting at the self-crossings of C1 and C2. Fig.
7.14 shows a (regular) configuration of the mechanism in each branch.
7.5.3 A Kinematotropic Double-Bricard Mechanism






so that S := im(σ(T2)) is a toroid in which the radius of both the base circle and the secondary
circle are d. Thus, it has a conic singularity at the center of the base circle. The tilting angle
between the planes containing the secondary circle and the base circle is γ and the axis of
the toroid is the z−axis. Consider the toroids S A1 := im(σA1 (T2)), where A1σA1 (u,v) := σ(u,v)
with d = 3 and γ = π/4, and S B1 := im(σB1 (T2)), where B1σB1 (u,v) := σ(u,v) with d = 4 and
γ = π/6. The origins of frames A1 and B1 coincide and their relative orientation is given by
A1
B1R := Rot(π/4, ĵ) as shown in fig. 7.15a). C1 is an 8-shaped curve that is symmetric with
respect to the xA1 z
A
1 plane. Moreover, one of the two wings is obtained by rotating the other
wing π radians about the yA1 = y
B






inflection point at the projection of the self-crossing. We set P1 at the self crossing, as shown
in fig. 7.15c).
Step 2: Since P1 is a singularity in S A1 and S B1 there is no local information available. t̂1
and t̂2 can, however, be easily obtained by finding the intersection of two right cones with
half angles π/2−α1,1−1,2 = π/4 and π/2−α1,6−1,5 = π/3 and the same axes of revolution
as S A1 and S B1 , respectively. Since a toroid with a singularity at the origin is tangent to a cone
whose singularity coincides with that of the toroid and whose half angle is π/2 minus the
tilting angle between the base and secondary circle, the intersection of two toroids of this
kind is tangent to the lines obtained by intersecting the cones that are tangent to the toroids









We choose t̂1, to perform the reflection.
Step 3: N̂ρ lies in the yA1 zA1 plane and is perpendicular to t̂1 as shown in fig. 7.15c).
The orientation of coordinate system 0 with respect to A1 is given by
A1
0 R = Rot(ψ, î), where
ψ = π/4 is obtained from t̂1.
Step 4: Fig. 7.15b) shows the mechanism that generates such intersection. S A1 is gen-
erated by the point E1 of the dyad {S1,1,S1,2}, while S B1 is generated by the point E1 of
the dyad {S1,1,S1,2}. S1,1 and S1,6 are along zA1 and zB1 , so they can generate the base cir-
cles (see [6]). Observe that since the radii of the secondary and base circles are the same,
the distance between E1 and S1,2 (E1 and S1,5) is the same as the link length a11,12 = 3
(a16,15 = 4), where a1i,1 j is the normal distance between the axes of S1,i and S1, j. This sym-
metry allows the assembling of a plane-symmetric Bricard mechanism [85], [86], [90] in
3A parametrization of C is not difficult to be obtained due to the symmetries of the surfaces. With such
parametrization it can be proved that C has zero curvature at P1 and, hence, the Frenet apparatus is not defined.
Due to such anomaly, a plane onto which C can be projected to obtain an inflection point is not unique. In this
case the projection onto any plane containing t̂1 has an inflection point.
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FIGURE 7.15: The intersection of two toroids that has a projection with
an inflection point. a) Surfaces setup. b) The Bricard plane-symmetric 6R
mechanism that generates such intersection. c) reflection of the intersection
curve.
fig. 7.16 where the spherical joint at E1 is reduced to a pair of revolute joints S1,3 and S1,4.
The plane of symmetry is that containing the permanently intersecting axes S1,2 and S1,5.
The twist angles α1,1−1,2 = π/4 and α1,6−1,5 = π/6 are the value of γ for S A1 and S B1 , re-
spectively. a1,1−1,2 = a1,2−1,3 = 3 and a1,6−1,5 = a1,5−1,4 = 4 are the radii of both the base
and the secondary circles of S A1 and S B1 , respectively. The twist angle α1,1−1,6 = π/4 is the
angle between the axes of the toroids (angle between zA1 and z
B
1 ), and, due to symmetry,
α1,3−1,4 = α1,1−1,6. The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameter [153] for axial displacement
is zero for all joints, therefore, the toroids are symmetric with respect to the plane contain-
ing their base circles. Observe that when E1 coincides with the singularities of the toroids,
the revolute joints with axes S1,1, S1,2, S1,3 and S1,4 constitute a spherical 4-bar mechanism.
Once this mechanism starts moving the plane symmetry is broken and revolute joints with
axes S1,2 and S1,5 become idle. The mechanism enters in a spherical 4-bar operation mode
with E1 remaining coincident with the singularities of the toroids during this motion. A spe-
cial line- and plane-symmetric Bricard mechanism presenting the same reconfiguration to a
spherical 4-bar linkage was presented in [97]. The line-symmetric Bricard linkages obtained
as the intersection of two toroids was first analyzed in [36].
It is important to mention, that since P1 ∈ sing(S A1 )∩sing(S B1 ), E1 is unable to move from
one branch to another at P1, see [36] for an in-depth analysis of this singularity. Therefore,
unlike in the Koenigs joint, in this Bricard mechanism the two branches of the configuration
space, V , related to the two branches of C1 intersecting at P1 are not intersecting when E1 =P1
and, thus, ∃q1,q2 ∈V such that q1 6= q2 and E1(q1) = E1(q2) = P1.
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Steps 5 and 6: Fig. 7.16 shows the 3-loop mechanism obtained after reflecting the
overconstrained linkage obtained in step 4 and adding the coupler bar.
FIGURE 7.16: A double-Bricard mechanism in a cusp configuration.




























































SU1(q0) = (1, 0, 0; 0, 0,−10) ,
SU2(q0) = (0, 0, 1; 10, 0, 0) ,


























































































SS1(q0) = (1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 10) ,
SS2(q0) = (0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0) ,
SS3(q0) = (0, 0, 1;−10, 0, 0) . (7.6)




∣∣∣∣ x11 = 1√2s,x12 = 0,x13 =− 1√2s,x14 = s,x15 = 0,x16 =−s,x21 =− 1√2 t,
x22 = 0,x23 =
1√
2
t,x24 =−t,x25 = 0,x26 = t,xU1 = 0,xU2 = s,xS1 = 0,
xS2 = 0,xS3 =−t with s, t ∈ R
}
. (7.7)
This is the tangent space to the manifold V3 shown in fig. 7.16. The branches V1 and V2
shown in the figure are not smooth manifolds and curves in V1 and V2 are not smooth at q0.
Discussion on branches: Since, in the cusp configuration presented in fig. 7.16 E1 = P1
and E2 = P2 both Bricard loops are able to enter the spherical 4-bar operation mode explained
above. During this motion, E1 and E2 remain coincident with P1 and P2, respectively. The
coupler bar restricting the position of E1 and E2 remains static and there is no restriction
between the motion of loops I and II. Hence, from q0 the mechanism can enter a 2-DOF
branch of motion with partitioned mobility [125]. Fig. 7.17 shows a 3-dimensional section
of the c-space near the cusp.
7.6 Chapter conclusions
This chapter presented a method for the design of spatial 1-DOF mechanisms that exhibit a
cusp in their configuration space. The method was obtained by extending the idea presented
by Connelly and Servatius in their double-Watt linkage which is a planar cusp mechanism.
Such a linkage takes advantage of the inflection point of the curve drawn by the middle
point of the coupler link of each of the two 4-bar Watt linkages. In this chapter, this idea
was extended to the spatial case in order to design spatial 1-DOF cusp mechanisms. It was
found that a simple way of dealing with curves traced by spatial mechanisms is the use of
intersection of surfaces generated [2], [11], [35], [36] by kinematic dyads. Using this method,
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FIGURE 7.17: Different branches of the configuration space intersecting at
q0.
three examples were presented. It was shown that the c-spaces of two of these examples not
only present the cusp singularity, but also have other motion branches intersecting at such a
singularity, leading to very complex c-spaces that are difficult to analyze. For every example,
a local approximation of smooth motions was computed by means of the kinematic tangent
cone. While this provides a sufficient local description at non-cuspidal c-space singularities
(bifurcations), it is shown that this is not true at cusps. The presented analysis thus shows the
need for additional research into the singularity analysis. The development of such analysis
methods has not been a topic of research simply because the phenomenon is widely unknown,
given that only Connelly and Servatius have presented an example. The presented synthesis
method and examples are aimed to provide spatial 1-DOF test cases. A straight-forward
approach to the cusp singularity analysis is the local approximation of the c-space using
Taylor series expansion of the constraints. This can be formalized [144] in the framework of
screw theory.
The existence of mechanisms with higher-order cusps in their configuration space was
further discussed in this chapter by providing a planar example. Such a mechanism (a double-
Evans linkage) was designed by noting that a 4-bar Evans mechanism can draw a curve that
approximates a straight line up to the fifth order at an inflection point.
To the knowledge of the author the examples presented in this chapter are the first cusp
mechanisms presented after Connelly’s double-Watt linkage and the mechanism recently pre-
sented by the author in [141]. All the examples presented in this chapter can be used in the




Tangential intersection of branches of
motion
In the previous chapter, intersection curves were used to design linkages with a peculiar
type of singularity, the cusp. In this chapter, another rather uncommon type of singularity is
explored, the tangent intersection.
In the vast majority of reported linkages whose configuration spaces contain multiple
branches of motion the intersection happens transversally, allowing local methods, like the
computation of its tangent cone, to identify different branches by means of their tangents.
However, if these branches are of the same dimension and they intersect tangentially, it is
not possible to identify them by means of the tangent cone at the singularity as the tangent
spaces to the branches are the same. Although this possibility has been mentioned by a few
researchers, whether linkages with this kind of tangent intersection of branches of motion ex-
ist is still an open question. In this chapter, it is shown that the answer to this question is yes:
A local method is proposed for the effective identification of branches of motion intersecting
tangentially, and a method for the type synthesis of linkages that exhibit this particular type
of singularity is presented.
This chapter is based on the journal publication:
[40] P.C. López-Custodio, A. Müller and J.S. Dai, “Tangential intersection of
branches of motion,” Mechanisms and Machine Theory, vol 147, 103730,
(2020) DOI:10.1016/j.mechmachtheory.2019.103730.
8.1 Background
The study of singularities is nothing short of crucial in the analysis, design and control
of mechanisms and robots. This is a topic that has been thoroughly investigated since re-
searchers noted that the properties of linkages dramatically change in certain configurations.
Of particular importance are the singularities occurring in the configuration space of the
mechanism [64], [65], where its smoothness is lost. Hunt [58] called these singularities un-
certainty configurations and used a planar 4-bar mechanism in a flattened configuration as an
example (see also [66]), pointing out that from such configuration it is possible to unfold the
mechanism “in two essentially different ways”. These two different ways are two branches
of motion in the configuration space of the mechanism. An example of a 4-bar mechanism
with opposite links of the same length is shown in fig. 8.1. It can be seen that from a flattened
configuration q0 the mechanism can be unfolded in two different ways: a parallelogram (q2)
and an anti-parallelogram (q1).
Although singularities in the configuration space have been investigated rigorously through
decades, most of this research has focused on transversal intersection of motion branches of
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FIGURE 8.1: A 4-bar mechanism and a singularity in its configuration space.
the same and of different dimensions. In a transversal intersection, the two manifolds inter-
secting have non-parallel tangents at the intersection point. The intersection in the configura-
tion space of the 4-bar mechanism shown in 8.1 happens transversally. In fig. 8.1, the entries
of the tangent vectors q̇ ∈ R4 are given by the angular velocities of the four revolute joints.
At the intersection, q0, the vectors that are tangent to the branch of motion related to paral-
lelogram configurations are non-parallel to the tangent vectors to the branch of motion with
anti-parallel configurations. This is depicted in fig. 8.1, where a and b are the two different
link lengths and q̇1 ∈ R is the angular velocity of the input joint.
In the case of transversal intersections, the concept of tangent cone works perfectly as it
reveals the number of motion branches intersecting as well as their dimension, i.e., the num-
ber of finite degrees of freedom of the mechanism in each branch. However, there are several
other situations of intersections of branches of motion that have remained rather obscure
mainly due to the lack of examples of mechanisms exhibiting these types of singularities.
Table 8.1 shows seven different cases of intersections of motion branches, it has to be warned
that this table is not meant to be exhaustive.
It can be seen that cases 1 and 2 of Table 8.1 are common singularities with many ex-
amples being reported. In these types of singularities, the tangents to the subvarieties span
different vector spaces and they can be recognized by means of the computation of the tan-
gent cone. Cases 5, 6 and 7 involve a cusp. These cases were analysed in chapter 7
Using algebraic geometry, Piiponen et al. [156] discussed the possibility of branches of
motion intersecting not transversally, but tangentially i.e. the tangents at the intersection are
parallel, as in cases 3 and 4 in Table 8.1. However, Piiponen et al. [156] did not present any
example to prove the existence of these mechanisms and this type of singularity.
It is clear that in the case of tangent intersections, the tangent cone analysis would fail in
detecting the bifurcations as the tangents are either the same vector space or one is a subspace
of the other.
This opened the question of whether there exist mechanisms with tangential intersections
of motion branches in their configuration space1. In addition, no technique for the analysis of
this singularity has been proposed. In this chapter, we show that the answer to this question
1In [157] it was suggested that a classic kinematotropic linkage, the Wunderlich mechanism [12], [158],
presented a tangential intersection between its 2-dimensional branch and one of its 1-dimensional branches. This
result was used in [40] to explain the phenomenon. However, some time later, the author of this thesis together
with the authors of [157] would prove this result was incorrect and such a 1-dimensional branch was simply a
subvariety of the 2-dimensional branch.
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TABLE 8.1: Different types of intersections between motion branches. (*Ex-
amples of mechanisms exhibiting singularities of the cases 1 and 2 are very
common. The references cited here are just a sample of publications focus-

































X 7 X 7
5. Cusp [39], [119] 6. Cusp and curve [39]
X 7
7. Cusp and surface [39]
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is yes. Examples of mechanisms with this type of singularity are presented for the first time
and an extension to the tangent cone analysis method is proposed which effectively detects
these motion branches.
It is important to mention that the case of tangential intersection of motion branches is of
particular interest since the mechanism can move from one motion branch to another through
a CnC curve, i.e. a curve whose first nC derivatives exist, while in a typical reconfiguration
through a transversal intersection of motion branches the mechanism has to move through a
non-differentiable C0 curve, in which not even the first derivative exists, forcing the mecha-
nism to stop at the singularity. This will make reconfiguration technically easier, although it is
not exactly a smooth motion, which would imply a curve in C∞, therefore the terms smooth
reconfiguration and smooth kinematotropy (or regular reconfiguration and kinematotropy)
used in [156], [157] are not adopted in this chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 8.2 a representation of a configuration
space is used to explain the phenomenon of tangential intersection of motion branches. In
Section 8.3 a method for detecting and analyzing tangential intersections in the configuration
space is presented. Section 8.4 explains how to design mechanisms with this type of singu-
larity and two examples are presented and analyzed in Section 8.5. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 8.6.
8.2 Transversal and tangential intersections in the configuration
space
Fig. 8.2 shows a representation of a configuration space, V , with three branches of motion,
V1, V2 and V3, intersecting at singularity q0. With V1 being of dimension 2 and V2 and V3 of
dimension 1.
FIGURE 8.2: A configuration space with a tangential and a transversal inter-
section at q0.
It can be seen in fig. 8.2 that 1-dimensional branch V3 intersects transversally V1 and V2,
while V1 and V2 intersect tangentially. The kinematic tangent cone to V at q0 is the union of
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This tangent cone suggest that there are only two components intersecting at q0, 2-dimensional
branch V1 and 1-dimensional branch V3. Therefore, the kinematic tangent cone approach fails
in revealing the local structure of V around q0.
Now consider the intersection of two 1-dimensional branches of motion. Fig. 8.3a shows
the typical case in which the branches intersect transversally at q0. If a κ1th-order approxi-







q0 are two non-parallel lines, and C
K
q0V describes perfectly the local structure
of V around q0. In the case of intersections of higher-dimensional subvarieties, CKq0V is the
union of two different vector spaces of the same dimension.
FIGURE 8.3: Intersection of 1-dimensional subvarieties: a) transversal case
and b) tangential case.
However, if curves V1 and V2 intersect tangentially as shown in fig. 8.3b, then Tq0V1 =




q0 , which means that the tangent cone, rather than being the
union of two vector spaces is a sole vector space: CKq0V = K
κ1




q0 , i = 1,2.
This means that CKq0V is not giving us enough information as it fails to indicate that there
are two branches intersection at the analysis point, it rather suggests that there is only one
tangent space to V at such point, which could lead to the incorrect conclusion that there is no
branching at q0. It is also important to mention that although this is a c-space singularity and,
as such, the rank of the Jacobian matrix will drop at such configuration, this rank decrement
is a necessary but not sufficient condition for having a bifurcation in V and, therefore, having
a rank decrement and a tangent cone that is only one vector space is not sufficient to prove a
tangent bifurcation. In [62] an example of a Goldberg 6R linkage in a configuration with a
rank decrement but no bifurcation in the c-space was found.
In order to find out whether q0 is a tangent intersection further analysis is required. As
shown in fig. 8.3b, all vectors ax1(q0), a ∈ R, which are joint velocity vectors at q0, are
parallel and lie in CKq0V , which is spanned by such vectors as {ax1 : a ∈ R}. However,
it is possible that the joint acceleration vectors x2(q0,x1), are no longer parallel. If these
vectors are still parallel they are again not useful in detecting the two branches intersecting
at q0. There must exist some number nC ∈ Z called order of contact, for which the (nC +
1)th order derivatives x(nC+1)(q0,x1, . . . ,x(nC)) span two different vector spaces allowing the
identification of both branches. It is then said that all tangential intersections exhibit at least a
1st-order contact. It can be seen that, with this approach, the higher-order analysis is the only
required tool to prove a tangent intersection. In the following section, a formal methodology
that allows identifying any kind of intersection is presented.
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8.3 Identification of tangential intersections of branches of mo-
tion of the same dimension
A tangential intersection at a configuration q ∈ V is characterized by the fact that there are
smooth curves through q having the same tangents. If the intersecting branches are of the
same dimension, the first-order aspect, and hence the kinematic tangent cone (any other
definition of tangent cone [33]) is insufficient to identify such intersection. However, the
solution set of higher-order constraints can be used to this end.
The solution set of the ith-order constraints is




H(i)(q,x1,x2,x3, . . . ,xi) = 0}.
(8.1)





q) := {xk ∈ Rn|(x1, . . . ,xk, . . . ,xi) ∈ K
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q}. (8.2)




At a singularity, Kiq splits into the union of si solution sets
Kiq = K
i,1
q ∪ . . .∪K
i,si
q . (8.4)
where i > nC and nC is the order of contact between the motion branches intersecting tangen-
tially at q.
Different motion branches meeting at q ∈ V can be separated by investigating higher-
order motions, which is not taken into consideration in (2.14). At a tangential intersection
there are different higher-order motions, according to the motion branch, which have the
same tangents.







q ) 6= πi(K
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q ), j 6= l for some i > nC. If the branches of motion are of the same
dimension the equal symbol is fulfilled in the first condition.
The necessary order i may be different from κ1 in Eq. (XX). Notice that q may addition-
ally be a singularity due to non-smoothness of V (e.g. cusp), i.e. when q is a boundary point






















, which will no longer decrease and it can be concluded
that the set of xi vectors has been computed.
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8.4 Design of 1-DOF linkages with a tangential intersection in the
configuration space
A mechanism with two motion branches intersecting tangentially can be designed taking a
linkage that is known to have at least two motion branches and then forcing the two branches
to have the same joint velocities at their intersection configuration. Following this idea, a
procedure for the design of these mechanisms is presented for the 1-DOF case.
Consider a 1-DOF mechanism that is known to have two branches of motion, α and β,
which are intersecting at a singular configuration q0 ∈ Vα ∩Vβ. One way to make sure the
joint velocities, x1, are the same in both branches at q0 is to have one joint that is idle in
branch α, which implies that its velocity is 0 not only at q0 but at any point in Vα, while
in branch β the same joint is in a stationary configuration [58] at q0, i.e., its velocity is 0
in that configuration but it is different from 0 in the neighborhood of q0, it is also usual to
say that the joint is in a dead-point or transitionally inactive [58]. A simple way to design a
mechanism with such a property in one of its joins is now explained. We start by taking an
overconstrained 6R linkage in which the axes of four of its joins, SΠ1, . . . ,SΠ4, lie on a plane
Π in the configuration q0. The other two joint axes, SΛ1 and SΛ2, are perpendicular to Π at
q0. This arrangement is shown in fig. 8.4. It is also required that in this configuration the 6R
mechanism is not in a singular configuration.
FIGURE 8.4: Joint axes of a 1-DOF mechanism with tangential intersections
in the configuration space.
Define SΠ := span(SΠ1(q0), . . . ,SΠ4(q0)) and S6R := span(SΠ,SΛ1(q0), SΛ2(q0)), clearly
{SΛ1(q0),SΛ2(q0)} * SΠ, and since the 6R mechanism is not in a singular configuration
and SΠ is a 3-system, dim(S6R) = 5. This implies that, in the equation ∑4i=1 q̇ΠiSΠi +
∑
2
i=1 q̇ΛiSΛi = 0, the solution includes q̇Λ1(q0) = q̇Λ2(q0) = 0, therefore, these joins are tran-
sitionally inactive. This conclusion can be taken as a corollary to Theorem 2 of Section 2.2
in [58].
In order to design a reconfigurable mechanism based on this 6R overconstrained mech-
anism, let us insert a seventh R joint with axis S7R. This 7R mechanism has a branch of
motion α in which the joint with axis S7R is idle if S7R is different to all the axes in the 6R
mechanism, which means the 7R mechanism is still 1-DOF and follows the same motion as
it was the 6R linkage. Another branch of motion, β, appears as a non-overconstrained motion
with all seven R joints being active, since this is a non-overconstrained motion the branch is
also 1-DOF.
In order to have q̇7R(q0) = 0 in branch β so that both branches intersect tangentially, it
is necessary to have S7R(q0) parallel to SΛ1(q0) and SΛ2(q0). It is also required that the
7R mechanism is in a singular configuration as subvarieties Vα and Vβ are intersecting at
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q0. Therefore we need S7R(q0) ∈ S6R, this is fulfilled by placing S7R(q0) in Λ, the plane
containing SΛ1(q0) and SΛ2(q0) (see fig. 8.4).
For this 7R mechanism in configuration q0, it can be seen that dim(span(S6R, S7R(q0)))=
5, therefore q0 is singular as we know both branches of motion are 1-dimensional. In ad-
dition, due to the geometry of the joint axes belonging to perpendicular planes, q̇7R(q0),
q̇Λ1(q0) and q̇Λ2(q0) cannot be written in terms of any velocity of the joints whose axes lie
on Π, therefore, q̇7R(q0) = q̇Λ1(q0) = q̇Λ2(q0) = 0.
It is important to mention that the above procedure makes sure the 7R linkage is in a
singular configuration and the angular velocities of the joints with axes lying on plane Λ are
0. However, there is still a possibility of obtaining a rather strange situation in which the
mechanism cannot work as a non-overconstrained 7R mechanism without inactive joints. In
this situation, there is only one branch of motion passing through q0 in which the inserted
seventh joint is always inactive, however the dimension of the screw system spanned by all
7 joints is 5 only at q0. This kind of singularity in which there is no bifurcation is rather
strange, see example 7.4 of [62] for a case of this type. Nevertheless, this situation can be
identified when using the analysis method described in Section 8.3, not only does the method
reveal the branching at the solution set of the order higher than the order of contact, it also
shows that the time derivative of this order of the joint variable q7R is different to 0, indicating
that the joint is not inactive.
8.5 Examples
In this section two examples of reconfigurable mechanisms with two branches of motion in-
tersecting tangentially are presented. Both examples are obtained using the method discussed
in Section 8.4. The tangential intersection is identified using the concepts discussed in Sec-
tion 8.3. See [48], [50], [53], [54], [159] for more detailed examples of the computation of
the solutions to the higher-order kinematic analyses.
8.5.1 Case 1: A line-symmetric-based 7R mechanism
Fig. 8.5a shows a 7R mechanism in which joints with axes SΠ1, SΠ2 SΛ1, SΠ3, SΠ4 and
SΛ2 constitute a Bricard line-symmetric 6R linkage [86], [90]. As shown in fig. 8.5b, in the
configuration q0 ∈V , axes SΠ1, . . . ,SΠ4 lie on plane Π, while axes SΛ1 and SΛ2 lie on Λ and
are perpendicular to Π. A seventh R joint is inserted between joints with axes SΠ1 and SΛ2.
At q0, the axis of the seventh joint, S7R, is parallel to SΛ1 and also lies on Λ.
The screw coordinates with respect to the coordinate system with origin at O shown in
fig. 8.5a are the following:
SΠ1(q0) := (0,−1, 0; 0, 0, 0),
SΠ2(q0) := (−1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0),
SΛ1(q0) := (0, 0, 1; 1, 0, 0),
SΠ3(q0) := (0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 2),
SΠ4(q0) := (1, 0, 0; 0, 0,−1),










Define xi := (x1i , . . . ,x7i ) ∈ R7, where x1i := diqΠ1/dt i, x2i := diqΠ2/dt i, x3i := diqΛ1/dt i,
x4i := d
iqΠ3/dt i, x5i := d
iqΠ4/dt i, x6i := d
iqΛ2/dt i and x7i := d
iq7R/dt i. The solution set for the
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= 1 it is concluded that κ1 = 2 and CKV = K2q0 as we know this is a 1-DOF
mechanism. It can be seen that the tangent cone is only one vector space failing to reveal the
bifurcation at q0.
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FIGURE 8.5: A line-symmetric-based 7R mechanism with a tangential in-
tersection in the configuration space.
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it is concluded that q0 is a tangential intersection of Vα and Vβ. It is also concluded that



















will no longer decrease and the vector x2 will remain unchanged through the




2 6= 0 in branch β, which proves that the seventh R joint is active in β. Fig.
8.6 shows the 7R mechanism in two configurations each belonging to each motion branch.
8.5.2 Case 2: A Schatz-based 7R mechanism
Fig. 8.7a shows a 7R mechanism in which joints with axes SΠ1, SΠ2 SΛ1, SΠ3, SΛ2 and SΠ4
constitute a Schatz 6R linkage [160], [161]. As shown in fig. 8.7b, in the configuration q0 ∈
V , axes SΠ1, . . . ,SΠ4 lie on plane Π, while axes SΛ1 and SΛ2 lie on Λ and are perpendicular
to Π. A seventh R joint is inserted between joints with axes SΠ3 and SΛ2. At q0, the axis of
the seventh joint, S7R, is parallel to SΛ1 and also lies on Λ.
The screw coordinates with respect to the coordinate system with origin at O shown in
fig. 8.7a are the following:
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FIGURE 8.6: Branches of motion of the line-symmetric-based 7R mecha-
nism.
SΠ1(q0) := (0,−1, 0; 0, 0, 0),
SΠ2(q0) := (−1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0),


































Define xi := (x1i , . . . ,x7i ) ∈ R7, where x1i := diqΠ1/dt i, x2i := diqΠ2/dt i, x3i := diqΛ1/dt i,
x4i := d
iqΠ3/dt i, x5i := d
iq7R/dt i, x6i := d
iqΛ2/dt i and x7i := d
iqΠ4/dt i. The solution set for the
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FIGURE 8.7: A Schatz-based 7R mechanism with a tangential intersection
in the configuration space.























= 1 it is concluded that κ = 2 and CKV = K2q0 as we know this is a 1-DOF
mechanism. It can be seen that the tangent cone is only one vector space failing to reveal the
bifurcation at q0.











































































































































































































































































































































































































, therefore q0 is a

















2 6= 0 in branch β, which proves that the seventh R joint is active in β. Fig.
8.8 shows the 7R mechanism in two configurations each belonging to each motion branch,
where geometric constraints lead to metamorphic behavior that limits the motion of links.
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FIGURE 8.8: Branches of motion of the Schatz-based 7R mechanism.
8.6 Chapter conclusions
This chapter presented the first examples of reconfigurable mechanisms whose configura-
tion space contains tangent intersections of two branches of motion. It was pointed out that
these singularities cannot be analyzed by computation of the kinematic tangent cone. In
these examples, the dimension of both branches is one. There is no theoretical restriction
for designing mechanisms with this property and with mobility higher than one, however,
this is out of the scope of the presented design method. A method for detecting branches
of motion that intersect tangentially was also presented. This local method effectively de-
tects the branches with common tangents at their intersection by considering solutions of the
higher-order kinematic analyses, which are normally not considered in bifurcation analysis.
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Chapter 9
Solutions for IKP and FKP of an
Exechon parallel robot using a
generated toroid
An example of a simpler, more typical application of generated surfaces is presented in this
last chapter. A toroid is used to simplify the process of finding the solution to the inverse and
forward kinematics of an Exechon parallel robot.
An Exechon robot with offsets between the axes of the joints that connect the legs to
the fixed platform is analyzed in this chapter. Ideally these axes intersect constituting two
universal and one spherical joint. The introduction of imperfections in these universal and
spherical joints leads to more complex forward and inverse kinematics which are solved in
this chapter. It is proved that the equations used for the kinematics of the ideal Exechon
robot are no longer applicable when these offsets are added. When a perfect spherical joint
is considered in the ideal case, a specific point to be considered in the analysis remains fixed
to the ground. However, when this spherical joint is no longer considered perfect and error
offsets are included, such a point is no longer fixed, but it lies on a generated toroid.
The constraint system of this Exechon robot with offsets is also obtained and it is found
to be different to the one of the ideal case. Finally, the combination of offsets that lead to the
largest deviation in the position of the parallel platform is determined.
This chapter is based on the journal publication:
[41] P.C. López-Custodio, J.S. Dai, R. Fu, and Y. Jin, “Kinematics and con-
straints of the Exechon robot accounting offsets due to errors in the base
joint axes,” ASME. J. Mechanisms Robotics, vol 12, no 2, 021109, (2020)
DOI:10.1115/1.4045942.
9.1 Background
Since the Stewart platform was developed in the sixties [162], [163], applications for parallel
kinematic machines (PKM) of parallel robots [164], [165] have been expanding in industry.
Nevertheless, the use of PKMs in manufacturing is relatively recent. It was until 1996 that
Boing incorporated the Tricept technology [166], [167] in their production lines. Since then,
the use of PKMs in manufacturing became a topic of interest of many researchers.
The big advantage of the Tricept robot is its topology, which is hybrid, this means that
the robot consists of a parallel module with a serial module attached to the moving platform
of the parallel one. This combination of characteristics allows to get the benefits from both
worlds: a hybrid robot has the high stiffness which can be obtained from any parallel robot,
but at the same time, the hybrid robot overcomes the important drawback of a parallel robot
which is workspace limitations.
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However, the topology of the Tricept robot has an important problem: it has many passive
joints, leading to control problems and costly manufacturing. The Tricept has a completely
unactuated leg which is in addition prone to high torsion and tension stresses. To overcome
this, the same team which developed the Tricept and which is led by Neumann, designed in
2004 a new hybrid robot with a reduced number of passive joints but with all the advantages
brought by the Tricept. The result is the Exechon robot [168], [169] which again a 5-DOF
robot with a serial module attached to the moving platform of a fully parallel mechanism.
The Exechon has been already used in several applications, particularly, the Exechon is been
used in aircraft manufacturing [170].
In addition to the applications of the Exechon robot, its striking topology has called
the attention of many researchers who have worked in studying its kinematics [171]–[173],
stiffness [174]–[177], constraint space and singularities [178], [179], dimensional synthesis
[172], equivalent PKMs [180].
In the material provided by the developer of the Exechon, the diagram introducing the
dimensions of the Exechon robot presents a more general topology [168]. The diagram is
shown in fig. 9.1, it can be seen that the revolute joints that connect the legs to the fixed
platform are not intersecting as in the ideal model, where the nominal lengths of the common














































FIGURE 9.1: Diagram of a more general Exechon robot, taken from [168].
The error propagation in the structure of the Exechon robot is currently being studied in a
research carried out in conjunction between King’s College London and Queen’s University
Belfast. As part of this research this chapter aims to kinematically analyze for the first time
the Exechon robot considering the geometric imperfection [181] of the joint axes connecting
the legs to the fixed platform. The equations applied to solve both the inverse and the forward
kinematics of the ideal Exechon robot will no longer hold when accounting these offsets. The
study only considers the five offsets of the ideally intersecting axes in the base of the robot.
The analysis presented in this chapter is valid for Exechon models in which the serial module
is a spherical wrist. We consider the joint axes in this spherical wrist as perfect, i.e., they
intersect. Models with offset wrists are also available and their coupled kinematics will be
analyzed in future research. In addition, the study presented in this chapter only considers
offsets between axes that nominally should be equal to zero, however it considers all revolute
joints as perfect, the clearance in them is not a topic addressed in this chapter.
The study will reveal the forward and inverse kinematics of the robot, its system of con-
straints which will also turn out to be different to that of the ideal Exechon robot and finally it
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will shortly study the effects of these offsets in the position of the moving platform, revealing
also which combination of errors produces the largest deviation in position.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 9.2 describes the geometry of the ideal
Exechon robot, this one is then compared in section 9.3 to the geometry of the Exechon
robot with offsets to be studied in the chapter, in section 9.4 the inverse kinematics of the
Exechon robot with offsets is solved, followed by its forward kinematics in section 9.5 and
the computation of its constraint system 9.6. The results of the forward kinematics problem
are used in section 9.7 in order to determine the deviation of the position of the parallel
platform of the robot due to the introduction of offsets. Finally, some conclusions are drawn
in section 9.8.
9.2 Geometry of the ideal Exechon robot
Fig. 9.2 shows a representation of the ideal Exechon hybrid robot. The hybrid robot is
conformed by a 3-DOF parallel module and a 3-DOF serial module. The parallel module
consists of a moving platform and a fixed platform connected by three legs. Legs 1 and 3
are UPR serial chains, while leg 2 is an SPR kinematic chain. In the ideal model joint axes
Sl1 and Sl2 intersect in point Al , l = 1,3 and S21, S22 and S23 intersect in A2. In addition,
Sl3⊥Sl2, l = 1,3, S24⊥S22 and S24||S23.
Refer to fig. 9.3, points A1, A2 and A3 constitute the vertices of an isosceles triangle
with base 2dA1 := d(A1,A3) and height dA2 := d(A2,S11). Points B1, B2 and B3 also form an
isosceles triangle with base 2dB1 := d(B1,B3) and height dB2 := d(B2,B1B2). Points A1, A3,
B1 and B3 are coplanar, we call the plane that these point lie on Π, while plane Λ is the one
containing B1, B2 and B3. The joint variables of the actuated joints of each leg are measured
as follows: ql3 := d(Al,Bl), l = 1,3, and q24 := d(A2,B2).
FIGURE 9.2: The ideal Exechon hybrid robot
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The serial module is mounted on the moving platform. This module is a serial 3R chain
with its three axes SS1, SS2 and SS3 intersecting at point S. Revolute joint with axis SS3
represents the rotation of the tool, the tip of the tool is the point T . Point S is located a
distance hz := d(S,Λ) from plane Λ and a distance hx := d(S,Π) from plane Π. Axis SS1 is
perpendicular to Λ and the three axes constituting the serial module are perpendicular to each
other. The distance between T and S is dT := d(T,S).
FIGURE 9.3: Structural dimensions of the ideal Exechon hybrid robot and
planes Π and Λ
9.3 The Exechon robot with offset errors in the base revolute
joints
9.3.1 Geometry of the inserted offsets
Fig. 9.4 shows an Exechon hybrid robot in which offsets were introduced between the axes of
the revolute joints connecting the fixed platform. The condition of having axes intersecting
at points Ai, i = 1,2,3, no longer holds. In the model shown in fig. 9.4, former points
Ai, i = 1,2,3, have been renamed as Aia, i = 1,2,3. Error E4 is the length of the common
perpendicular between now skew axes S11 and S12, this common perpendicular intersects S11
at A1a and S12 at A1b. Similarly, the common perpendicular between S31 and S32 intersects
these axes at A3a and A3b, respectively, and has a length of E5. The joint variable of the
actuated prismatic joint in legs i= 1,3 is defined as qi3 := d(Aia,Bi). In summery, if El1 :=E4
and El3 := E5, the DH parameters for legs i = 1,3 are given by:
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ai1,i2 = Eli, αi1,i2 = π2 , di1 = 0, θi1 = qi1,
ai2,i3 = 0, αi2,i3 = π2 , di2 = 0, θi2 = qi2,
ai3,i4 = 0, αi3,i4 =−π2 , d23 = qi3, θi3 = 0,
d25 = 0, θ25 = qi4.
E4 and E5 are considered in the kinematic analysis carried out in [173], however the rest
of joints are considered ideal. It is seen in [173], that the introduction of E4 and E5 does not
really affect the analysis which is basically the same as that for the wholly ideal Exechon.
FIGURE 9.4: Exechon robot with offset errors in the base R joints
E1 and E3 are the lengths of the common perpendiculars between adjacent axes S21 and
S22, and S22 and S23, respectively, and the distance between these two common perpendicu-
lars is E2. The common perpendicular between S21 and S22 intersects S21 at A2a.
For leg 2, the common perpendicular between adjacent axes S21 and S22 has a length of
E1 and intersects S21 at A2a. Similarly, the common perpendicular between adjacent axes
S22 and S23 has a length of E3 and intersects S23 at A2b. The distance between these two
common perpendiculars is E2. Joint variable of the actuated prismatic joint is defined as
q24 := d(A2b,B2). In summary, the DH parameters of leg 2 in the distal convention are:
a21,22 = E1, α21,22 =−π2 , d21 = 0, θ21 = q21,
a22,23 = E3, α22,23 = π2 , d22 = E2, θ22 = q22,
a23,24 = 0, α23,24 = 0, d23 = 0, θ23 = q23,
a24,25 = 0, α24,25 = π2 , d24 = q24, θ24 =−
π
2 ,
d25 = 0, θ25 = q25.
Plane Λ is defined the same as for the ideal Exechon robot, whilst plane Π is now defined
as the plane containing points A1b, A3b, B1 and B3. Three coordinate systems that will be
useful throughout the analysis are defined as shown in fig. 9.4: Coordinate system O, is
fixed to the fixed platform with origin at point O, the middle point of segment A1aA3a, so that
d(O,A3a) = d(O,A1a) = dA1 and d(O,A2a) = dA2, axes xO and yO are parallel to A1aA3a and
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OA2a, respectively. Frame E is fixed to the moving platform, its origin, point E, is the middle
point of segment B1B3 so that d(E,B3) = d(E,B1) = dB1 and d(E,B2) = dB2, axes xE and yE
are parallel to B1A3 and EB2, respectively. Finally, a frame S is fixed to the end-effector tool,
with origin at S, the center of the spherical wrist of the serial module, axis zS is coincident
with SS3, so that SrT/S = (0,0,dT ).
9.3.2 Mobility of the parallel module of the Exechon robot with offsets
The mobility of the modified Exechon robot is the same as that of the ideal Exechon robot.
A very simple way to prove this mobility is described. Considering legs i = 1,3 and locking
joints i1, the result is a planar mechanism, since Si2, Si3 and Si4 constitute a generator of
the group of general planar displacements G(ûΠ), where ûΠ is the normal vector to Π, the
moving platform undergoes general planar motions in this situation. Therefore, both legs can
be replaced by any kinematic chain that can generate G(ûΠ) connected to the fixed platform
by means of an R joint with axis S11. In fig. 9.5a, legs 1 and 3 have been replaced by a single
4R leg, with axes S11, SG1, SG2 and SG3, where SG j, j = 1 . . .3 are a generator of G(ûΠ).
Since the only conditions for these three axes is them being non-coincident to each other and
being parallel to ûΠ, we can choose SG3 to intersect B2.
FIGURE 9.5: Equivalent mechanisms obtained by reducing the parallel mod-
ule of the Exechon robot with offsets inserted.
It can be seen that in leg 2 S23||S24 and since these two joints are adjacent, they represent
a generator of the group of cylindrical displacements C(rB2/A2b/|rB2/A2b |,B2), and as such,
permutation of these joints is allowed. In fig. 9.5a joints 23 and 24 have been permuted.
The moving platform of the equivalent mechanism shown in fig. 9.5a undergoes exactly
the same motion pattern than the moving platform of the Exechon robot with offsets in fig.
9.4. It can be seen that in such a mechanism axes SG3, S23 and S25 intersect at B2, and since
they are the axes of three adjacent R joints, they generate the group of spherical motions
S(B2), as such, they can be replaced an S joint with center at B2. Fig. 9.5b shows the
equivalent mechanism with the S joint included.
For the equivalent mechanism shown in fig. 9.5b, note that if joints 21, 22 and 24 are
disconnected, point B2 can move to any point in the three dimensional space as it can reach
any point in Π, by means of joints G1 and G2, but then Π can be rotated about S11, allowing
B2 to visit any point in space. In a similar manner, now disconnect joints 11, G1 and G2,
point B2 can reach any point in the plane perpendicular to S22 by means of joints 22 and
24, however, this plane can also rotate about S21, allowing B2 to visit any point in space. It
can be seen that when all joints are connected point B2 still can reach any point in space,
having 3 DOFs and since there are no passive degrees of freedom when positioning B2 in
space, the whole mechanism, has 3 DOFs. This mechanism is in fact non-overconstrained
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[93]. Since this is an equivalent mechanism, the Exechon robot has the same mobility. In
addition, observe that this analysis is not compromised by removing of the errors, therefore,
these steps also prove the mobility of the ideal Exechon mechanism.
9.4 Inverse kinematics of the Exechon robot with offsets in the
base revolute joints
The following information is known in the inverse kinematic problem (IKP): OrT , the posi-
tion of the tip of the tool, point T , with respect to the fixed coordinate system, and OS R, the
orientation of coordinate system S attached to the tool with respect to the fixed coordinate
system. The purpose of the IKP is to determine the screw coordinates of all joint axes in
the robot with respect to the fixed coordinate system: OS1i, OS3i, OS2 j and OSSk, i = 1, . . . ,4,
j = 1, . . . ,5, k = 1,2,3.
In the Exechon robot the parallel module is used to control position, while the serial
module allows control of the orientation of the tool. Clearly, the motion of the moving
platform of the 3-DOF parallel module is not pure translation, the parasitic rotation obtained
after positioning the tool is compensated by the serial module, which allows to obtain the
desired orientation of the tool. The IKP can, thus, be split in determining the joint axes of
the parallel module for a desired position and then using these results to calculate the screw
coordinates of the joint axes of the serial module for the desired orientation.
In the case of the analysis of the parallel module it is convenient to have as input the
position of a point that is fixed to the moving platform. Note that known point T has relative
motion with respect to the moving platform. However, from the input information of the
IKP it is possible to determine the position of point S, which is fixed with respect to the
moving platform: OrS = OrT +OS R(0,0,−dT ). Hence, we have the following input and output
information for the analysis of each module:
• Parallel module. Input: OrS := (Sx,Sy,Sz). Output: OS1i, OS3i, OS2 j, OE R.




9.4.1 Analysis of the parallel module for the IKP
To start this analysis we first attempt to follow the steps presented in [171], [173] for the IKP
of the parallel module of the ideal Exechon robot and it will be seen that there is an equation
that no longer is fulfilled in the Exechon robot with offsets in the joint variables.
The idea is to fully determine frame E with respect to O, i.e. computing O îE, OĵE, Ok̂E and
OrE. If this frame is known then points B1, B2 and B3 are known and computing the screw
coordinates of the joint axes becomes straightforward (at least for the ideal parallel module).
Refer to fig. 9.6a, OĵE can be find by computation of α := ûΠ · ĵO, the angle between
planes Π and xOzO. The angle is still computable from the input information and the geometry









then OĵE = Rot(α,O îO)(0,1,0).
We now introduce a new point, C (see fig. 9.6a), which is given by OrC := OrS +(dB2−
hy)OĵE. It can be seen that C is fully defined with the information known so far. A new
coordinate system, C, is defined with origin at C and orientation given by OCR := Rot(α,
O îO),
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k
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FIGURE 9.6: Definition of coordinate system C and variables a) α and b) θ.
so that ĵC||ĵE and îC||îO. Frame C is also known. In Eq. (9.1), the positive sign refers to
the typical assembly shown in fig. 9.6, while the negative sign can only be achieved by
disassembling the mechanism. This different assembly requires the following transformation
between the C and O frames: OCR := Rot(α,
O îO)Rot(π,Ok̂O).
In order to find O îE, the way to proceed in the case of the ideal Exechon robot is to use the
following condition, see fig. 9.2: O îE⊥OrS/A2 . Since point A2 is fixed to the ground OrS/A2 is
known and adding the condition îE⊥ĵE, O îE can be obtained.
Unfortunately, the first condition does not hold for the Exechon with offsets in the base
joints. It can be seen in fig. 9.6 that O îE 6⊥ OrS/A2a . Instead, our version of the condition is
O îE ⊥ OrS/A2b . However, unlike A2a = A2, A2b is unknown as it is not fixed to the ground. As
a result of this, the analysis becomes much more complicated.
Point A2b which in the ideal Exechon robot is fixed and coincident with A2a is now mov-
ing in a toroid S [6], [35], [36] as shown in fig. 9.7. The common perpendicular between axes
S21 and S22 intersects the later at point A2c. This point draws a circle C1 lying on plane yOzO
with radius E1. The common perpendicular between axes S22 and S23 intersects S22 at A2d .
Point A2b draws a circle C2 of radius E3, with center at A2d and normal parallel to S22. when
actuating joint 21 C2(q21) is swept along C1 generating a toroid. The axial displacement E2
gives a banana shape to the cross section of the toroid, see [6].
Point A2b can be located by means of any parametrization of S , here the following is
used:
O

















E3 sinq22, dA2 +(E1 +E3 cosq22)sinq21−E2 cosq21,
−(E1 +E3 cosq22)cosq21−E2 sinq21
)
(9.2)
so that Or̂A2b = Oσ(q21,q22) and S = im(σ(T2)). This parametrization uses the joint variables
(q21,q22) as parameters, q21 being measured from zO axis to the common perpendicular of
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FIGURE 9.7: Point A2b lying on a toroid.
length E1, about S21 and q22 measured from the common perpendicular of length E1 to the
common perpendicular of length E3 about −S22.








With the information in hand so far we also know that B2 lies somewhere in a circle C of
radius hz, center at C and contained in the xCzC plane (see fig. 9.6b). We define the angle θ
as the angle from zC to zE measured about yC (or yE). With this angle, C is drawn by:
OrB2/C(θ) = hzRot(α,
O îO)Rot(θ,OĵO)(−Ok̂O) (9.4)
and the position of B2 is given by: OrB2(θ) = OrC +OrB2/C(θ).




(OrB2/C, σq22 ,O îO))= 0
sinqq22 sinθ(cosαcosq21 + sinαsinq21)− cosq22 cosθ = 0
(9.5)
where σq22 := ∂σ/∂q22. Eq. (9.5) is in terms of unknowns θ, q21 and q22. The computation
of these unknowns fully solves the IKP of the parallel module, hence it is required to find
more conditions that involve these variables.
Note in fig. 9.6 that S23 must intersect axis yC, which are the lines given by L (σq22 ,A2b)























A third equation to complete the system can be obtained from condition in Eq. (9.3) by
considering rB2/A2b ||S23 then rB2/A2b ||σq22 . Since OrB2 and OrA2b are known in terms of the
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three unknowns, the condition can be used as follows:
OrB2/A2b · (0,1,0)
O
σq22 · (0,0,1)−OrB2/A2b · (0,0,1)
O
σq22 · (0,1,0) = 0
⇔
((dB2−hy)cosα+hz sinαcosθ−dA2 +Sy)cosq21+
(Sz−hz cosαcosθ+(dB2−hy)sinα)sinq21 +E2 = 0 (9.7)
Eqs. (9.5-9.7) represent a system of 3 non-linear equations in 3 unknowns. However,
note that Eq. (9.6) is only in terms of unknowns q21 and q22, and Eq. (9.7) is only in terms θ
and q21. It is possible to solve these two equations so that two variables are eliminated.









K1 := (−E2 cosq21 +E1 sinq21 +dA2−Sy)sinα+(E1 cosq21 +E2 sinq21 +Sz)cosα,
K2 := Sx(cosαcosq21 + sinαsinq21),







2 −K22 K23 .
Eq. (9.7) can be easily solved for θ to obtain:
θ(q21) := π± arccos
(
(dB2 sinαsinq21−hy sinαsinq21 +dB2 cosαcosq21




Replacing the expressions for q22 and θ from Eqs. (9.8) and (9.9) in Eq. (9.5) the system
is reduced to a single equation in a single variable, q21. However, this equation is too complex
to obtain a closed form solution and a numerical method has to be applied. There are two
solutions in each expression in Eq. (9.8) and (9.9), therefore, at least four solutions can be
obtained for the system of equations, however, it is not possible to determine how many
solutions can be obtained from Eq. (9.5) once each expression for q22 and θ are replaced in
it and it is solved numerically.
When the values of q21, q22 and θ are defined frame E is determined by OE R =
O
CRRot(θ,
CĵC) = Rot(α,O îO)Rot(θ,OĵC) and OrE = OrS +Rot(θ,OĵC)(0,−hy,−hz). OrBi , i = 1,2,3,
are also easily obtained now that frame E is known. OrA2b is also known by evaluating
parametrization in Eq. (9.2).
The screw coordinates of all joint axes in the parallel module are given by:
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Leg 2:
OS21 =
























(O îE; O îE× rB2)
Joint variables of the actuated joints are given by: qi3 = |OrBi−OrAia∓EOl k̂C| and q24 :=
sign(Oŝ23 · OrB2/A2b)|OrB2 − Oσ|, {i, l} = {1,4},{3,5}. The negative signs of E4 and E5 in
q13 and q33, respectively, refer to the typical configuration shown in fig. 9.8a, while changing
these signs other three configurations shown in fig. 9.8 are obtained. The same situation
happens in the ideal case [173]. Observe that these four possibilities only affect the values
of q13 and q33, therefore, for every solution found another three can be obtained by changing
the signs of E4 and E5 and without altering any of the other results.
FIGURE 9.8: Four possible configurations of legs 1 and 3 for the same pose
of the end-effector and leg 2.
Using the two possible values of α, q22 and θ shown in Eqs. (9.1), (9.8) and (9.9), re-
spectively, a total of eight uni-variable equations are obtained. These equations cannot be
converted into polynomial expressions due to the presence of multiple square roots which
cannot be eliminated. This prevents the straightforward determination of the number of solu-
tions in the complex field. Nevertheless, all possible real solutions were computed for a given
position of the end-effector using numerical methods. The results show that each of these 8
equations has two real roots, which give a total of 16 solutions. In addition, considering the
four possible configurations of legs 1 and 3 shown in fig. 9.8, there are four cases for each of
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the 16 solutions. Then, a total of 64 solutions to the IKP can be obtained. These results are
shown in Appendix C . This number of solutions contrasts with the 16 solutions of the ideal
case (see [173]) which can be obtained from closed-form solution.
9.4.2 Analysis of the serial module for the IKP
After the analysis of the parallel module the orientation of frame E, OE R, is known. From the
input information of the IKP OS R is also known.
It can be seen that ESR = (OE R
t)OS R. The same transformation must be achieved by actuat-
ing the motors of the serial module from an initial configuration q0 in which frames E and S
coincide. Such a configuration is shown in fig. 9.9.
FIGURE 9.9: Initial configuration of the serial module.
After actuation of the three motors of the serial module, the orientation of frame S with
respect to E is given by ESR=Rot(qS1,Ek̂E)Rot(qS2,E îE)Rot(qS3,Ek̂E). Matching this rotation
matrix with ESR = (OE R)
tO










where Ri, j is the (i, j) entry of known matrix ESR. Note that two possible solutions are ob-
tained for a desired orientation of the tool.
The screw coordinates of the joint axes in the serial module are given by OSSi = (ŝSi; ŝSi×
OrS), where:
ŝS1 = Ok̂E, ŝS2 = Rot(qS1,Ok̂E)O îE, ŝS3 = Ok̂S.
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9.5 Forward kinematics of the Exechon robot with offsets in the
base R joints
In the forward kinematics problem (FKP) of the Exechon robot with offsets the input infor-
mation are the values of joint variables q13, q24, q33, qS1, qS2 and qS3 and the outputs are OS R
and OrT .
In a similar way to the IKP, it is possible to analyze the parallel and the serial modules
separately.
9.5.1 Analysis of the parallel module for the FKP
The FKP of the parallel module consists of finding the position and orientation of the moving
platform, i.e. OE R and
OrE , respectively, when q13, q24 and q33 are given. Again, as done with
the IKP, the procedure in [171], [173] is first attempted to follow.





e2y + e2z , where
OrE := (ex,ey,ez). If the limits of the actual robot are con-
sidered k will always be positive. The following two conditions hold analyzing the projection












)2−q233 = 0 (9.11)
where, as explained in Section 9.4, the signs of E4 and E5 determine the four configurations
of legs 1 and 3 shown in fig. 9.8, with negative signs for both E4 and E5 referring to the
typical case in fig. 9.8a. Eqs. (9.10) and (9.11) are in terms of unknowns k, ex and θ.
Two sets of closed-form solutions for k and ex in terms of θ can be obtained, however the
expressions are two long to be presented in this chapter. Considering the 4 possible versions
of the system of equations (9.10) and (9.11), a total of 8 sets of closed-form solutions for k
and ex are obtained.
Note that OrE = (ex,−k sinα,k cosα), therefore, finding ex, k and α solves the FKP since
α also defines OĵE and using Eqs. (9.10) and (9.11), θ would be obtained which allows the
computation of O îE and Ok̂E.
To obtain equations involving ex, k and α two expressions for point B2 are written. The
first one describes the vectors from point O to E to B2:
OrB2 =
OrE +dB2Rot(α,O îO)OĵO
= (ex(θ),−k(θ)sinα,k(θ)cosα)+dB2Rot(α,O îO)OĵO (9.12)








Plugging Eqs. (9.12) and (9.13), three scalar equations in terms of 4 unknowns, θ, α,
q21 and q22, are obtained. In order to get rid of one of the variables, the condition of axis xE
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being always perpendicular to joint axes S23 and S24 is considered:
σq22(q21,q22) · îE = 0
⇔
O
σq22(q21,q22) ·Rot(α,O îO)Rot(θ,OĵO)O îO = 0
⇔
−cosq21 sinq22 cosαsinθ− sinq21 sinq22 sinαsinθ+ cosq22 cosθ = 0 (9.14)
















Replacing this solution in Eqs. (9.12) and (9.13) a system of three equations in unknowns
three unknowns, θ, α and q21, is obtained. The expressions are large and have to be solved
numerically.




Or̂E = Rot(α,O îO)(ex(θ),0,k(θ)). In addition, the center of the spherical wrist, S, can be
easily located by means of: OrS = OrE +Rot(α,O îO)Rot(θ,OĵO)(0,hy,hz).
Using the eight sets of solutions for k and ex obtained from Eqs. (9.10) and (9.11), along
with the two solutions from q22 in Eq. (9.15), a total of 16 systems of 3 nonlinear equations in
3 unknowns are obtained. Since these systems cannot be reduced to polynomial expressions
it is not possible to obtain the number of solutions in the field of complex numbers in a
straightforward way. However, using numerical methods, all possible real solutions of the
FKP were obtained for a particular set of actuation values. The results are shown in Appendix
C . A total of 57 real solutions were obtained. 16 of these solutions belong to the case of
typical configuration of legs 1 and 3 shown in fig. 9.8. To the knowledge of the author, the
number of solutions of the FKP of the ideal case is not available in the literature, the reason
being that no closed-form solution is available. However, using the same equations presented
in this chapter, fixing Ei = 0, i = 1 . . .5, all possible solutions of the FKP for the ideal case
were obtained numerically for the typical configuration of legs 1 and 3 shown in fig. 9.8. The
results show 8 solutions and a duplicate of each one with q21 replaced by q21+π, this simply
means that the direction of the axis of revolute joint 22 has been reflected. This change
is imperceptible as such joint is part of an arrangement of a spherical joint. For the same
configuration of legs 1 and 3.
It is important to mention that the solutions k(θ) and ex(θ), from Eqs. (9.10) and (9.11)
do not exist should both θ = 0 and E4 = E5 happen. In such a situation, Eqs. (9.10) and































Eq. (9.14) now leads to q22 ∈ {π/2,3π/2}, replacing the known values of ex, k and q22
in Eqs. (9.12) and (9.13) three equations in unknowns q21 and α is obtained. The extra
equations gives a necessary condition for θ = 0 to happen: q33 =
√
4E3(dA1−dB1)+q213.
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It can be seen that in the ideal Exechon robot, i.e. E3 = 0, the parallel module adopts a
symmetric configuration with respect to the yOzO plane.
9.5.2 Analysis of the serial module for the FKP
After solving the FKP of the parallel module, the values of OrE and OE R are known. Since
ErS = (0,hy,hz) is constant, the position of the center of the spherical wrist, S, w.r.t. frame
O is fully determined after solving the FKP of the parallel module as OrS = OE R
ErS. The
orientation of the tool frame, S, (see Fig. 9.9) with respect to the platform frame E is given by
E
SR = Rot(qS1,Ek̂E)Rot(qS2,E îE)Rot(qS3,Ek̂E). Therefore, if the input variables of actuation






It is desired to know the system of constraints for a given position and orientation of the
end-effector. After solving the IKP for such a pose of the tool, it is possible to compute the
wrench system of constraints. In this section, the computation of the wrench system of the
parallel module is addressed. Note that a basis for the wrench system of the serial module,
which is a spherical wrist, simply consists of three linearly independent wrenches of pitch 0
intersecting S, the center of the wrist.
The constraint system of each leg of the parallel module of the Exechon robot with offsets
is different from that of the ideal Exechon robot. However, for legs 1 and 3 the wrench
system is the same and still can be found by means of geometry as shown in fig. 9.10 for
leg 1: Similarly to legs i = 1,3 of the ideal Exechon robot, the wrench system of constraints
consists of two wrenches, the first one, Wci1 being a pure moment that is perpendicular to
axes Si1 and Si2 and, in consequence, also perpendicular to Si4. Since it is Wci1 is a pure
moment, then Kl(Wci1,Si3) = 0 is also ensured. The second wrench, Wci2, is a pure force
intersecting Si1 and parallel to Si2 and Si4. Since Wci2 ⊥ S13 their reciprocity is ensured.
FIGURE 9.10: Constraint system of leg 1.
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Since the IKP is considered to be known, the two wrenches for legs i = 1,3 can be











Unfortunately, for leg 2, unlike in the ideal Exechon robot, the sole wrench the spans the
system of constraints of the leg is neither 0- nor infinite-pitched, and therefore it cannot be
located by means of geometry, at least not easily. Wc21, the only wrench in this system, can
be found by computation of a basis of Null((J2(q))t), where J2 := aug(OS21, . . . ,OS25).
Although IKP is solved numerically, it is possible to obtain a closed form solution for
OWc21 if J2 is expressed in terms of α, θ, q21 and q22. When these values are obtained in the
IKP it is easier to evaluate the closed form solution of OWc21 than computing Null((J2(q))t)
for the given configuration q.
Let λOW̃c21 be the only element of the basis of the computed null space [182] (it is
multiplied by λ since it is not necessary a unit screw), then span(OW̃c21) = Null((Jt2(q))
t),
where, if Wc21 := (ŝ;v), then W̃c21 := (v;s). Clearly, Kl(OS2 j,OWc21) = 0, j = 1, . . . ,5, if
and only if (OS2 j)tW̃c21 = 0.
Using symbolic algebra software Maple Null((J2(q))t) is computed and a closed-form
solution is found in terms of the previously mentioned intermediate variables. The solution
is long and is presented in Appendix B.
9.7 Effects of offsets in the position of the moving platform
It is possible that not all five offsets are present in the robot, therefore a total of 25 = 32
situations are possible, depending on which links present error and which are ideal. For
example, the link between joints 11 and 12 can be ideal and E4 = 0, while the other offsets
are still present. It is possible to check which of these 32 cases produces the biggest error
in the position of the moving platform. The 32 cases will be tested in different points of the
reachable workspace of the robot, and in each case the deviation of point E in the platform
will be compared to its ideal position that would be obtained in the ideal Exechon robot using








q13, q24 and q33, actuator fully contracted 563
Stroke of actuators 300
TABLE 9.1: Dimensions and joint limits of the example.
The comparison is made using the dimensions shown in table 9.1. The stroke of each
actuator is split in 11 positions, generating a total of 113 = 1331 configurations to be tested.
Since in each configuration 32 different cases of combinations of offsets are to be analyzed,
a total of 1331×32 = 42592 iterations are required.
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Fig. 9.11 shows the contour graph approximated using the position of point E in each
of the 1331 analyzed configurations in the ideal case. The plot shows a typical shape of
workspace in parallel mechanisms.
FIGURE 9.11: Contour plot of the workspace of the ideal Exechon robot
approximated using the tested configurations. Level 1, z0 = 794.1; level 2,
z0 = 749.2; level 3, z0 = 704.3; level 4, z0 = 659.4; level 5, z0 = 614.5; level
6, z0 = 569.6; level 7, z0 = 524.7; level 8, z0 = 479.8; and level 9, z0 = 434.9
In each of the 1331 configurations the case of offsets combinations that produces the
biggest deviation of point E is saved. When all the configurations have been analyzed, the
number of times that every case of offsets combinations gave the biggest deviation is counted.
According to these results, the case that affected the position of E the worst is when all offsets
are present except E5, the length of the common perpendicular between joint axes S31 and
S33, which was the worst case in 428 configurations. Note that this non-symmetrical result is
a consequence of the loss of symmetry of the parallel module, whose offsets between axes in
leg 3 break the symmetry borne by the ideal mechanism.
Fig. 9.12 shows the points reached by the ideal Exechon robot in the 1331 configurations
analyzed. In such plots, the clearer the dots are, the larger the deviation of point E in the
parallel platform will be when all offsets, except the one in leg 3 are introduced. It can be
seen that the safest area is when xO−coordinate of E is negative, while its yO−coordinate is
positive. These results were obtained using an offset of 1 mm, for which the largest deviation
of the position of E with respect to the ideal case was 2.8428193 mm, while the mean was a
deviation of 2.216036073 mm.
In order to observe the effects of the same arrangement of offsets on the position and
orientation of the end-effector, consider a configuration with actuation values q13 = 800mm,
q24 = 600mm, q33 = 670mm, qS1 = 65◦, qS2 = 32◦ and qS3 = 210◦. Table 9.2 compares the
ideal case against the case with 1-mm offsets inserted in all base axes except the one in leg
3, which is, according to the previously-discussed results, the worst case. According to the
values in table 9.2, the deviation of point E of the moving platform is 2.37549666 mm, while
the deviation of point S in the end-effector is 3.278749429 mm.
In regard to the constraint system, in the ideal case, it is spanned by the single element
OWc21 =(Oŝc21, Ovc21), which is a pure force parallel to Oŝ25 =(0.956434219,−0.120992931,
−0.265695869) and intersecting point A2. When the error offsets are considered, the single
element in the wrench system is obtained by means of the null space as. This wrench is
slightly non-parallel to the axis of joint 25, which is computed as Oŝ25 = (0.956867789,
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FIGURE 9.12: Workspace of Exechon robot with projections on the yOzO
and xOyO planes (top right and bottom right, respectively). The clearer the
dots, the larger the deviation of the moving platform if all offsets are intro-
duced except that of leg 3.
−0.119963676, −0.264599229). This wrench has also a small pitch, hc21 = Oŝc21 ·Ovc21 =
0.149887, which makes it a non-pure force. Finally, its axis does not intersect point A2, but
it is located a distance 1.30615095 mm away from it.















 −0.05985 0.70474 0.70693−0.98463 −0.15807 0.07422
0.16405 −0.69162 0.70337




















TABLE 9.2: Comparison of the position, OrS, and orientation, OS R, of the
end effector and constraint of leg 2, OWc21, between the ideal case and the
case with 1mm offset inserted in all base joints except that of leg 3.
9.8 Chapter conclusions
In this chapter the Exechon robot was analyzed considering imperfect joint axes in the joints
connecting the legs to the fixed platform. The forward and inverse kinematics of the robot
were solved and its constraint system was obtained. It can be concluded that the introduction
of these offsets makes the analysis of the robot a much more complex problem which had to
be solved numerically, although the systems of equations were reduced from their original
form. The constraint system is the same as in the ideal case for legs 1 and 3, however for
leg 2 the single wrench that spans the system of constraints of such leg cannot be obtained
by geometrical means. The use of the FKP showed that the combination of all offsets except
that of leg 1 leads to the largest deviation in the position of the parallel platform. In addition,
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eight solutions to the IKP of the parallel module were obtained for a given position of the
end-effector. Meanwhile, sixteen solutions to the FKP of the parallel module were obtained.
It can be seen that the number of solutions for the IKP was reduced from the original 16
solutions of the ideal case.
The results obtained in this chapter allow a more precise prediction of the position and
orientation of the tool once the dimensions of each offset are known. These results are also
the first step to the determination of a stiffness model of this robot with imperfections for a





This thesis presented results from the application of the method of generated surfaces to the
design and analysis of mechanisms with different purposes. The following conclusions can
be drawn from this research:
• Two families of reconfigurable paradoxical Bricard linkages were obtained from the
intersection of two toroids, one of this families consists of line-symmetric linkages,
while the other includes plane-symmetric linkages. It was shown that in the line-
symmetric case, branches of motion in which the linkage behaves like a 4R Bennett
mechanism, while the plane-symmetric cases presented branches of motion where the
linkage works as a spherical 4R mechanism.
• A method for the design of multi-loop kinematotropic linkages was established using
kinematic chains that can change the surface they generate. Therefore, these mechan-
ical generators cannot be dyads, they must be closed or hybrid chains. The Bohemian
dome was used as an example and its multiple self-crossings allowed the description of
new ways of reconfiguration that had not been used before in the method of generated
surfaces.
• A kinematotropic PKM was designed by taking an existing constant-mobility recon-
figurable PKM and adding a carefully designed surface generator as an extra leg. The
PKM was able to shift between three different values of finite mobility: 1 DOF, 2
DOF and 3 DOF. Although this is a very uncommon property, Wohlhart’s Star-Cube
is believed to have tens of branches of motions with (at least) the same three different
values of finite mobility.
• The first method for the design of spatial cusp mechanisms was presented, this al-
lowed the discovery of two new types of singularities: the intersection of a cusp and
a regular curve, and the intersection of a cusp and regular surface. Interestingly, the
intersection of a cusp and a surface would force the linkage to change from 1 DOF to
2 DOFs instead of choosing between the branches as normally happens in transverse
intersections. This would lead to an easier-to-control reconfiguration.
• The first method for the design of mechanisms with a tangential intersection of branches
of motion was presented. In addition, it was presented how to distinguish these branches
of motion using only higher order analysis. In a similar way to the previous conclu-
sion, theoretically a tangential intersection would allow a “smoother” transition be-
tween working modes, although not really a smooth curve in the formal mathematical
sense.
• The FKP and IKP for the Exechon robot with error offsets at the base were solved and
the error in the position of a point was modeled as a toroid. It was shown that the
closed-form solution that has been reported for the IKP of the ideal Exechon robot is
lost when error offsets are added and only numerical solutions can be obtained.
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It can be seen that the method of generated surfaces represents a technique that can help
the solution of more modern problems in mechanisms theory and robotics. The biggest draw-
back of the method is determining the intersection set between the surfaces by obtaining a
parametrization of each of its components. Several techniques to aid for solving this were
applied in this thesis as have been in the literature. This includes plugging parametric equa-
tions with implicit forms and changing parameters. However, as it was shown in this thesis,
the power of the method of generated surfaces does not require the computation of the in-
tersection set in order to be useful. Local analysis of the intersection can be carried out, the
curvatures and other properties of the surfaces can be used and, generally, knowing a general
behaviour of the intersection is required. The use of SolidWorks, Maple and Matlab in order
to generate these surfaces and intersection curves brings a powerful insight on the behaviour
of the linkage. This is one of the most beneficial aspects of the method.
Tentative future work includes:
• Finding a method for the identification and analysis of cusp singularities when only
local information is available, this problem was not solved in chapter 7
• In the design of both mechanisms with cusps and with tangential intersection of branches
of motion, it is not known yet if these phenomena happen only in 1-DOF linkages, the
question is open for higher mobility, e.g., for 2 DOFs, configuration spaces that look
like a funnel or surfaces that are tangent to each other.
• In chapter 7, only one PKM was designed, it is straightforward to extend these results
to a general method to obtain more examples.
• Several models of the Exechon PKM, e.g. the Exechon XMini, present an offset wrist,
instead of a spherical one, as serial component. The kinematics of these robots is no
longer decoupled. The results presented in chapter 9 have to be obtained for models
featuring an offset wrist.
The solutions to these problems, are still open problems in the literature. However, results
for the last two points have already been recently obtained by the author of this thesis.
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Appendix A
Solutions for the toroids parameters
in the line-symmetric case



























−b2 cosγA cosγB sin2 vB(b1 sinγA−b2 sinγB cosθ)),
−sinvB cscθsecγB
b22 sin

































−b2 cosγA cosγB sin2 vB(b1 sinγA−b2 sinγB cosθ)),
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Wrench of constraints of leg 2 of the
Exechon PKM
The following wrench of constraints of leg 2 is computed:
λ
OWc21 = (K5,K6,K7;dA2 ,K8,K9)
where:
K5 := ((−Sx(cosαcosq21 + sinαsinq21)sinθ+(−cosθ(bB2−hy)sinα+ cosαhz
−cosθSz)cosq21− sinq21(((hy−dB2)cosα+dA2−Sy)cosθ− sinαhz))sinq22 +
sinθ(−sinαcosq22(dA1−dA2)cos2 q21 +(cosq22(dA1−dA2)sinq21 + cosq22E1 +
E3)cosαcosq21 +((cosq22E1 +E3)sinq21 + cosq22(dA1−dA2))sinα))sinq22
K6 := (−cosα(cosq22−1)(cosq22 +1)(dA1−dA2)cos3 q21 +(−sinαsinq21(dA1
−dA2)cos2 q22−E3 sinαcosq22 +((dA1−dA2)sinq21−E1)sinα−E2 cosα)cos2 q21 +
((Sz sinα+(dA1−2dA2 +Sy)cosα−hy +dB2)cos2 q22 + cosαsinq21E3 cosq22 +
(−sinq21E2−Sz)sinα+(E1 sinq21 +dA2−Sy)cosα−dB2 +hy)cosq21 +
(((dA1−dA2)sinq21 +E1)cosq22− sinq22Sx +E3)sinαcosq22)sinθ+ sin(q22)(sinαhz−
((hy−dB2)cosα+dA2−Sy)cosθ)cosq22
K7 := ((sinα(dA1−dA2)cos3 q21− cosαsinq21(dA1−dA2)cos2 q21− sinα(dA1−dA2)cosq21 +
(sz sinα+(−dA2 + sy)cosα−hy +dB2)sinq21− cosαE1)cos2 q22 +(−cosαcos2 q21E3
−sinαsinq21E3 cosq21 + sx cosαsinq22)cosq22− sinα(dA1−dA2)cos3 q21 +
(cosαsinq21(dA1−dA2)− cosαE1 + sinαE2)cos2 q21 +((−E2 cosα− sinαE1)sinq21 +
sinα(dA1−dA2))cosq21 +(−sz sinα+(dA2− sy)cosα+hy−dB2)sinq21 + cosαE1
−sinαE2)sinθ− sinq22 cosq22((hy−dB2)cosθsinα+ cosαhz− sz cosθ)
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K8 := ((cosα(dB2−hy)−dA2 + sy)cosθ+ sinα(−sinθsx +hz))(dA1−dA2)(cosq22 +
1)(cosq22−1)cos3 q21 +(−(dA1−dA2)sinq21(((hy−dB2)sinα− sz)cosθ+
cosα(−sinθsx +hz))cos2 q22 +(E3(sinα(dB2−hy)+ sz)cosθ+(((dA2− sy)(dA1
−dA2)sinq22 +E3sx)sinθ−hzE3)cosα− sinθsinq22(sinαsz−hy +dB2)(dA1
−dA2))cosq22 +(E2(dB2−hy)cosα− (dA1−dA2)(sinα(dB2−hy)+ sz)sinq21 +
E1(dB2−hy)sinα−E2dA2 + szE1 +E2sy)cosθ+(((dA1−dA2)sinq21−E1)cosα+
sinαE2)(−sinθsx +hz))cos3 q21 +(−((cosα(dB2−hy)−dA2 + sy)cosθ+
sinα(−sinθsx +hz))(dA1−dA2)cos2 q22− ((cosα(dB2−hy)−dA2 + sy)cosθ+
sinα(−sinθsx +hz))sinq21E3 cosq22 +((dB2−hy)(−E1 sinq21 +dA1−dA2)cosα+
(E2(dB2−hy)sinα+E1dA2− syE1 + szE2)sinq21− (dA2− sy)(dA1−dA2))cosθ+
(−sinq21E2 cosα+ sinα(−E1 sinq21 +dA1−dA2))(−sinθsx +hz))cosq21 +((dA1−
dA2)sinq21 +E1)(((hy−dB2)sin(α)− sz)cosθ+ cos(α)(−sinθsx +hz))cos2 q22 +
(−E3(sinα(dB2−hy)+ sz)cosθ+(−sinθsinq22E1(dA1− sy)sinq21 +((dA2 2 +(−dA1
−sy)dA2 +dA1sy−E12)sinq22−E3sx)sinθ+hzE3)cosα+ sinθsinq22(sinαsz−hy +
dB2)(E1 sinq21 +dA1−dA2))cosq22 +E2((hy−dB2)cosα+dA2− sy)cosθ
−sinq22 sinθ((dA2− sy)sinq21 +E1)E3 cosα+ sinθsinq22E3(sinαsz−hy +
dB2)sinq21− sinαE2(hz− sx sinθ)
and
K9 := (dA1−dA2)(cos2 q22−1)(((hy−dB2)sinα− sz)cosθ+ cosα(−sinθsx +hz))cos3 q21
+((−(dA1−dA2)((hy−dB2)cos(α)+dA2− sy)sinq21 cos2 q22− ((hy−dB2)cosα+dA2
−sy)E3 cosq22 +(dA1−dA2)((hy−dB2)cosα+dA2− sy)sinq21−E2(dB2−hy)sinα+
E1(dB2−hy)cosα−E1dA2 + syE1− szE2)cosθ+ sinαsinq21(dA1−dA2)(−sinθsx +
hz)cos2 q22 + sinα((dA2(dA1−dA2)sinq22−E3sx)sinθ+hzE3)cosq22− (sinαsinq21(dA1
−dA2)−E2 cosα− sinαE1)(−sx sinθ+hz))cos2 q21 +(((sinα(dB2−hy)+ sz)(dA1
−2dA2)cos2 q22 +(sinα(dB2−hy)+ sz)sinq21E3 cosq22 +(E1(dB2−hy)sinα+E2(dB2
−hy)cosα−E2dA2 + szE1 +E2sy)sinq21 +dA2(sinα(dB2−hy)+ sz))cosθ− cosα(dA1
−2dA2)(−sinθsx +hz)cos2 q22 +((−sinθsinq22sz(dA1−dA2)sinα+((−sy(dA1
−dA2)sinq22 +E3sx)sinθ−hzE3)cosα− sinθsinq22(dB2−hy)(dA1−dA2))sinq21
−sinθsinq22E1(dB2−hy + sinαsz + cosαsy))cosq22− (E1 cosα−E2 sinα)(−sinθsx +
hz)sinq21−E3 sinαsinθsinq22sz +((−E3 sinq22sy +dA2sx)sinθ−hzdA2)cosα
−sinθsinq22E3(dB2−hy))cosq21− (dA2 sinq21 +E1)(cosq22 +1)((hy−dB2)cosα+dA2
−sy)(cosq22−1)cosθ+ sinα((dA2 sinq21 +E1)(−sx sinθ+hz)cos2 q22




Multiple solutions for the IKP and the
FKP of the Exechon robot
C.1 Solutions of the IKP of the parallel module
Given the eight uni-variable equations obtained from the two solutions for each α, q22 and
θ, all possible real solutions for the IKP are numerically obtained for the tool position OrS =
(300,500,900) mm. The dimensions of the mechanism are shown in Table 9.1. In order
to better appreciate the difference between solutions, an exaggerated offset of 60 mm was
used. Figures C.1 and C.2 show the 16 solutions obtained, including a picture of the parallel
module and the corresponding values of the actuated joint variables q13, q24 and q33. These
16 solutions refer to the configuration of legs 1 and 3 shown in figure 9.8a. Other three
solutions can be obtained for each of the 16 presented here by changing the configuration of
legs 1 and 3 as shown in cases b, c and d in figure 9.8, only affecting the values of q13 and
q33 but keeping all other values unaffected. In total, 64 solutions are obtained.
C.2 Solutions of the FKP of the parallel module
Given the sixteen systems of equations obtained from the eight sets of solutions for ex and k
and the two solutions for q22, all possible real solutions for the FKP are numerically obtained
for the values of actuated joint variables q13 = 670mm, q24 = 570mm and q33 = 800mm. The
dimensions of the mechanism are shown in Table 9.1. In order to better appreciate the dif-
ference between solutions, an exaggerated offset of 60 mm was used. A total of 57 solutions
were obtained. Figures C.3 and C.4 show the 16 solutions obtained for the configuration of
legs 1 and 3 shown in figure 9.8, including a picture of the parallel module and the corre-
sponding position of the end-effector OrS.
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FIGURE C.1: 16 solutions for the inverse kinematics problem of the parallel
module with OrS = (300,500,900) mm. With every solution, the obtained
vector [q13,q24,q33] is presented. (continues in figure C.2)
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FIGURE C.2: (continuation of figure C.1) 16 solutions for the inverse kine-
matics problem of the parallel module with OrS = (300,500,900) mm. With
every solution, the obtained vector [q13,q24,q33] is presented.
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FIGURE C.3: 16 solutions for the FKP of the parallel module with q13 =
670mm, q24 = 570mm and q33 = 800mm. With every solution, the obtained
vector OrS is presented. (continues in Fig. C.4)
FIGURE C.4: (Continuation of Fig. C.3) 16 solutions for the FKP of the
parallel module with q13 = 670mm, q24 = 570mm and q33 = 800mm. With
every solution, the obtained vector OrS is presented.
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